Some of this publication’s
content has been amended
since last reprint and is not
reflected in this edition. Please
use this as a resource for ideas
only and not as a policy
document
A couple of useful links to the new material are below
•

Promise and Law Discussion Guide

•

Promise and Law Internal Compass



Promise and Law Programming

•

Policy and Rules

Further development of publications will continue as the
implementation of the new youth Program occurs.
Additional transition documents will become available
as Groups move onto the new Program.
Note – In some Branches this publication is printed and distributed as
part of an initial resource kit. Before printing, please refer to your
Branch procedures first.
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Introduction

INTRODUCTION

It is not intended that you read this
book from cover to cover all at once,
but rather that you should use it as a
reference manual. Chapters usually
stand independently and should be
used, as needed, to develop your full
understanding of a Cub Scout Leader’s
task. This book is divided into four basic
components:
• Guidelines
• Pack Management
• Programming

• The Award Scheme.
This book will not give you a complete
understanding of the Cub Scout Section
Program. For that you need to experience
the atmosphere and stimulation of Training
Courses. Mixing with your fellow Leaders
will do much to widen your appreciation of
this valuable work in youth training called
‘Cub Scouting’.
The success of Scouting rests with its
Leaders. The Cub Scout Section has a
reputation for attracting enthusiastic,
realistic and fun-loving people.
We welcome you as one of us.

Introduction

Welcome to the
Cub Scout Leaders’
Handbook.
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FIRST THOUGHTS
It all started with a man and his book.
He did not foresee what was to happen.
No one was more surprised than BadenPowell when this ‘technical book’ based
on his career experiences became a best
seller and motivated thousands of young
people throughout his country.
And no one would be more surprised
than he to find that his youth movement
is now moving with such vigour into the
21st Century.
The secret of the success of Scouting
is not only the enthusiasm and loyalty
of thousands of young people, keen and

dedicated “Scouts” – but the enthusiasm
and loyalty of thousands of adults – keen
and dedicated Leaders.
Scouting will always be a challenge; but
it is a challenge which will bring success,
confidence, excitement and quiet joy to
many, many people.
If you are reading this book you are
probably already a Cub Scout Section
Leader or about to become one. We
welcome you to the wonderful world of
Cub Scouting.

GLOSSARY
AKELA – the adult male or female
Leader of the Pack in most Branches. Also
called Cub Scout Leader or CSL. The name
is from Kipling’s The First and Second
Jungle Books.
AREA or REGION – a geographical
collection of Districts under the direction
of an Area or Regional Commissioner.
ASSISTANT LEADERS – they
have names from Kipling’s The First and
Second Jungle Books such as Baloo or
Bagheera. They are also called Assistant
Cub Scout Leaders or ACSL’s.
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GROUP – every Pack belongs to a Group
which should also include a Joey Scout
Mob, Scout Troop, Venturer Scout Unit and
Rover Crew.
GROUP COMMITTEE – made up
of parents and other interested people
who look after the finances and welfare of
the Group. The Group Leader is the ONLY
Leader who attends these meetings. The
GL attends on behalf of the other Leaders.
GROUP COUNCIL – a monthly
meeting of adult Leaders of the Group.

BADEN-POWELL – the founder of
Scouting. Affectionately known as B-P.

GROUP LEADER – an adult male or
female in charge of a Group. Also called
a GL.

BRANCH – the governing body in each
State or Territory of Australia.

NATIONAL – the governing body of
The Scout Association of Australia.

CUB SCOUT – a boy or girl in the
Movement aged from 8 to 10 years (with
some flexibility for individual maturity, and
with the agreement of Leaders from both
Sections involved and the Group Leader).

P and R – The official Policy and Rules
of the Scout Association of Australia. The
publication is entitled “Policy and Rules”.

CUB SCOUT LEADERS (CSL) –
the adults in charge of Cub Scouts. They
may also be called Leaders.
CUB SCOUT SECTION
PROGRAM – this is the TOTALITY
of what young people do in Cub Scouting,
how it is done and the reason why it
is done.
DISTRICT – a number of Groups in the
same geographical area.
DISTRICT COMMISSIONER
– the adult Leader, male or female, in
charge of a District. Also known as DC.
DISTRICT
LEADER
(DL)
–
is
responsible
for
technical
support
to
the
Packs
in
the District.
DISTRICT TRAINING MEETING
(SEEONEE) DTM – a monthly
meeting of all adult Leaders of the Packs
in the District.

PACK – a collection of Cub Scouts who
meet together regularly.
PACK COUNCIL – a monthly or six
weekly meeting that includes all Cub Scout
Section Leaders, Sixers and Seconds.
Cub Scout Youth Helpers may be invited
occasionally.
SECOND – helper to a Sixer. They
wear a badge stating the youth role, i.e.
Second, worn on the pocket flap
SIX – a group of six Cub Scouts. A Pack
of 24 would be made up of four Sixes.
They have a colour name and wear a
round patch of that colour on the left
sleeve.
SIXER – the Cub Scout in charge of a
Six. He or she has a badge stating the
youth role, i.e. Sixer, worn on the pocket
flap
YOUTH HELPER – a young person
between 141/2 and 18 years of age who helps
with the running of the Pack. Also known as
YH’s. They too have Jungle names.

SCOUTING INTO THE FUTURE

It is a Movement dedicated to the training
of young people so that they have an
opportunity to take a confident place in
our society. The training is enjoyable,
stimulating, adventurous and becomes
more self-directing as time goes on. It
is under the direction of adults who care
about young people and like having a lot of
fun themselves.

Principles of Scouting
The principles of Scouting as identified
by the Founder, Lord Baden-Powell, are
that Scouts should serve their God, act
in consideration of the needs of others,

and develop and use their abilities to
the betterment of themselves and their
families and the community in which
they live.
The Scout Program is in five stages or
five Sections
• 	Joey Scouts – boys and girls 6 to 7
years
• 	Cub Scouts – boys and girls from 8 to
10 years
• 	Scouts – boys and girls from 11 to 14
years
• 	Venturer Scouts– boys and girls 15 to
17 years
• 	Rovers – young men and women
18 to 25 years.
No one Section is ever considered an
entity in itself. Each Section has a lot to
offer but a basic aim is to stimulate young
people so that they want to enter the
next Section.

Adults take
the Decisions

Youth
members
take the
Decisions
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NON-DIRECTIVE LEADERSHIP

Scouting into the Future

Scouting is a youth movement which
has always looked to the future. Regular
reviews and updating have meant that
the Program has kept pace with a fast
moving society, while holding steadily to
the principles which have made it such a
success with young people.

DIRECTIVE LEADERSHIP
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These guiding principles of Scouting are
contained in a code for living which is
called the Scout Promise and Law.

A simple version of the Law has been
written for Cub Scouts.

The Scout Promise and Law (which has
ten parts) relate to all adult Leaders,
Rovers, Venturer Scouts and Scouts.

THE SCOUT
PROMISE

THE CUB SCOUT
PROMISE

On my honour I promise
That I will do my best To do my duty to my God, and
To the Queen of Australia
To help other people, and
To live by the Scout Law.
OR
On my honour I promise
That I will do my best To do my duty to my God, and
To Australia
To help other people, and
To live by the Scout Law

On my honour I promise
That I will do my best To do my duty to my God, and
To the Queen of Australia
To help other people, and
To live by the Cub Scout Law.
OR
On my honour I promise
That I will do my best To do my duty to my God, and
To Australia
To help other people, and
To live by the Cub Scout Law.

THE SCOUT LAW

THE CUB SCOUT LAW

A Scout is trustworthy.
A Scout is loyal.
A Scout is helpful.
A Scout is friendly.
A Scout is cheerful.
A Scout is considerate.
A Scout is thrifty.
A Scout is courageous.
A Scout is respectful.
A Scout cares for the environment.

Cub Scouts are loyal and obedient
Cub Scouts do not give
into themselves.
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SCOUT PROMISE AND LAW
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CUB SCOUTING
IS ACTIVITY

Our PURPOSE is:
To encourage the
PHYSICAL, INTELLECTUAL, EMOTIONAL, SOCIAL and SPIRITUAL
development of young people so that they may take a
CONSTRUCTIVE place in society as RESPONSIBLE CITIZENS
and as members of their local, national and international communities...
...and we do it through age appropriate activities based on:
ADVENTURE * OUTDOORS * CHALLENGE
* SERVICE * GAMES * ACTION * FUN
* HIKES * CAMPS * PRAYER * FRIENDS

There are six areas of personal growth
• Spiritual Development
• Physical Development
• Intellectual Development
• Emotional Development
• Social Development
• Character Development

Area of development
SOUL
BODY
INTELLIGENCE
EMOTIONS
SOCIAL NATURE
CHARACTER

Character is the dimension of personal identity. It unifies all the other areas in
process of personal growth. Without the dimension of character, the person cannot
be the actor of his/her own development

THE BASICS
Methods

As children grow towards adulthood and
they prepare to take their place in society,
their needs change.

There are many ways, including Program
planning, by which Leaders can achieve
our Scouting objectives. These include:

Our objectives are to help them from 8 to
10 years old as Cub Scouts to grow in
the way stated in the Purpose.

• 	frequent examples of Promise and
Law

Our objectives therefore are to provide
opportunities for children to develop
physically, intellectually, emotionally,
socially and spiritually through participation
in an exciting educational program based
on individual needs:

• 	good adult example

• 	to provide opportunities for interaction
in small groups
• 	to create a feeling of belonging and a
sense of achievement
• 	to practise leadership skills
• 	to develop a sense of fair play and
justice
• 	to satisfy the Cub Scout’s curiosity and
a need for adventure
• 	to develop fitness and creative skill
• 	to provide new experiences
• 	to allow the Cub Scout to make
choices and decisions
• 	to provide opportunities for learning by
doing
• 	to provide the opportunity to express
and respond to their own spiritual
development needs.
All
children
should
have
these
opportunities. The Cub Scout Pack
provides an exciting Program which
gives each child the chance to achieve
them because Cub Scouting is based on
individual needs.

• 	maintaining a happy atmosphere
• 	voluntary membership
• wearing
	
of uniform and Group or
Branch scarf
• 	the provision of a wide range
of stimulating, constructive and
challenging activities
• 	the use of an Award Scheme
• 	youth making choices and making
decisions
• 	use of games
• 	handcraft
• 	play acting, singing and yarns
• 	use of outdoor settings as much as
possible
• 	involving parents
• 	developing good parent/Leader
relationships
• 	youth learning by doing
• 	working in groups of various sizes –
Pack, Six, age, friends, individuals
• 	giving extra responsibilities to Sixers
• 	variety of activities
• 	having fun
• 	service
• 	sharing leadership
• 	Pack Holidays/Sleepovers
• Group/District/Area/Region/Branch
	
activities.
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Objectives
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Of course, all of these should be
appropriate to age, development, social
competence, family and community
circumstances.

The Basics

Cub Scouting is
ADVENTURE
Young people come into Scouting for
adventure. They are tireless explorers
with wide-ranging interests. It is your
job to encourage them to overcome
obstacles in a safe environment. Life
demands courage, endurance, strength of
character and body, and fortitude. Do not
underestimate the capacity of children for
taking risks, enjoying the stimulation of
‘danger’ as they perceive it, and findin
things out for themselves. Over-concern
prevents them from growing up with all
the experience they need for future living.

Cub Scouting is
DISCOVERY
Children learn more effectively when they
discover things for themselves, when
they can freely discuss these ideas with
others and when they put their discoveries
into practice. You will encourage your Cub
Scouts to learn by keeping in mind the key
activities leading to discovery: observation
– experimentation – exploration. In
‘discovery learning’ the individual is the
main figure in the process by which he
or she is encouraged or required to seek
solutions for themselves. This is a very
powerful learning experience.
Discovery in this sense does not refer
particularly to things previously unknown,
but rather focuses on those forms of
obtaining knowledge for one’s self by the
use of one’s own mind and initiative.

Cub Scouting is
ACTIVITY
Boys and girls of Cub Scout age want
to learn, want to be doing, want to be
involved. There is a tremendous urge
to gain experience, explore, experiment
and expand.
When Cub Scouts are engaged in their
various activities there must be scope for
some degree of success. The child who
has really accomplished something –
reached the target, overcome a difficult,
mastered a skill – has a wonderful and
justified sense of achievement. Real
success, after effort, has a dynamic effect
on practically all human beings, and its
power to help the development of your
Cub Scouts is often amazing.
Most children appear to have boundless
energy, spend it in great amounts and
tire easily.
Gross motor activities such as running,
throwing and catching, climbing and
games, along with eye-hand co-ordination
activities such as knotting, drawing and
handcrafts are essential.
Other outdoor activities such as wide
games, hiking, bush shelter building, and
cooking, are also valuable experiences.
It is important to your success as a
Leader, as well as to the development of
our young people that you realise the Cub
Scout Program emphasises activity.

EIGHT AREAS OF GROWTH

The world
about us
Outdoor
Scouting
skills

Pursuits and
interests

FUNDAMENTALS
Creativity

Promise & Law
Duty to my God
Purpose of Scouting

Growing
awareness
of the local
community
Responsibilities
for others

The Eight Areas of Growth of the Cub
Scout Program revolve completely around
the Fundamentals (Promise and Law,
Purpose of Scouting and Duty to my
God).

Eight Areas of Growth
The Purpose of Scouting is to
encourage the physical, intellectual,
social,
spiritual
and
emotional
development of young people so that

Responsibilities
for self

Growing
awareness of the
needs of the wider
world people &
culture

they may take a constructive place in
society as responsible citizens and as
members of their local, national and
international communities.
The Cub Scout Program provides a wide
range of constructive and challenging
activities including opportunities for fun,
adventure, exploration and service all
aimed at a balanced development of the
physical, intellectual, social, spiritual and
emotional attributes of each Cub Scout.

The Basics
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To achieve its purpose the Cub Scout
Program, which is based on the
Fundamentals of Scouting, sets out to
assist young people in the eight areas of
growth that are part of the development
of the whole person. The areas of
growth are:
• 	The world about us
• 	Outdoor Scouting skills
• 	Responsibilities for self
• 	Growing awareness of the needs of
the wider world, people and culture
• 	Responsibilities for others
• 	Growing awareness of the local
community
• 	Creativity
• 	Pursuits and interests.
It is important to try to cover each area
of growth within a term’s programming.
In this way we can cater for all the
characteristics and needs of young people
in this age group.

The world about us
Cub Scouts are constantly learning new
things about the natural world around
them. Whether it is discovering a nest in
a tree or finding out how their own body
works – they are fascinated and willing to
learn. They enjoy discovering new things
and about how things work.
Boomerang Challenges 10 (Discovery)
and 11 (The Natural Environment) and a
number of the Achievement Badges (e.g.:
Animals and Birds, Scientist) are areas
within the Cub Scout Award Scheme
that may be used to develop this area
of growth.

Outdoor Scouting skills
Outdoors as part of the Cub Scout Program
is a MUST DO! One of the main reasons
young people join Scouting is for the
adventure of the outdoor life. Make sure
you give them as much as you reasonably
can. There are lots of things to choose –
day outings, short bush walks, sausage
sizzles, nature rambles, animal spotting,
wide games, breakfast in the park,
exploring, campfires, canoeing or rafting
and Pack Holidays to mention a few.
Along with these there are the traditional
Scouting skills that we teach Cub Scouts
such as knotting (Boomerang Challenge
3), compass, map reading, trail signs,
fire lighting and cooking (Boomerang
Challenge 4). Some Achievement Badges
(e.g. Bushcraft) develop these skills and
other outdoor skills (e.g. Canoeing) to
new levels.

Responsibilities for self
Cub Scouts are in a phase of life where they
are developing a need to take a greater
level of responsibility for themselves.
They will begin to have a greater sense
of justice and fair play; they will begin to
take blame for their actions; they want
to make decisions for themselves; they
are learning about how to look after
themselves. The Boomerang Challenges
1 (Health and First Aid), 2 (Safety) and 8
(Fitness) all develop a greater awareness
for the Cub Scout and help them to
develop skills and knowledge that will
assist them in the future.

The Basics
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Involving Cub Scouts as part of the
Pack leadership through being a Sixer or
Second, and having them participate in
Pack Council are great ways to develop
self confidence and self worth

Growing awareness of
the needs of the wider
world, people and culture
Just as Cub Scouts enjoy learning about
the world around them, other people
and cultures can also fascinate them.
Australia is a multicultural society and by
learning more about other people’s ways
and cultures develops an understanding
and acceptance of these people. A saying
of B-P’s was “A Scout accepts the other
man as he finds him, and makes the best
of him”.
Boomerang
Challenge
9
(People
and Cultures) and the Achievement
Badges International Culture and World
Friendship, in particular, are areas with
the Cub Scout Award Scheme that may
be used to develop this area of growth.

Responsibilities for
others
B-P stated, “Scouts should serve their
God, act in consideration of the needs of
others and develop and use their abilities
to the betterment of themselves and their
families and the community in which they
live”. As part of the Cub Scout program
you should find opportunities where the
Cub Scouts can perform service to others.
This also helps the Cub Scout develop an
awareness of their local community.
A Cub Scout also needs to gain an
understanding that their actions affect
not only themselves but others as well,
whether the others are family members,
school colleagues or other Cub Scouts.
The Scout method of working in small
teams (Sixes) is an effective way to
develop this responsibility for others.

Growing awareness of
the local community
16
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Part of the Purpose of Scouting is for
Cub Scouts to take a constructive
place in society as responsible
citizens and as members of their
local, national and international
communities. A community is made up
of many parts – from homes, to schools,
to sporting groups, to special interest
groups, to public services, to
service providers and community
groups such as Scouting. Cub Scouts
will develop a sense of belonging to
their local community through learning
about and being active within their
local community.
Boomerang Challenges 6 (Symbols of
Australia) and 14 (Your Community)
and some Achievement Badges (e.g.
Citizenship) are designed to help make
the Cub Scout aware of the communities
in which they live.

Creativity
Creativity is made up of a number
of activities designed to give a Cub
Scout self-confidence and the ability to
communicate with others. Programs
should include:
• singing
• play acting or miming
• story telling
• playing musical instruments
• writing prayers
• saying a poem
• painting and drawing
• handcraft.
Handcraft
allows
for
individual
advancement in coordination – learning
skills that will be useful to the Cub Scouts
later on. Through handcraft, recognition of
one’s imagination and ability to improvise

may also be gained.
Boomerang Challenges 12 – Self
Expression and 13 – Handcraft as well as a
number of the Achievement badges (e.g.
Art and Design, Musician) are designed to
develop a Cub Scout’s creativity.

Pursuits and interests
Cub Scouts may have many interests
outside of Scouting. These may
include sports, hobbies, skills and other
community activities. The Achievement
Badges are designed to cater for these
other interests that a Cub Scout has.

Additional Elements of
the Cub Scout Program
Award Scheme
The four parts of the Cub Scout Award
Scheme are:
• Boomerang Challenges
• Achievement Badges
• The Grey Wolf Award
• Special Interest Badges.
Each of these parts caters to children’s
needs for achievement and advancement,
gives them a chance to realise their
growing usefulness to society and build
their self-confidence. The scheme also
accommodates your desire to see the
children progress, but be wary of judging
your success as a Leader solely on
the number of badges worn by your
Cub Scouts.

Games
Games are used for lots of reasons
and in lots of places. There is a game
to suit every occasion and every
child. They add to a happy, disciplined
family atmosphere. They stimulate selfdiscipline, development of co-ordination

Personal choice
This is an important part of growing up.
We can help our young people learn the
possible consequences of their choice of
action as well as catering to personal likes
and dislikes.
Cub Scouts have personal choice in:
• some Boomerang Challenges
• Achievement
	
Badges – not only in
what badge they choose to do but in
what requirements they choose
• during meetings

Cub Scouting is FUN
FUN is the package you use to meet the
objectives of the Movement and FUN
should permeate every aspect of the Cub
Scout Program. It’s fun to do things you’re
not made to do. Whenever possible
you should do something practical and
relevant to the Award Scheme rather
than talk about it. Use the eight areas
of growth of the Cub Scout Program to
instruct and revise training and bring it to
life for all the Cub Scouts. These areas
are further supported under Cub Scout
Programming. In Cub Scouting, whether
tying a knot or doing handcraft, there is
a special approach, an attitude, a spirit in
which things are done the Cub Scout way.

– choice of handcrafts
– choosing a prayer when on duty
• choosing a game when appropriate
• choosing songs when appropriate
• 	base night, choosing what activities
they will do
• 	as Sixers – helping to choose outings
and activities and deciding how certain
Pack funds may be spent.

Ceremonies and
traditions
Each meeting normally has an opening
and closing ceremony. Though they
should be short, they should also be
sincere and correct, thereby giving the
Cub Scouts a sense of belonging and
pride. Prayers help boys and girls in their
personal religious advancement and show
group acceptance of religious beliefs as
part of life. Prayers also acknowledge
adult acceptance of religious values in
their everyday life. This is an area where
the Promise and Law can be highlighted.

Yarns
These help the Cub Scouts to ‘tune in’ so
that you may instruct in a friendly, relaxed
and interesting manner. Yarns cover the
just plain funny through to the romantic
and adventurous. They may illustrate the
heroic, the kindly, the loyal and the brave.
They take in all the human traits that go to
make admirable people.
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and learning. They can change the mood
or atmosphere of a meeting and they help
general fitness

THE JUNGLE
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The Jungle
The Jungle Story
Now Chil the Kite brings home the night
That Mang the Bat sets free.
The herds are shut in byre and hut
For loosed till dawn are we.
This is the hour of pride and power,
Talon and tush and claw.
Oh! Hear the call! - Good Hunting all!
That keep the Jungle Law
Rudyard Kipling
Baden-Powell in his wisdom realised the
necessity for an imaginative theme as a
background for the program of the Cub
Scout Section. He chose Kipling’s The
First and Second Jungle Books as a
suitable backdrop to the essential fantasy
world into which the eight-year-old so
frequently steps in day-to-day living. But
why the Jungle? Why not ‘Robin Hood’
or ‘Treasure Island’ or ‘Cowboys and
Indians’ or ‘Spacemen’? Why is the
theme as relevant today as it was in 1916?

Those stories all have their points and
make exciting themes for Special Pack
Meetings. But if we analyse them
carefully we will see why they must fail
as a background to our training.
Robin Hood
Excitement – yes; Chivalry – yes; Moral
Code – NO. Robin was after all, an outlaw
and a robber.
Treasure Island
The thrill lies with the pirates rather than
with young Jim Hawkins. The code of
cut-throats and murderers is hardly ideal
for Cub Scouting.
Cowboys and Indians
An outdoor atmosphere but too much
fighting and too little moral code
Spacemen
You can (if the influence of Star Wars
and comic strips of inter-galactic wars is
not too strong) put any interpretation on

All these DO enter The First and
Second Jungle Books. There is plenty
of excitement and action, but there is
always the strict moral code of the Jungle
Law which ‘was like the Giant Creeper
because it dropped across everyone’s
back and no-one could escape’. (From the
story – How Fear Came).
There is development from one skill to
another (training is stressed in all stories
of Mowgli), there is physical fitness
love of nature, friendliness, self-reliance,
obedience, loyalty and courtesy. Indeed,
all parts of the Scout Law can find an
illustration in The First and Second Jungle
Books.
The children of Cub Scout age have
a lively imagination and will readily
identify themselves with the characters
they admire. Surround them constantly
with stories and games of violence and
vice, and some of these will tarnish
their nature. Set before them ideals
of heroism and courage, and they will
subconsciously strive to copy these. It
is a sobering thought, they will mirror in
their behaviour what they see in us. In
addition to directing enthusiasm into the
right channels, we have to set an example
by our own behaviour.
We have to teach by what we do, rather
than by what we say. And even that is
not enough. We can be doing all the right
things, but if the underlying spirit (the Cub
Scout spirit) is not there, then the game
of Cub Scouting will have no life in it.
But where Cub Scouting to us is a game
that we put over with verve and spirit, to
the boys and girls themselves it is much
more than a game.

B-P never intended The First and Second
Jungle Books to be used as a creed or
philosophy but as a means of adding colour
to training, and apart from its imaginative
qualities it perfectly illustrates a sound code
of behaviour.
The Jungle is an appropriate background
for Cub Scouting, provided that it is
kept as a background. It is vital that a
proper balance is maintained. ‘Jungle
atmosphere’ is not the use of totem
pole and lighted moon but rather an
appreciation of and a belief in the
philosophy of the Jungle stories.
The following points may help you in
using the Jungle:
• 	Cub Scout ceremonies are not
the place for the Jungle. During
ceremonies a Cub Scout is taking
part in the wider life of the Scout
Movement as a whole and nothing
should detract from the dignity and
significance of thi
• 	don’t do ‘Jungle’ activities too often
• 	if you are not sure about the older Cub
Scouts being willing to take part in a
certain activity, plan an alternative
for them
• 	use the out-of-doors to heighten the
jungle atmosphere. Take advantage of
place and time
• be
	 prepared to join in yourself and get
down (literally) to stalking, etc
• 	remember that children do not suffer
from the same limited imagination
as adults. A piece of rug can well be
Shere Khan and a piece of garden
hose can come to life as Kaa. Show a
little imagination and the Pack will do
the rest
• 	do BELIEVE in the value of the Jungle.
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these, but they fail in the end because
they are exclusively man-made. There is
no room for wonder, for love of nature,
for appreciation of an ideal.

The old Mother Wolf has been lying near
with her head resting on her forepaws.
Suddenly she will raise her head and stare
hard at the wanderer. In a moment he will
stop and look at her, and an instant later
will come trotting back. Nothing is said,
there is no sound, but the sharp young
cub understands what is wanted of him,
and does it at once. That is obedience.
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The cubs and the
old wolf

Words from B-P

In the jungle the old wolf is wise and
knows what is best for successful
hunting, so every cub obeys him always
and at once. Even when the old wolf is
out of sight the cub obeys his orders
because it is the business of every wolf
in the pack to ‘play the game honourably’.

Cub Scouts must learn

Did you know?

What happens to wolves that are
returned to the wilderness is very much
what happens to children when they go
out into the world. If they have never
learnt, while they were young, to look
after themselves, and to make their own
way, they will not succeed; but those
who have been Cub Scouts or Scouts will
have been taught useful skills for getting
on, and will go out and make a success
of it.

• 	Wolves cannot turn backwards.
A peculiarity of the angles of the ribs
and spine makes this movement
impossible. They must spring up and
jump backwards.

The wolves
and obedience
There are many ways that wolves teach
their cubs which human Cub Scouts
might very well learn too.
You may see several cubs playing about
snapping at butterflies and tumbling over
each other in play. One of them may
begin to wander off to look for adventure.

• 	In the central part of India there
were places called Seeonee, the
Waingunga River, the Cold Lairs
and the Council Rock. These names
can often be found in stories from
The First and Second Jungle Books
or other Scouting stories.

CHILDREN

As a Leader it is helpful to have an
understanding of the needs and
hopes of boys and girls and to have
an understanding of some important
principles about children and the growth
levels they may pass through.
This chapter is about children in the seven
to eleven age range to allow for varying
individual development.

Children generally are:
• loving
• full of energy and exuberance
• creative
• collectors of all sorts of things
• spontaneous
• fair

Children have:
• a sense of wonder
• an overdeveloped sense of injustice
• a great sense of fun
• a love of the ridiculous

And have different:

ACCEPTED PRINCIPLES
There are a number of generally accepted
principles about child development.
The following points are relevant to the
success of Cub Scout training.

Levels of development
Children pass through levels as they
grow. Each level is important and has its
own particular features that act as a basis
for the level that follows.

Children have individual
development rates
Children grow in all areas of development
(social, emotional, intellectual and
physical) at varying rates. There are times
of rapid growth and times of slow growth.
Some areas are more pronounced than
others and some growth spurts more
obvious than others.

Children have individual
growth patterns
Although children pass through the same
levels and share many characteristics, they
do so at a personal rate and with their own
personal qualities. This personal quality
should be valued and accepted by others.

• temperaments

Children need stability

• talents

Everyone needs challenges, but children
should not be placed in a position of
excessive or continuing tension as it only
causes fear, anger or lack of confidence

• likes
• dislikes
• backgrounds
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Children are complex creatures. All who
work with them love them. Your years as
a Leader will be valuable years, both to
you and to the Cub Scouts.

Children need patience
and understanding
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Children need to be known and accepted
as individuals. That way they will not be
asked to do what they do not have the
maturity to give.

Children

Children need to be
successful
The best way to help children gain
confidence is to provide activities in
which they can be successful.
The Cub Scout Program takes into account
each of these principles and is based on
the development of the individual within
a larger group.

Life before Cub Scouts
Boys and girls have had up to seven and
a half years in which to find out things
about themselves and the world in
which they live before they can become
a Cub Scout.
In the early years they learned skills like
crawling, walking, speech, co-ordination,
eating and social attitudes. They came to
see themselves as individuals.

From about five years old some of the
things the children needed were to feel
loved, wanted, recognised and praised;
they needed to show likes and dislikes,
feelings and fears; they needed to be
active and take some risks; they needed
to develop self-confidence and explore
their own personality; they needed to
interact with other children and adults,
learning co-operation, sharing, planning
and respecting the rights of others.

Life as a Cub Scout
This is a time when children enjoy new
interests and hobbies and when friends
become very important. They often
choose to play with just a special friend
or in small groups of the same sex.

Children in this age-range
generally need:
• love and acceptance
• to be recognised as an individual
• to be understood and encouraged
• 	time with a parent or caring adult who
will ‘listen’
• 	time to themselves – to play alone or
with friends (without interference)
• more freedom to choose.

And children need to:
• 	be successful and have their success
acknowledged
• try out new ideas and skills
• 	work with adults who accept that
interests may change frequently
and who are ready for opportunities
to train in life skills as well as in fun
pursuits

Children
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• learn by doing
• 	make decisions, take the
consequences and act independently
• 	have some independence but also
clear limits
• 	be liked and accepted by other
children of the same age
• 	use their imagination and satisfy
their curiosity.

Children need help to:
• recognise their own individuality
• accept failure
• 	work out their own beliefs, values and
code of acceptable behaviour

• 	become increasingly competitive

• come to know themselves

• 	become increasingly self-conscious.

• 	talk over problems and work through
realistic solutions

Physical maturity

• 	plan their time – family, friends,
school, homework, sport and interest
clubs, chores or jobs, TV, hobbies,
pets and time to themselves.

Children in this age
range often:
• 	set themselves very high standards
and become upset if they do not meet
that standard
• 	hero worship an adult of the same
sex, often a sports or pop star
• 	come into conflict with brother
and sisters

This is a very personal developmental
area. The age at which sexual features
develop varies between nine and fifteen
years. Girls will begin their periods soon
after their breasts develop – which can be
anytime after nine or ten years. Towards
the end of primary school there is usually
a spurt of physical growth – in girls
usually more than boys. Most children,
boys and girls, become self-conscious
about the physical changes taking place
in their bodies. Leaders should be aware
of, and respect, the need for privacy in
certain circumstances.

8 YEAR OLDS
Eight goes out to meet the world.
• 	They find nothing too difficult. Th
meet new things with vigour and
often overestimate their ability
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• 	They are speedy, constantly enjoying
new experiences. They like to do
things neatly but are often in too
much of a hurry
• 	They evaluate and usually recognise
their own failings while at the same
time expecting adults to be
always right
• 	They prefer hints to commands
• 	The mother-child relationship is very
strong and this is why a woman in
the Pack is such an influence on th
younger children
• 	They enjoy make-believe. Fact and
fiction blend happily togethe
• 	They need a good deal of praise.
They are trying to be independent
but have little past experience to help
them meet the challenges they are
continually facing
• 	Their muscle development is
continuing and they find it hard to b
still for very long
• 	They look to adults for security and
backing and still see home as the
centre of their lives.

10 YEAR OLDS
This is the golden age for the planting
of prejudices – good and bad.

• 	They like other people and they like
themselves. They are pleased with
parents and the world in general.
The father-child relationship (father –
son in particular) is at its peak
• 	They are flexible and take things i
their stride. They often don’t take
things too seriously

9 YEAR OLDS
Nine is of a quieter strain.
They are independent, dislike being
‘bossed’ or given too many orders
• 	They are more interested in friends
than in family. Arguments between
brothers and sisters continue
• 	They enjoy team games as physical
expertise and accuracy is more
developed, however they tend to be
clumsy – dropping and breaking things
• 	They prefer fair appraisal of their work
and readily sense false praise. They
like to get good marks
• 	They have a greater sense of justice
and fair-play
• 	They are generally healthy but
complain bitterly about physical hurts.
This is a way of meeting unpleasant
situations
• 	They take things hard and may go to
pieces over things that would have
brought only brief tears a year ago.

• 	They begin to take the blame for
their own actions and they are not
as confident as they were at eigh
years old
• 	They have a fondness for secrets and
group loyalties.

Individual characteristics
There is always a reason behind a child’s
behaviour even if they are totally unaware
of it themselves. It may affect the child or
it may affect others with whom they are
working. Take time to see if you can help
the children come to terms with their own
nature, talents, aspirations and insecurities.
Intelligent – very clever children may
need to be offered an extra challenge
if they are to feel the satisfaction of
achievement.
Not so intelligent – know the Cub Scouts
who cannot read well or who may do
things slowly and laboriously. They may
need individual help and much repetition
over several weeks and the use of varied
methods of presentation, e.g. acting,
drawing, pictures and games.
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• 	They are matter of fact and straightforward and more responsive to
slight clues. It is easier to appeal to
their reason.

 at – never joke about their size –
F
it hurts.
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Frail – find them a job to do when
you play tough games. It could be
timekeeper,
umpire,
equipment
holder, etc.

Children

Non-athletic – the children who are
not interested in physical games or are
not good at co-ordination activities need
patient and careful training. They are
more open to injury because of their lack
of timing and skill.
 ensitive – many are sensitive. They are
S
easily upset by sad stories, misfortune to
others and injured animals. They dislike
rough play but are big on imagination,
acting, music and art. We should not
suppress their sensitivity, as this will only
make them dislike Cub Scouting. We
should acknowledge their feelings while
encouraging them to take as active a part
as they can.
Insensitive – such children are unable to
put themselves in the position of others
and so are able to inflict physical and mental
hurt without feeling any guilt. You should
try to help them to have an understanding
of others while they are still young
and impressionable.
Very energetic – good at games and
full of bounce. Give them plenty of
opportunities to use their energy in
constructive and enjoyable ways before
they become a nuisance.
Show-off – find out why they need to
show off. Are they very clever with not
enough challenge? Have they enough
to do? Are they just letting go after a
frustrating day? Do they lack affection
and attention at home? Are there gaps in
the program?

Bully – what about size? Are they
unusually large or small for their age? Are
they dull but strong? Do they get noticed
when they aren’t bullying? Are they
teased a lot?
Cry baby – did the child choose to join
or did the parents insist? Do they stay
up late at night? Are they healthy? Is
there a problem in the Six? Are they
inexperienced in large numbers and lots
of noise?
 onely – not a good mixer at school,
L
not allowed to play with neighbours.
Is hearing or speech unclear? Are they
exceptionally clever or slower to learn?
Are they eccentric?
You will have children with different
reactions. You can usually move towards
a solution by asking questions and
showing interest.

DIAGRAM OF BEHAVIOURS AND
CUB SCOUT REMEDIES

Showing off

Cause

Remedy Group

Cub Scout
Activities and
badges for

Inexperience

Intelligence and
perseverance

Collecting

Shyness

Observation
of nature

Lying

Gardening

Bragging

Literature
Entertaining
Yarns
Codes and
signals
Mischief
Destructiveness
Carelessness

Lack of
interest or
activity

Handcraft and
outdoors

Selfishnes

Handcraft
Bushcraft

Impatience
Disobedience

Art & Design

Fishing
Disregard for
others

Doing things
for others

Cruelty

First Aider
Community
awareness
Handyworker
Citizen

Awkwardness
Poor physical
development
Remediable
physical skills

Slow
development
Need for
knowledge or
exercise

Athletics,
sports, fitness
activities and
attitudes
Health and
cleanliness

Cycling
Hiking
Swimming
Sports and
athletics
Self-care
Bushcraft
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Common
Behaviours

CHART OF CHILD NEEDS
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Needs

From Parents

From Teachers

Emotional AFFECTION

Comradeship. Playing no
favourites. Serenity, interest
in the home

Evident fondness for child.

Discipline and praise as
needed

Kindness, fairness

Significant share in family
work and play.

Welcoming a child in school
and giving real share in
activities of classroom and
playground

(feeling of being loved)

BELONGING
(feelings of being wanted by
the group)

INDEPENDENCE
(feelings of managing and
directing own life)

ACHIEVEMENT
(satisfaction from making
things and doing jobs)
SOCIAL APPROVAL
(feelings that others approve
of conduct and efforts)
SELF ESTEEM
(feelings of being worthwhile)

INTELLECTUAL
(for training in ability to
think clearly and solve
problems wisely)
CHARACTER &
SOCIAL
(for developing ability to
live in a co-operative and
worthy way)
PHYSICAL
(for developing a healthy body
and good health habits)

Proud of child as member of
family

Happy co-operative
atmosphere in classroom.
Time to talk

Child help to stand on own
feet. Given opportunities to
make decisions and choose
friends with reasonable
guidance. Handle money. Plan
time of activities

Initiative encouraged.
Participation in class
discussions. Training in self
control and self direction

Encouragement in
schoolwork. Opportunities
for worthwhile tasks; hobbies
and adventures

Work at which child can
succeed. Opportunities for
success in sports, dramatics,
school work, hobbies, etc

Praise for good behaviour,
honest effort in work and
other accomplishments
(sports, making friends, etc)

Commendation for good
behaviour, diligence in school
work, success in sports,
dramatics, music, etc

Confidence in the child and
the future

Making child feel a
worthwhile person. Helping
child accept personal
strengths and weaknesses

Encouraging children to find
out the facts before coming
to conclusions. Explore
alternatives

Training children to think in
an orderly fashion, to acquire
sound study habits, and to
read and apply level skills in
reading, writing and figurin

Good standards of behaviour
at home, encouraging
honesty, sincerity, social
service and spiritual
development. Sex education

Training child to co-operate
with others in work and play
and to complete difficult tasks
for worthwhile ends.

Nutritious food, adequate
sleep, suitable clothing,
sanitary living quarters,
medical and dental care,
training in good health habits,
outdoor activities

Health education, physical
training, co-operation with
medical authorities in health
inspection and immunisation
against disease.

From Community

Friendships.

Understanding teachers.

Interest in child’s achievements.

Active Child welfare agencies and kind foster
parents when home supervision breaks down,
or away on exchange.

Acceptance of angry outbursts and difference
in personality and appearance.

Companionship.
Genuine share in group activities

Inspiring child’s co-operation to contribute to
the beauty, health and welfare of community

Child takes turn at doing things
and being leader

Opportunities for older children and youth to
have part in community affairs

Child included in school projects, sports,
dramatics, musical and other activities

Vocational guidance. Share in community
enterprise – salvage campaigns, church
activities, visits to the elderly and sick.

Generous admiration for child’s
accomplishments in school work, sports,
dramatics, hobbies, etc

Credit for constructive activities, good turn,
service projects, etc

Appreciation of child’s good qualities

Making child feel important to community
Given share in community enterprises

Participation in group projects planned and
carried out by children themselves

Compulsory education. Inviting partnership of
children in helping solve community problems.
Developing partnership between home and
school, church and Pack

Approval of child when a good sport (good
loser, good winner, etc)

Good character - building agencies - schools,
churches, playgrounds, day nurseries,
recreation centres, Packs, etc

Consideration by child of health and associated
impairments. Full co-operation in preventing
spread of contagious diseases

Adequate medical and dental services.
Immunisation against diseases. Sanitary living
conditions. Full social security.
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From Playmates

Children and their
background
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Children’s characteristics cannot be
divorced from the nature of their
backgrounds. Parents, neighbours, school
and friends have all helped to make them
what they are. In order to understand
them you must know where they live,
which school they attend, something
about their friends and most of all their
parents and family.
We must try to provide through activities
what is lacking in their background. This
does not mean you have to pry into
personal affairs; it means you must be
aware of what you can offer individuals.
What do you know of the children in
your Pack?
• 	Do they all have the opportunity for
open air and free spaces?
• 	Do they have a chance to go
swimming?
• 	Have they been to a beach, large city,
tall building, up a mountain, down
a mine?

• 	Have they been on a plane, train, tram,
bus, horse and cart?
• 	Have they been to a zoo or other
wildlife protected area?
• 	Have they stayed away from home
without their family?
• 	Have they ever played competitive
sport or team sports?
Then there are other aspects. A child
with little parental guidance may need
strong guidance and discipline. Children
who have heavy responsibilities at home
may need freedom from care and time to
‘be themselves’.

Life after Cub Scouts
Adolescence – this period varies
enormously age-wise but is generally
accepted as 11 years plus.
• 	It is closely related to the start of
puberty. A time of great inner conflic
for some
• 	There are feelings of insecurity,
emotional instability

• 	It marks the emergence of the
so-called ‘generation gap’. Adult
standards and beliefs are ridiculed
• 	Sexual maturity is often not
matched with emotional and
intellectual maturity
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• 	There is conflict with the famil
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• 	The peer group becomes all important
• 	While children of this age try to project
an image of revolt, they are the
world’s greatest conformists,
e.g. clothing, hair styles, music.
This is the age group where Scouting
started, and it should be remembered
that boys started it themselves. It is
the age group where youth is probably
best able to assimilate the principles of
Scouting. As a Cub Scout Leader you
should be proud of your Cub Scouts and
prouder still when they want to journey
on to the Scout Troop.
The child and the Leader
The perceptive Leader needs to be
patient and understanding. B-P was
decades ahead of his time in seeing
the natural characteristics of boys of
various ages and channelling these into
socially desirable activities. The Leader’s
attitude is important – it must be fair, firm,
sensitive and perceptive. Here are a few
suggestions for relating to Cub Scout
age children:
• 	because their intellect is still largely
bound to the concrete (or meaningful)
they learn best when they are active
participants in a meaningful situation.
If their participation is too short-lived it
is not likely to be beneficial. How the
are taught something is as important
as what they are taught
• 	music, drama and other forms of free
expression are important to emotional
well-being

• 	learning experiences should be
meaningful and organised so that they
can be successful. This is especially
important at the beginning of a
new topic
• 	if they are to progress they must meet
challenges. Although confidence wil
sometimes be shaken, it should never
be shattered
• competition
	
does encourage
greater effort, but an overemphasis,
particularly on competition with
others, can be a threat
• 	praise the effort, not only success
• 	never criticise the person, just the
action. And criticism should be
constructive, never destructive
• sarcasm,
	
nagging, or using a child as an
example, should be avoided at all times
• 	keep rules to a minimum. Give the
Cub Scouts a share in the responsibility
for the smooth running of the Pack
• be
	 firm, fair and consistent in discipline
By understanding what make a child
‘tick’ and by making full use of these
characteristics, the wise Leader will
make the job easier, and run a happy,
purposeful Pack.
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Suggestions for Leaders
These are suggestions to help you react
to the emotional and social difficulties of
eight, nine and ten year olds:
• 	when children act like adults, adults
should act like adults
• 	respect the developing individuality
of the children. Do not treat them as
babies, do not treat them as adults
• 	use judgement in selecting
occasions for discussion, restraint
and punishment
• 	take time and the trouble to provide
opportunities for natural outlets in
activity, preferably group activity
• 	have faith and show your faith in them

• 	realise that children have feelings, just
like you
• 	recognise that children are members
of a society of equals – the aims,
values, approvals and disapprovals
of which are far more potent with
children than the corresponding
factors in the adult society
surrounding them
• 	provide opportunities for them to
associate with both men and women
during this period
• 	do not compare one child with
another. Basic individual differences
make this not only futile but
also detrimental.

• 	have confidence in thei
growing independence

The child and Scouts
Australia

• act
	 consistently and as fairly as you
know how. Try not to betray annoyance
or other emotional instability

Before leaving the intriguing subject of
‘the child’ it is worth taking a look at the
needs of Cub Scouts (now that we have
some understanding of them) and how
Scouts Australia can meet them.

• 	do not be fooled into neglecting the
child who causes no trouble
• 	realise that, while possessing some
common factors, the children are all
different from each other

PHYSICAL
• Health

What the Cub Scout Pack Offers

Activities
Award Scheme
Example: Pack Holidays

• Dexterity

Award Scheme
Achievement Scheme
Games and Activities

• Strength

Award Scheme
Games and Activities

• Physical activity

A well planned and well run program

INTELLECTUAL
development

Varied program – new experiences mean new words
and how to use them

• Stimulation

A varied and challenging program aimed at various levels

• Achievement

A varied and controlled program aimed at various levels

• Imagination/creativity

A varied and interesting program

• Skills for living

Safety – home, road, water, bush, knots, etc
Domestic skills – safety, cooking, care of self, etc
Skills to cope with everyday emergencies – telephone,
first aid, et

SOCIAL/

Friends of own age, sense of personal identity
through interaction with Pack

• Language

EMOTIONAL
• Peer group
• Social skills

Promise and Law, Six System, Activities, Leaders,

• Need for ritual

Ceremonies, Rituals

• Sense of belonging

Friends of own age, Scouting, Group, Pack, Six
Acknowledgement by other Cub Scouts and Leaders

• Acknowledgement of
their God

Attitudes and examples of Promise and Law

• Self-discipline

Through activities, challenges, trust, example

• Trust

Leader and child – two way, example, activities

•D
 evelopment of responsibility
to/for others

Sixer system, activities, service

• Independence

Activities and challenges

• Security

Regular contact with trusted adults

• Loving/being loved

Pack atmosphere and attitudes

• Sex – role

Male and female shared leadership in the Pack
is important
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Basic Need

LEADERSHIP
You as a Leader
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Scouting is an Association of boys and
girls, young men and women, and of
volunteers like you. The purpose of
Scouting is to help our young people,
through exposure to many experiences,
to become responsible and resourceful
members of their community, country
and the world. As a Leader you help
them achieve this goal. Whatever the
reason that prompted you to become a
Leader, you will find that the time and
effort is repaid many times over. There
is a companionship in Scouting that
stretches through time and place, knows
no generation gap, and recognises that
everyone is an individual with something
special to offer.
Make good use of ‘Training’ – it is the
secret weapon of Scouting. Training not
only helps you as a Leader, it will also
help you as an individual. In Scouting it
always comes back to the individual.

You and the Cub Scout
Children join Cub Scouting to have
FUN. They are not concerned about
good citizenship or high morals. Not yet
anyway. As long ago as 1910 this point
was discussed with B-P when he and his
friend Sir William Smith, founder of the
Boys’ Brigade were visiting a Scout camp.
Sir W. ‘Why do boys join? I think your
articles on army scouting have given
them how, but it’s not the answer to
why. The answer to why is you, the
hero of Mafeking. They are pretending
to be you when they stalk the imaginary
enemy. You’re their hero and they want
to be like you.’

B-P Glaring at his friend and shaking his
head. ‘Rubbish, absolute rot. Every redblooded boy is keen for adventure and
outdoor sport. That’s why they’re joining
Scouting. They want to have fun and
live outdoors.’
Sir W. ‘That’s very true, but boys don’t
take pride in an organisation; they don’t
show loyalty to an idea; they pledge
their wonderful young enthusiasm to
leaders, people they admire and want
to be like.’
B-P ‘If that’s true, Sir William, then
this Boy Scout idea will not last long.
Heroes are pretty perishable people
and already after ten years people are
forgetting Mafeking and what it was
all about. I hope you’re wrong; I hope
you’re wrong.’
Sir W. ‘I think I’m right, but I also think
your idea will go on, long after we are
both gone, because you have this plan
for patrol leaders and troop leaders.
These are fellows these boys look up
to, their leaders. Have good leaders,
both boy and adult, and Scouting
will succeed.’
B-P (nodding thoughtfully). ‘I believe
you have a point. When I was in South
America last year, the boys were
forming patrols on their own, then
seeking out their own leaders. Same
thing is happening over in Canada. The
boys are getting together and asking
someone to lead them.’

What does a child want
from you?
• Leadership
• Help and guidance
• Stimulation
• Friendship
• Fair play
• Trust
• Example
• Consistency

Our method is to train the individual and
it is vital that you realise the importance
of working with each one in order to bring
out the best in them.
Cub Scouting calls for Leaders who
are imaginative, enterprising and good
organisers, and who are also patient,
sympathetic and have a lively sense
of humour.

Quality of leadership
If you are feeling nervous remember that
leadership, like most other things, can
be learnt. To be a ‘good’ Leader you will
need to find out what Scouting is really
about and how to promote it in the Pack.
You can learn about Cub Scouting and its
leadership in a number of ways:
• 	complete your Basic and Advanced
level training

• Sympathy

• 	at District Training Meetings
(Seeonees) - by sharing with other
Leaders

• Empathy

• by reading books and magazines

• Understanding

• 	at District, Area/Region, Branch
activities and conferences.

• Discipline

• Fun
• Adventure.
Very personal and very rewarding
relationships develop between Cub
Scouts and their Leaders providing you:
• respect their rights as individuals
• treat them as individuals
• 	run a fun, stimulating and
adventurous program
• 	develop among them a feeling of
togetherness and team spirit that
gives them security and pride
• 	accept a commitment to develop your
leadership skills and in turn, those of
the Cub Scouts.

Given time you will come into contact
with all of the above. Take things quietly.
Don’t rush your training – you need the
experience in the Pack to match what
can be learnt from different activities.
You need experience to build upon –
experience so that you can compare
and calculate, find out what works best
for you and therefore is best for the Cub
Scouts.
QUALITY IN LEADERSHIP IS NOT HOW
MUCH TIME YOU PUT INTO IT – BUT
RATHER THE CARE YOU PUT INTO IT.
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The question is as old as Scouting. The
answer is the same today as it was in
the beginning. Young people join for fun,
adventure and companionship yet through
it all a Leader has a great influence on
them. This is why Scouting insists on
Leaders of good character and moral
standards who will show good behaviour
rather than impose standards that they
themselves may not support.
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Time and timing
The time you put into Scouting should be
productive and rewarding. The time you
put into Scouting should not be taking
you away from your family, friends, job,
study or other recreation. Be realistic and
make time work for you.
You will need time for:
• Pack meetings
• planning meetings
• preparation
• training
• 	meetings – Group Council and District
Meetings (Seeonees).
So think ahead. Don’t book into a training
course and find out your tennis team is
in the finals that weekend, or it’s your
anniversary. If there is a Pack activity
and your family is having a get-together,
it should be possible to get a parent to
go to the activity in your place. If you are
the only trained Leader then maybe the
Pack activity should be on another day. If
you are studying and know that you will
have to keep at it for the month before
exams, then warn your fellow Leaders
so that helpers can be arranged in plenty
of time.

Don’t allow problems between your
personal commitments and Scouting to
arise. Thoughtful planning should mean
that neither side of your life suffers.

Responsibilities of
Leaders and Helpers
Do not confuse ‘authority’ and
‘leadership’. The Cub Scout Leader is
the person appointed to be in charge
of the Pack. It is the Cub Scout Leader,
therefore, who is seen by the Cub Scouts
and other adults as being ultimately
responsible. However, the Cub Scout
Leader exercises ‘shared Leadership’
by including the other Leaders in the
planning and implementation of the Pack
Program as a whole.
The Pack is the joint responsibility of all
the Leaders – that is, Pack Leader Team.
For best advantage, the team should
be made up of both males and females
of varying ages. Let’s look at what may
be asked of you as a member of a
Pack Team.

Knowledge and understanding come
with time and active learning. This book
is a help to identifying your needs as a
Leader and gives you a place from which
to start. Here is a list of areas you should
be finding out about – the more you
understand these the more effective you
will be.
Find out about:
• Scouting and its aims and ideals
• 	the needs of Cub Scouts and their
various stages of development
• 	Cub Scouting methods used to meet
these needs
• the
	 Award Scheme – look for different
ways to introduce and teach these
aspects of Cub Scouting
• 	your particular responsibilities and how
to carry them out

• 	show commonsense in your
dealing with the Cub Scouts and
other Leaders
• 	be friendly.

And you must
DO THINGS
Each Leader has set tasks, but everybody
contributes by being active and getting
things done:
• 	be involved in the program planning
and decision making
• 	prepare your activities and carry
them out efficientl , effectively and
enjoyably
• 	be involved in all aspects of the
running of the Pack
• 	go to and take part in DTM’s
(Seeonee)
• 	go to and take part in Group Council
• 	communicate with parents.

• programming
	
and preparing for a
meeting.

And specifically –
As the Cub Scout Leader
you will:

Know how to BEHAVE

• 	be responsible for the happiness and
safety of the Cub Scouts and other
Leaders

Your behaviour affects others – members
of your Pack team as well as the
Cub Scouts:
• 	be enthusiastic, imaginative, good
humoured and patient
• 	be interested in the Cub Scouts
individually and collectively
• 	be loyal to your fellow Leaders and
Cub Scouts
• 	share your ideas – co-operate in
achieving goals – help others
• 	be reliable and punctual in attendance
• 	be aware of the Scout Promise and
Law and actively promote them
through example

• 	be responsible for the overall coordination and management of the
Pack and its meetings and outings
• 	enthuse and encourage the other
Leaders and ensure that their training
is proceeding properly both within and
outside the Pack
• 	keep the main records of individual
details, progress and achievements
• 	train the New Chum or Joey Scout in
the pre-investiture requirements
• 	invest into the Movement.
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First of all you will need
to FIND OUT

As an Assistant you may
be asked to:
• 	supervise Sixers and their duties
• 	handle finance and banking for the Pac
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• 	help train the New Chum in salute,
handshake, Motto, Good Turn, How
Cub Scouting Began, etc, and back up
the Cub Scouts Leader’s training on
the Promise and Law
• 	stand in if the Cub Scout Leader
is away.

Suggestions for Youth
Helpers (YH)
Set a good example by being in correct
uniform for Pack Meetings. Be punctual
and polite to other Leaders. (This
applies not only to Youth Helpers but to
ALL Leaders.)

Help with equipment:
Games Box – Check over equipment
after Pack Meetings
Charts – Check for tearing edges, etc,
and make repairs
Training Aids – Make sure these are in
good condition and put away at the end
of each meeting. An inventive YH may
be able to think of new training aids and
produce these
Ropes – See that ropes are in good order,
and that the ends are whipped
Pack Library – If this is not the job of an
older Cub Scout, then the YH could check
the books in and out. Books could be
covered for protection
Pack Log Book – Help the Cub Scouts to
contribute to this record of Pack Life.

Help with training:
YH’s can help with training provided
they know the requirements and have
the aptitude and knowledge to get
the message across. If they have a
particular hobby or skill which may help
with Achievement badges, they could
demonstrate this.

Games:
YH’s can be used to run games but
Leaders should be present to ensure the
games run smoothly.

Yarns:
YH’s can be used for telling yarns
provided they have been asked to prepare
these beforehand.

Youth Helpers do
not assess
It is important to realise that Youth Helpers’
experience and ability vary greatly. Care
should be taken by Leaders that YH’s are
not left in charge of Cub Scouts without
the backup of an appointed Leader
(this would be, in fact, contrary to Policy
and Rules).
Leaders should take time to instruct their
YH’s and to give them encouragement.
Youth Helpers do NOT usually go to
Group Council’s, but they can go to Pack
Councils and DTM’s at the invitation of
the Cub Scout Leader.

Youth Helpers
• 	May be a member of a Venturer
Scout Unit or recruited from outside
the movement - in which case an
application for membership form must
be completed
• Aged
	
141/2 - 18 years old to assist in
the Cub Scout Section

• Support the Leaders to develop the
personal growth of Cub Scouts in
accordance with the Purpose of
Scouting and the Cub Scout Method

Others

• 	Assist and receive training in Pack
management

The Group Leader

• 	Give instruction in specific skill
according to their interests
and abilities
• 	Share their talents and interest with
the Pack, e.g. music, play acting,
natural science
• 	Are reliable and attend meetings and
activities regularly
• 	Meet and greet visitors courteously
and make them feel welcome
• 	Run games and other program
activities
• 	Take charge, under adult supervision,
of part of the Pack for program
activities
• 	Care for and make New Chums feel at
home in the Pack

• 	Provides the unifying link for liaison
with other Sections of the Group
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• 	Is responsible for the overall progress
and welfare of the Group’s members
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• 	Are regarded as future Leaders

Other people who provide leadership
and whose help is invaluable are your
Group Leader, the District Leaders, other
Section Leaders and parents.

• 	Represents the Group Council at
Group Committee and District level
meetings
• 	Should be consulted in matters of
organisation and administration or
matters concerning the Cub Scouts
and parents
• 	Is the ‘manager’ of the Group and
chairperson of the Group Council
• 	Should be involved in Investiture and
Linking Ceremonies, and other
special functions

• 	Relate to older Cub Scouts and, by
example, establish right attitudes and
values

The District Cub Scout
Leader or District Leader
– Youth Program

• 	Are loyal to the Pack Team

• 	Is a member of the District
Commissioner’s staff

• 	Share in program planning discussions
• 	Encourage Cub Scouts to progress to
the Troop
• 	Complete a Youth Helper’s training
course
• 	May be invited to attend Pack Council
• 	May visit the Joey Scout Mob as part
of the linking process, with a Cub
Scout Leader
• 	Support all relevant Group/District/
Region and Branch activities.

• 	Is responsible for providing technical
advice to Leaders on the Cub Scout
program
• 	Should be considered a counsellor and
friend to whom Leaders can relate
to in the week-to-week Scouting
situation for technical advice and ongoing training

Other Section Leaders
Leaders and Youth Members from the
other Sections of the Movement –
Joey Scout Mob, Scout Troop, Venturer
Scout Unit and Rover Crew – all provide
leadership in various ways:
• 	organising activities
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• 	supervising activities
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• 	demonstrating specific skill
• 	Helping with Link Badge work
• 	can be potential Leaders or
Youth Helpers
• 	demonstrate the wide range of
Scouting activities.

Parents
• 	Are potential Leaders
• 	May contribute specific skills t
program activities
• 	Provide valuable assistance, especially
on Pack Holidays, and outdoor
activities and special events
• 	Are an ideal source of Achievement
Badge instructors and examiners
• 	Very often are waiting to be asked
but do not want to feel that they are
pushing
• 	Support the Group through the Group
Committee, of which they may be a
member or office-beare
And so –
If you are a Cub Scout Leader you must
remember that the successful running of
a Pack depends upon the co-operation of
several people. Each person assisting has
a definite place in the Pack organisation,
and ALL Leaders must realise that
each of these persons has a valuable
contribution to make. It is one of the Cub
Scout Leader’s tasks to organise and coordinate the efforts, abilities and varying
interests of those persons.

Assistant Cub Scout Leaders support
their Section Leader with loyalty and
have the ability to take over if necessary.
They should help plan the programs and
have responsibility for definite periods
of the meetings. To become efficient,
Assistants must be trained and used
effectively. Many Assistants are lost
because they are given too little to do and
too little responsibility.
Leadership
implies
responsibility.
Responsibility implies training to be fit to
exercise responsibility.

Possible styles
of leadership
Leadership within Scouting is not only
for the adult. It is shared with the Youth
Members in all Sections, including the
Cub Scouts. It is an important part of our
training system.
You will see leadership in action during
games, Boomerang work, activities like
singsongs, handcraft and hikes, and
Pack Council. It will not always be the
Leader who is in control or directing
what is happening. It could be a Sixer, a
Second, any other Cub Scout, a parent or
a visitor. In some situations the ‘control’
will change from person to person within
a short space of time. This is leadership
in action.
When you are in charge of any activity you
need to think carefully of the best way
to run it. While you should be in control
at all times, it is important to choose a
style of leadership that will help others
learn but at the same time develop their
own leadership skill. If you use a variety
of leadership styles the Cub Scouts can
themselves use these styles as they
grow up and after all, this is one of the
Purpose of Scouting.

three ways of making a distress signal.’

2. LAISSEZ-FAIRE

Autocratic – Leader reads out the
requirements to the Cub Scouts –
shows them very clearly three, or even
more, ways of making a distress signal goes over it all again to make sure they
understand – then directs them to copy
the signals exactly.

Leader sits back and leaves it all to the
Cub Scouts, giving no direction at all.

Result – Cub Scouts can do three signals
as required.

3. DEMOCRATIC

Laissez-Faire – Leader tells the Cub
Scouts they have to do three distress
signals and says ‘Go to it’. A number of
things might now happen – the group
quarrel about what they are to do,
wasting time and getting little done – one
may take over and conduct the session
in an autocratic way – some may do very
little as they do not know where to start –
some may finish the task

1. AUTOCRATIC or
AUTHORITARIAN
The Leader directs the whole activity and
tells the Cub Scouts what to do.

The Leader and the Cub Scouts work
together on the activity, each taking a share
in the decision making and implementation.
Here are some examples:
Autocratic
Directing children to wash on a Pack
Holiday. However nicely you suggest to
children that it is a good idea to wash,
finally they must do it
Laissez-Faire
Free time to explore on the Pack Holiday,
within given limits. Leader gives neither
suggestions nor directions.
Democratic
Developing the rules for the Pack Holiday.
Cub Scouts and Leaders, through
discussion, decide on realistic and
acceptable camp rules.
All three styles have their place in your
management of the Pack. However, it is
probably the democratic style that is the
most important and therefore the most
frequently used. By using a democratic
style you will help develop in your young
people an appreciation of, and skills in,
the democratic system.
Now let’s look at these three styles
with regard to one of the Cub Scout
Boomerang challenges – ‘demonstrate

Result – Some of the group will meet
the requirements although it is probable
that background information will be little
or nil.
Democratic – Leader allows the Cub
Scouts to work out a plan and they all
work together on it. They might say: ‘We
have to demonstrate (or show) three
ways of making a distress signal. What
are we going to do first? David, let’s find
out what a distress signal is and when
we use one.’ There would be a general
discussion, Leader and Cub Scouts
putting in important facts. They share
their knowledge and experiences. The
Leader may have to keep the group to the
subject but accepts that they have good
ideas too. As a group they would then set
about making signals. They are partners
in the task. They fail or they succeed as a
group and as individuals.
Result – This group could probably show
a distress signal to fit any situation they
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It is generally accepted that there are
three leadership styles:
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are presented with because they have
worked through it themselves and got
down to doing what they talked about. In
this group the ‘actual leadership’ would
move around from Leader, to a Cub Scout,
to another Cub Scout, back to Leader and
so on, as they share in the discussion
and activity.

Leadership

Cub Scouts have a lot of sense and a lot
of knowledge; it is a wise Leader who
allows them to lead where appropriate.
One Cub Scout makes a suggestion
about doing a signal and they all (including
the Leader) follow the instructions. If it
doesn’t turn out as hoped they work out
why. Another Cub Scout might suggest
an improvement or another way. Then try
it and compare.
In order to grow and develop, the
Cub Scouts must be allowed to make
decisions, make mistakes and benefit
from these. A wise Leader therefore
encourages all members of the group
to participate. Even the most modest
suggestion can be built upon.

Helping others learn
In Scouting, we learn by doing. The
Cub Scouting method allows children to
learn (discover) together, in small groups,
or individually. Most subjects have
certain fundamental ideas or concepts.
Discovery of these concepts assists the
learning process by making knowledge
more meaningful to Cub Scouts and by
enabling them to relate details to these
generalisations.
Concepts are formed through inductive
learning, not through memorisation.
Cub Scouts must be presented with
information in a particular way and
allowed to devise principles or concepts
for themselves; they must be actively
involved in manipulating ideas and
material to discover basic ideas and
relationships. Once concepts have been
acquired, they will be retained long after
the specific facts accompanying their
learning have been forgotten.
The following points should be considered
when setting out to help others learn.

1. Purpose
• 	What do I teach? E.g. The precautions
necessary when lighting fires i
the bush
• 	Why? Safety of individuals – property
• 	What does it lead to? Learning to use
fire safel
• 	What does it follow? Understanding
dangers of fire
• 	Is it needed for an activity? Yes – Pack
Outing
• 	Does it lead to a badge? Yes – Silver
Boomerang (Outdoor Scouting - Fire
lighting)
• 	Is it reinforcing a weakness? No
• 	Is it a basic skill? No – but leads to one

2. Preparation
• 	Know your subject
• 	Prepare carefully each time
• 	Keep up to date
• 	Use adequate and correct equipment
• 	Have sufficient equipmen
• 	Choose location carefully

3. Presentation
• 	Introduce subject to be learned
• 	Relate learning to why skill is required
• 	Explain why it is done this way
• 	Arrange correct positions of instructor
and learner

4. Demonstration
• 	Demonstrate one step at a time
• 	Give clear instructions and
explanations
• 	Allow learner to follow at own pace
• 	Use questions to check learning

5. Practise
• 	Participate during demonstration
• 	Practise under direct supervision
• 	Practise alone

6. Application
It is most important to apply the acquired
skill in an activity

7. Revision
Come back to the skill from time to time.

Some thoughts on
leadership
• 	Leadership is action by any member
that helps a group (whether it be a
Pack, Six, Boomerang or friendship
group) move in the direction of
successfully completing a task
• 	Democratic leadership can be learned
and continuously improved
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• 	Good leadership is flexible from on
activity and situation to another. What
works for one activity may not work
for another

Leadership

• 	What will the Cub Scout be able to
do as a result of my teaching? Explain
clearly the precautions necessary
when lighting fires in the bus

• 	Good leadership helps any group do
well and makes it possible for others
to do their best and also to lead
• 	Leadership is to help individuals be
successful in what they want to do,
not just to get a job done
• 	Democratic leadership allows for
greater understanding, since people
can only really understand what they
have themselves experienced
• 	Democratic leadership helps develop
self-reliance, self-discipline and
self-respect
• 	Leadership opportunities should be
offered to all the Pack so that there
is continuity of leadership even when
individuals move on or away, as in the
Six system.
Cub Scouting leadership therefore
combines the efforts of both adults and
Youth Members. You are not in the Pack
to tell the Cub Scouts exactly what to do;
you are there to encourage, to guide, to
back-up, to tutor, to influence, to direct
where necessary so that they can take an
active part in their own training.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF A
CUB SCOUT SECTION LEADER
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Leaders have the responsibility of enhancing their own skills for this job and should
ensure that they take advantage of opportunities for personal development,
whether through the Scout Association or outside organisations. Leaders are
expected to complete their Wood Badge Training.

Leadership

Role of the Cub Scout Leader in the
Cub Scout Program:
1.

Set
	 a high standard of behaviour through personal example and
encouragement.

2.

Establish and maintain the operation of the Six System in the Pack.

3.

Encourage,
	
instruct and guide the Sixers and Seconds in their
responsibilities.

4.

Ensure the effective functioning of the Pack Council.

5.

Provide
	
or arrange for the instruction, assistance and testing of Cub
Scouts in skills appropriate to the program of the Pack especially in topics
and skills appropriate to the Award Scheme.

6.

In
	 co-operation with all Pack Leaders (including Youth Helpers) conduct the
Pack Program including Pack Meeting, weekend and other activities.

7.

Ensure adequate adult supervision of all activities.

8.

Establish
	
and maintain friendly relationships with parents, involving them,
where appropriate, in the Pack’s activities and explain the principles of the
Association and the reasons behind the programs.

9.

Ensure
	
that all Cub Scout Leaders and Youth Helpers have and discharge
specific responsibilities in the various aspects of the Pack s Program and
involve them as important members of the Leadership team.

	
the personal, physical, intellectual, social and spiritual growth
10. Enhance
and development of the Cub Scouts by encouraging their participation in
challenging activities, their progress in the Award Scheme and the taking
up of leadership opportunities.
 nsure a high degree of co-operation with the Joey Scout and Scout
11. E
Sections of the Group and encourage all Cub Scouts to progress through
all Sections.

12. Develop
	
an understanding and knowledge of all Sections of Scouting.
13. Support
	
all District, Region and Branch run activities relevant to the
Cub Scout Section.
	
and actively participate in the following:
14. Attend

b. Pack Program planning meetings (Pack Council)
c. Group Council meetings
d. District Training Meetings (Seeonee)
e. Other planning meetings at Group, District or Branch as required
	
that adequate and correct records are kept in relation to Pack
15. Ensure
membership, finance and equipment
	
that Youth Membership details are forwarded to the Scout Section
16. Ensure
at advancement ceremonies.
	
Group Council and at other appropriate times as the need
17. Through
arises, keep the Group Leader informed of all matters relevant to the
Cub Scout Pack.
	
correct administration of Pack activities in accordance with
18. Ensure
Association and Branch policy.
19. Ensure maintenance of Pack equipment.
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a. Meetings and activities of the Pack

JOINING THE PACK
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There are three ways to join a Pack both
for Youth Members and adults. One
way is to transfer from another Group.
The second is to advance from the Joey
Scout Mob and the other is to join as a
new recruit or new Leader. We will look
at these from a Youth Member’s point of
view.

Joining the Pack

The comments in the section, ‘The Pack
and Other People’, are also relevant.

Transfer
A transfer is when someone who is
already registered moves into your locality
and wants to join up with your Pack.
The child may or may not be invested but
at least will know something about Cub
Scout life. This does not mean that they
will not need as much reassurance as any
New Chum.
New people, new surroundings, different
habits can all be unsettling until a person
finds their feet. This may take one
night, one month or longer. Give the
understanding needed. The child, the
Pack and the Leaders will benefit. Have
someone introduce the relevant Sixer
as soon as possible. The Sixer can then
introduce the others in the Six. Make
time for the Sixer and the other Leaders
to have a quiet moment with the new
member. They can tell about the things
that are done in your Pack, the reasons
for certain rules, e.g., boundaries, where
to wait for parents, where things are and
where to put coats. Leader names differ
from Pack to Pack, so tell the names
clearly and what they stand for. To see the
names in writing often helps, especially
if it is attached to a picture or sketch.
Ask any new member before the meeting

if they would like to tell a bit about their
old Pack. Give a few clues as to what
could be said: where it was, what fun
things they did, what Sixes they had and
what Six they were in. Give them time to
think about it – don’t spring it on them.
Don’t force anyone to do it.
 ncourage them to send a postcard or
E
letter to the old Pack. Maybe the new Six
would like to sign it too.
Present the scarf and any relevant badges
(e.g. District/Region). If you can arrange
to do this at opening parade all the better.
Make the new member officially part of
your Pack family as soon as you can. This
is a good time for the Group Leader to
pay a quick visit and present the scarf on
behalf of the Group.
Encourage the family to come along and
watch for a while to get to know the faces
and names. A parent or family night can
help with this too.
If there are no transfer records,
make sure the parents know the
importance of following this up as soon
as they can.
Take note of any badges and congratulate
the new member on gaining them.

Joey Scouts start the progression to the
Cub Scout pack around seven and a half
years of age. However, the Joey Scout
may be ready to progress prior to this age
or even later than this age. That decision
needs to be made in consultation with
the parents/carers and the Leaders of the
Joey Scout Mob and Cub Scout Pack. The
new Cub Scout who has advanced from
Joey Scouts commences the Bronze
Boomerang after the investiture.

The new recruit
Many of our young Members come to
us as New Chums (not having been a
Member of a Joey Scout Mob). New
Chums can join once they turn eight years
of age.
Again it is possible that a child will have
some background to Cub Scouting.
There may be an older sibling who is,
or has been, a Cub Scout. If this is the
case, don’t assume that your recruit
knows a lot about it. Give full value in all
personal training.
So how do we cater for excited youngsters
who are dead keen to be Cub Scouts as
quickly as possible?

Settling in
Welcome them quietly and introduce
them to Leaders and Sixers. They should
handle the situation as for a transfer. New
Chums always stand next to the Sixer in
the Six line. The Sixer can then support
them throughout the night.
Before the meeting tell them that an
important part of the opening ceremony
is the Grand Howl which is only for
invested Cub Scouts. Like all New Chums

they should just stand up straight when
the others bob down. Their first Grand
Howl can be a bit disconcerting as they
have a tendency to react when they see
the others move. Explain that this may
happen and they are not to worry about
it, just to stand up again.
At the Opening Parade officially welcome
them and give the Cub Scout wish of
‘Good Hunting’ for their training time with
the Pack.
If you have not already done so, give the
parents a list of Leader names, addresses
and phone numbers plus their Pack
names. It does not hurt to add the times
and day of the meeting.
 xplain that their child will not be eligible
E
to wear uniform until the night of
investiture. They have to earn that right
during the pre-investiture training.
Suggest to the family that they might like
to stay for a few minutes to get to know
the faces and names.

PRE-INVESTITURE
TRAINING
What has to be done?
Before anyone can become invested
as a Cub Scout they have to complete
a number of requirements. Those
advancing from Joey Scouts with
the Cub Scout Link Badge will have
completed these requirements and will
advance in Cub Scout uniform (wearing
the Link Badge) ready for investiture. All
other New Chums must complete the
following, no matter what age the child is.
The requirements are:
1. Attend six Cub Scout meetings.
2. 	During talks with the Cub Scout Leader:
(a) show
	
a knowledge, understanding
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Advancement from
Joey Scouts
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and acceptance of the Cub Scout
Promise and Law.
(b) know
	
and understand the salute,
demonstrate the Scout sign and left
handshake.
(c) discuss
	
the investiture ceremony.
3. 	Discuss being a Cub Scout with their
future Sixer.
4. Learn and explain the Opening and
Closing ceremonies.
5. 	Hear how Scouting and Cub Scouting
began and the first Jungle Story.
6. 	Understand the meaning of ‘Good
Turns’, and know how important it is
that Cub Scouts do good turns.
Ways of doing this are discussed later.
For now, let us look at how long it should
take and who will help the recruit along
the way.

How long should it take?
Children of Cub Scout age are very keen
to get into uniform and do all those
exciting things that only Cub Scouts do.
They want to become Cub Scouts as soon
as they can. On average a child should
only need six weeks to meet investiture
requirements.

With careful planning, your New Chums
should get ten to twenty minutes a night
on pre-investiture training. Part of this
could be included in Pack activities, or
break the twenty minutes into two tenminute tutorials at different times during
the night. Always let them take part in the
opening ceremony and the first game. It
may be appropriate to take them aside for
five to ten minutes before the meeting
starts, during the second game or for a
few minutes during another activity early
in the meeting. This could be followed up
by another Leader taking another tutorial
later in the meeting.
Use your time and Leaders to best
advantage.
Include games or activities which clearly
back-up pre-investiture training. There is
a number included under pre-investiture
training.
The book – My Adventure into Cub
Scouts - is ideal for getting the family
involved by helping the recruit at home. It
also gives valuable revision and repetition.
There is a record card to go with the book
and activity sheets are also available which
may be photocopied and given to
New Chums.

 eep them informed of their own progress
K
and make sure they do something each
night.
 our personal actions and expectations
Y
will help them understand and respect
Scouting.
There is a sample six week outline for
New Chum training later in this chapter.
It is a suggested outline only but will give
you an idea of how to go about getting
the New Chum looking like the rest of the
Pack without too much delay.

Who will do it?
All Leaders should be involved in training
for investiture. Right from the start
it should be made clear to the New
Chums that there is shared leadership,
that they are responsible to, and are
the responsibility of, all the Leaders.
However, like any organisation there is a
head person.
The person who assumes ultimate
responsibility for the happenings within
the Pack is the Cub Scout Leader. The
overall training of the New Chums is the
responsibility of the Cub Scout Leader, but
parts of it can, and should, be delegated
to the other Leaders. The first few weeks
are when you lay a true foundation to
the attitudes to Scouting. It is also the
ideal time to get to know each other.
That means that you need a few minutes
alone just to talk and learn to respect each
other, while you talk about topics which
bring them closer to investiture.
This applies whether you are the Cub
Scout Leader or an Assistant. It is the
CSL’s personal responsibility and privilege
to introduce the New Chums to the Cub
Scout Promise and Law. They will make

their Promise to the CSL – and this Leader
will accept that Promise on behalf of the
Movement. If you are an Assistant you
will train the New Chums in any of the
other requirements, all the while backing
up the CSL’s impressions on the Promise
and Law.
Although the CSL does the personal
training of the New Chum in the Promise
and Law it is important that all Leaders
show that they know, understand
and expect the same as the CSL. It is
important that the New Chum realises
that the Promise and Law are for ALL to
share equally.

How many New Chums?
Pre-investiture
training
should
be
personal. If you have more than one Joey
Scout completing the Cub Scout Link
Badge or one New Chum try to tutor
them individually at least some of the
time. That way each will really be able to
share personal ideas and thoughts with
you.
Because of the individual aspects of New
Chum training you should look carefully
at how many come into the Pack at any
one time.
One or two is ideal, three or four is
acceptable. Over this number makes
it hard to fit in individual training and
personal time to get to know each other.
It is important that no more than four
children be invested in any one night. It
is better to invest two at the start of the
meeting and the other two at the end of
the meeting. This way you are not asking
the Cub Scouts to stand quietly for too
long or allowing boredom to set in which
could spoil the ceremony.
Each New Chum must be invested
individually. They are making a Promise
– a serious matter – and not to be shared
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 osters around the meeting room
P
will help leave an impression and also
give information.

with another. It is THEIR special time.
Make sure they get it no matter how
many there are to be invested.
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If you are starting a new Pack you will
probably start with a minimum of six
recruits. That means you will have to think
about investitures very seriously so that
the last few do not become meaningless
repetitions. Different days and different
times will need to be considered. Discuss
this matter with your District Cub Scout
Leader or other experienced Leaders in
your District.

Cub Scout
Leader’s checklist
It is a good idea to start going down this
checklist at about week 3 and updating
each week. Then you will know that
nothing important has been overlooked
for the special occasion. Write yourself
out a list similar to this one or make a few
copies for future use. Remember, this is a
suggestion only – you do what is best for
you and your Pack.

Pre-Investiture Checklist
TRAINING
B-P/What is Cub Scouting and how
Scouting started
Jungle Story
Cub Scout Grin*

Cub Scout Promise and Law
Left Handshake
Salute and Scout Sign
The Scout Emblem
Motto
Good Turn
Grand Howl/Flag
Rehearsal of ceremony

OTHER ACTION
Check that the Membership form has
been definitely signed and parents are
aware of obligations etc.
Family notified of advancement
ceremony and investiture date if from
Joey Scouts
Family notified of investiture dat
Check that uniform is available
Scarf available
All badges available
Certificates availabl
New Chums — invitations issued to
those they would like to be there
*Optional extra
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Cub Scout Prayer
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INVESTITURE

Parents and friends

Getting ready

Give some careful thought to where the
family and friends will be invited to stand.
They need to be able to see the child
clearly. Parents really like to be facing, or
just side on so that they can see the child’s
face rather than the Leader’s. Let them
know that they may take photographs of
the special moment.

Joining the Pack

It is a big night for the child and should be
for the Pack as well. Let the child know
that everyone in the Group is pleased
and proud about their becoming a Cub
Scout. Talk to them before the meeting,
reminding them about the ceremony
format. The ceremony should be carefully
planned so that it does not appear to be an
intrusion or interruption to the program.
For example: Never run an exciting
game and then expect the Cub Scouts
to immediately settle down and act
as they should during a ceremony. If
the investiture is at the start of your
meeting, have inspection (and subs if you
have them) and flag break, immediately
followed by the ceremony.
The new Cub Scout may then join in their
first Grand Howl. Should the investiture
be held at the end of the meeting it is
just as important to carefully wind-down
the activities. The Pack must be in an
emotional state to cope with standing
quietly and respecting the investiture of
another child.
Help set the mood, if you are the Leader,
by asking the Pack to think back to their
investiture and how they felt on that special
occasion. Hopefully this will prompt them
to stand quietly. The ceremony should
be short (a good reason for not investing
more than two at the one time) and all
the Cub Scouts allowed to stand at ease
except for the time when each is making
the Promise. Let the Pack hear what is
being said to the new Cub Scout so that
they feel included in what is happening.
Always finish by giving the Pack a smile
and a quick word of appreciation for their
respect and quiet behaviour.

It is also important that they hear what
is said. If they have some background
information on what is happening they
will follow the ceremony with more
understanding. A wise Cub Scout Leader
will spend a few minutes with parents
before the ceremony explaining what will
happen. That way parents know that they
will be expected to stand for flag break and
that they may sit for the ceremony itself.
Parents unfamiliar with the running of
a Pack can feel most uncomfortable
in a situation like this and we should
do everything we can to make them
welcome and part of what is going on.
When the ceremony is finished an
Assistant Cub Scout Leader should
immediately swing into a game leaving
the Cub Scout Leader free to have a few
final words with the parents. It is a good
idea for the new Cub Scout to give the
certificate to a parent so that there is no
danger of it being left.

The ceremony
The ceremony itself is set out in the
Ceremonies book. Rehearse it yourself
and rehearse it with each New Chum. If
you are a new Leader and feel you might
forget the words of the Promise, then ‘be
prepared’. Make your New Chum a very
large set of words and put it on the wall
opposite to where you will be standing
for the investiture, but do this a couple
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of weeks before the ceremony so that
everyone is used to seeing it there.
No matter how many investitures
you have done in the past, read
through the Ceremonies book before
every ceremony.
Carry out the ceremony exactly as set out
in the Ceremonies book. That way you
can’t go wrong. You owe it to the child
to do it that way. Yes, they may know
the words of the Promise and be able to
say them off by heart, but that is not the
point. The Cub Scout Leader is there to
accept the Promise, line by line, on behalf
of the Movement. The child should be
concentrating on what they are saying,
not concentrating on remembering the
words. The importance of this should be
stressed to the New Chum and clearly
understood by the Leader.

The child
As for the child, he or she will be a mixture
of scared, excited, over-confident, jittery,
blasé and proud. Even if they have had
a run-through of the ceremony the week
before, it does not hurt to do so again.
Let them show parents where to sit
until it is time or show them some of the
posters around the wall. It is good for
Pack relationships if all the Leaders take a
minute to say ‘hello’ and a quick word of
encouragement to the child and parents.
Have the Sixer or a Leader remind them
to take their jumper off before running
into the circle. Also check that uniform is
neat, shirt tucked in and socks pulled up.
Tell them they look good in their uniform.
Always give a smile of encouragement
and remember that a word misplaced
or mispronounced here or there does
not matter. It is the spirit of the words
that counts.

‘Investiture Ceremony’, and I don’t
wonder at that bit, because they are
long words, and I find it very difficult to
explain them.
A ceremony is a solemn act, and
without any doubt the taking of the
Cub (Scout) Promise is a solemn act,
and so the use of the word ceremony
in connection with it is quite right.
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This is a once in a lifetime experience.
Although the child may remake the
Promise on a number of occasions they
can never repeat the first, or the feeling
that they had. This time is theirs alone.
They do not share it with anyone other
than the Cub Scout Leader standing in
front. They are invested as an individual
and as an individual each joins our
Movement.

Investiture yarn
There is a story written about the
Investiture Ceremony in an early Cub
Scouting publication called Letters to a
Wolf Cub, printed in 1928.
Dear Jamie,
‘The better the day the better the deed’,
and, as you are to make the Cub (Scout)
Promise tomorrow evening, I cannot
let this day pass without writing you a
short letter about it.
Your Mother has told me that you
have had difficulties over the words

In olden times, when Knights and their
Squires rode about the country seeking
to do glorious deeds and to help other
people, ceremonies were regarded
as very important. After a Squire had
shown that he was brave and fit to be
made a Knight, he had to go through
a special ceremony for the purpose,
and in the course of the ceremony he
was invested (that just means clothed)
with the various parts of his uniform,
including the spurs, that told everyone
that he was a proper Knight.
So it is that in the ceremony of the Cub
(Scout) Promise the recruit is clothed
— or invested — with the various parts
of uniform that tells everyone that
he is now a Cub (Scout). He is given
the Membership Badge which tells
everyone that he is a member of the
Great Scout Brotherhood; he is handed
his other badges and his Group scarf
which tells all the members of the Pack
that he is now one of them; he is given
his cap and he is given his Six patch
which tells all the Cub (Scouts) the Six
to which he belongs in his Pack.
Now
you
may
be
able
to
understand why we talk about the
‘Investiture Ceremony’.

There needs to be some form of
programming so that all requirements are
adequately covered. Again, try to ensure
that every tutoring session is an advance
on the one before.
The following is a suggested outline only.
It is a starting point if you have not been
involved with New Chum training before.
It is based on one or two short tutoring
sessions each week, one by the Leader
and the other by one of the Assistants, or
the suggested topics could be included in
the program for all the Pack to take part.
This system keeps the New Chums busy
and learning all the time, which in turn
makes them happy. Don’t forget to give
each some individual time on the Cub
Scout Promise and Law.
Also give the parents plenty of time to get
a uniform, and to organise for the family
to be there.
Just a few hints:
• 	keep the individual tutoring time
to no more than ten minutes per
session. This is quite long enough
to get information across, back it
up and summarise
• try
	 to find a quiet spot (not alway
easy at a Cub Scout meeting!). If it
cannot be quiet, at least make it out of
sight of whatever else is happening. If
this is not possible, have the children
facing away from the other activity in
the same room. You want your New
Chums to be able to concentrate on
their training, not watch the others.
Failing this, ask them to come a bit
earlier
• 	make yourself comfortable

• avoid
	
talk only. Use pictures, sketches,
diagrams, jigsaws, demonstrations (ask
help from the Sixer or any other Cub
Scout for a short time)
• 	give time to talk. Gently bring them
back to the matter in hand if they get
off the subject
• 	always let the New Chums join in the
first couple of activities. They nee
to feel part of it and get rid of any
nervousness and excess energy
• regularly
	
show record sheet or fill in th
My Adventure into Cub Scouts card so
that they see that they are progressing.
This is also a help for parents
• 	try to include a New Chum training
game or activity in the night’s
program. This will also serve as a
refresher for the other Cub Scouts
• 	talk about activities completed at
home from the book My Adventure
into Cub Scouts.
Motto
The words of the Scouting motto were
first used in South Africa. B-P had been
sent there to organise a Constabulary.
The men under his command chose the
words ‘Be Prepared’ as they fitted the job
and were the initials of B-P whom they
respected very much.
Baden-Powell thought these words
very fitting for the youth movement
called Scouting. When he was asked,
‘Be Prepared for what? ’ B-P answered,
‘Why, for any old thing.’ And that is the
idea. The Scout motto means that you are
always ready, in body and mind, to do the
right thing.
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The first six weeks
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The salute

The Scout Sign

The salute is used on a number of
occasions, the main ones for Cub
Scouts being:

The Scout Sign is only made when the
Scout Promise is made. This could be:

• 	at Flag break and Flag down

• When someone makes the Promise
for the first time

• 	when the Royal or National Anthem
is played

• When hearing another Cub Scout or
Leader make the Promise

• 	when the Australian Flag is carried
past in a parade.

• When remaking the Promise.

Joining the Pack

The right hand is used with the fingers
held as shown in our sketch.

The three fingers are like the three points
of the Scout Badge. They are to remind
the child (and of course, you as Leader) of
the three parts of the Promise:
1. 	To do our duty to our God and to
Australia/the Queen of Australia
2. To help other people
3. To keep the Cub Scout Law.
It does not matter whether Cub Scouts
have a hat on or not, although most times
Cub Scouts salute they will be in full
uniform for a ceremony of some sort. The
salute should be smartly made, bringing
the hand up in a wide outward sweep to
the side of the head.

The hand is held at shoulder height as in
our illustration.

The three finger position is the same as
for the salute and still stands for the three
parts of the Promise.

Opening and closing
ceremonies
These are set out in the Ceremonies
book and the order should be followed.
You should also refer to the section
‘Pack Management’.
Basically the ceremonies include:
• Inspection
	
• Grand
	
Howl
• 	Flag break and Flag down
• 	Prayer.

The Grand Howl

This is a universal ‘yell’ used by Cub Scouts
all over the world. Allowing for some
variations any Cub Scout from anywhere
should be able to join in.

The first Public Grand
Howl

The Grand Howl is a greeting to the Leader
and a challenge to each Cub Scout to do
their or theirs best to keep their Promise.
It is important that each child is carefully
taught how to do this ceremony correctly.
You must take time to explain each
part, not only how to do it, but what it
stands for.
N.B. New Chums do not take part in the
Grand Howl because it is a reaffirming of
the Promise — a Promise which they have
not as yet made. They stand quietly at
attention in the circle.

B-P on the Grand Howl
The wolves all sat around the council rock
in a circle and when Akela, the old wolf,
the head of the pack, took his place on
the rock they all threw up their heads and
howled their welcome to him.
When your Old Wolf, Akela — that is
your Cub Scout Leader or other Leader—
comes to your meeting you salute him by
squatting round in a circle as young wolves
do, and giving him the Cub Scout Grand
Howl. ... And the howl means something.
They want to welcome Akela, and at the
same time show that they are ready to
obey his commands. The call of the Pack
all over the world is ‘We’ll do our best’.
(from The Wolf Cub’s Handbook).
The Grand Howl is another of B-P’s great
inspirations. It stands quite by itself. To
an outsider, it may seem meaningless
noisemaking; or at best an elaborate
Scout yell. To any member of the Jungle
Brotherhood it stands for a great deal more
than can be put into words.

The first Public Grand Howl was performed
on December 16, 1916. It was in the Caxton
Hall not far from Westminster Abbey. B-P
had invited Leaders from education, the
church and other youth organisations as
well as many Scouting people. The visitors
were very startled by the Grand Howl. B-P
explained what the words meant and what
the Grand Howl stood for and they were
most impressed. After they had watched
Cub Scouting being demonstrated by
Sixes from different parts of London, grins
began to appear and B-P knew he had
won. Cub Scouts became recognised not
only as junior Scouts but as something
special indeed.
So keep in mind the main points about the
Grand Howl:
• 	It is a salute to the Old Wolf and an
expression of loyalty
• 	It is the highest form of appreciation
that a Pack can pay to any visitor
or friend
• 	It is a solemn renewal of the Cub Scout
Promise
• 	The one-ness of the circle symbolises
the one-ness of the Pack, made up by
the willing co-operation of each Cub
Scout and Leader.
If taught in the right way, every Cub Scout
will take it perfectly seriously and enter
into the spirit of it.
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The Grand Howl

• 	give your Sixers training in Good Turn
attitudes so that they can pass it on
outside Cub Scouting hours
• 	encourage the Duty Six to clean up
without reminders each week
• 	always tell how much you appreciate
help and especially if the offer was
unprompted. Make them feel good.
And remember that much can be done
by example. As a Leader you cannot
have any faint hope of success if you
do not live up to the principles you are
asking the Cub Scouts to value.
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A saver of lives

The Good Turn
‘It is not the act but the spirit in the action.’
Cub Scouts today have a responsibility to
the traditions they represent in Scouting
and, more especially, to themselves as
persons of worth.
As a Leader, you will have the opportunity
to help your Cub Scouts grow in
confidence and to realise the need to
act as worthwhile members of their
community for the sake of their own
personal pride and respect, rather than
just for the sake of what is expected. It
is important therefore that you keep the
Good Turn in the forefront of ideals and
themes:
• 	give the older Cub Scouts a chance to
help the younger
• 	make sure equipment is always
replaced in the correct spot

This is a story about a boy who was
awarded a special medal for saving a
woman from drowning when he was
only eleven years old. We will call him
Rohan and at the time of this story he
was 18 years old. He and a friend were
walking down the road one day when
Rohan stopped, checked for traffic,
then went over and picked up a couple
of bricks which must have fallen from a
passing truck.
His friend had not noticed them, but
Rohan had seen a car swerve slightly
to miss them. He told his friend that he
picked them up because such things
cause accidents and can kill people. He
went on to say that whenever he could,
he took things like that — glass, bricks
and so on — off the roads, always being
careful himself that he didn’t cause
an accident.
Rohan has only saved one life heroically,
but I wonder just how many lives he has
truly saved and how much suffering he
has stopped by his Good Turns. He is a
true Scout.

PROCEDURE

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

On the signal of lowered arms
the Cub Scouts squat down

This goes back to the times of the Seeonee
Pack squatting at the base of the Council Rock.
Akela was in the middle on top of the rock. The
Pack squat down like wolves — arms between
knees and not outside. Their hands are in the
three-finger position with the little finger tucked
behind the thumb.

AH-KAY-LA – we’ll do our BEST

This should be a firm statement from the Cub
Scouts and you should encourage them to think
about what they are saying — it is part of their
Promise, remember.
On ‘BEST’ they spring up and hands are held
to their head — like wolf ears alert to what is
happening around them.
It also means that they will do their best with
BOTH hands — not merely with one.
Hands are still in the three finger position

A sixer will call to the Pack –
DO YOUR BEST

Do your best is a reminder of the command to
remember their Promise.

Cub Scouts reply –

As soon as the Pack start their reply they drop
their left hand and salute with their right
(which has only to be lowered slightly).

We-e-e’ll DO OUR BEST

We’ll DO OUR BEST
Again a reminder and remake of their Promise.
The salute is dropped and all stand at attention.
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PROMISE AND LAW
The PROMISE is what turns a child into a ‘Scout’.
It is the link in the World-wide Scout Movement.
To ‘do my best’ is not too high an ideal.
A child’s best may not be very good at first
but gets better when backed and helped by
the example of others and by tradition.
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Training in the PROMISE must be as progressive

Promise and Law

as training in the Boomerang challenges
and other skills for living.

The Promise and Law are really about one
thing – ‘Growth’. It’s about young children
growing into an appreciation of what the
Promise and Law mean in real life, not
just for an hour and half each week. It is
‘growing’ in four areas.
• 	A growth in self – by doing their best
• 	A growth in understanding their role
in the community – by helping
other people
• 	A growth in understanding their country
– by duty to Australia/the Queen of
Australia
• 	A growth in understanding the
presence of a Greater Being –
by duty to their God and to their
own particular religion.
It’s practical growth – doing things that
interest them and in which they can get
involved. That’s summed up by ‘doing a
good turn’. By letting the Cub Scout get
involved in practical service to self, to
other people, to country, and to their God
we give them the vision and the challenge
of the Promise and Law.
You must present the Promise and Law in

a practical manner if it is to be acceptable
and have any lasting effect. To learn by
doing is important enough at any age
but is vital to Cub Scout age children.
You must relate the Promise and Law
to everyday life in an effective way. You
must devise imaginative activities which
help to interpret these principles and
which are appropriate to the age and
progress of the individual. It is necessary
that children advance quite dramatically in
understanding between 7 ½ and 11 years
of age. Activities must present growing
children with an ever increasing challenge
in every respect.
At this age Cub Scouts expect their
Leaders to be right and rely on them
implicitly. They are at an impressionable
age and accept what is said at face
value. The example set by Leaders, what
they say and do about the Promise and
Law, has a greater effect that they often
realise. Cub Scouts will know instinctively
whether you are really trying to live up to
the Promise you are asking them to live
up to, and they are not likely to take it
very seriously if they find you wanting

Scouting. There is no compromise; you
either accept it or reject it.

As a Cub Scout Leader you must
understand that the Promise is a
condition for membership of the Scout
Movement world-wide. This common
yardstick for membership has enabled
the Scout Movement to grow, due to
its freedom from political interference
and its universal standards. The Promise
is a common factor in the activities of
Scouts throughout the world. Take it
away, and these activities become of little
significance to others – and the common
factor is lost.

Promise, Law and the
Child

Do you believe in Scouting? Scouting
is not camping and hiking, tying knots
and doing first-aid – that is just activity
and decoration which can be done by
anyone. Scouting is a way of doing these
and many other things. All Scouting is
active: physically, intellectually, socially
or spiritually active. The Promise says ‘I
will’, so Scouting is an activity and the
foundation activity of Scouting is the
Promise.
Most Leaders may accept the fact that
the Promise is the foundation without
bothering to discover just what that
means. They will agree that if you remove
the foundation, the building will fall down.
Few Leaders will try to do anything so
drastic as to remove the foundations,
but the Leader who tries to be neutral
will damage the foundation and gradually
destroy the structure he/she is trying to
build. Unless we have our foundation,
the Promise, in good condition and under
constant supervision, we are wasting our
time with the superstructure, our Scouting
activities. The conditions of membership
are that you understand and accept the
Scout Promise as the foundation of

The first listed requirement for investiture
as a Cub Scout is ‘Know and understand
the meaning of the Cub Scout Promise and
Law’. The last of each of the compulsory
Boomerang Challenges is based on the
Promise and Law - doing your best to
live up to the Promise and Law (Bronze)
and discussing how you have tried to
put your Promise and Law into practice
in everything you have done (Silver
and Gold).
Neither of these requirements is entirely
dependent on a child’s ability to express
themselves verbally. From the beginning
of their life in the Pack the children respond
to the spirit of Scouting and their conduct
and attitudes reflect the influence of their
understanding of our codes bound up in
the Promise and Law.
Honour is a new concept to the child of
Cub Scout age. It is reputation, esteem,
self-respect and a sense of what is right.
Giving and receiving trust is involved with
being a Cub Scout. Use stories to illustrate
the high regard for personal integrity.
 romise, an undertaking to do something,
P
to give one’s word. The Cub Scouts are
giving an undertaking which should last
forever. It can never be unmade and it
applies to their whole life – home, school,
play as well as Cub Scouts. The Promise
is a personal matter – not a mere matter
of words but a personal assurance that
they will perform a certain duty faithfully.
 o my best. Because it is such a fine
D
Promise, it is very hard to keep, and they
will find sometimes that they fail to live
up to it. They must remember then that
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Promise, Law and the
Leader

it was to do their best that they promised.
As long as they really have done their best
they haven’t broken their Promise, and can
go on and have another try.
‘On my honour, I promise, that I will do my
best’.
The child, and no-one else is saying that is
something he or she is trying their hardest
to carry out.
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What is the difference between saying
‘I promise’ and ‘I might do’? One can
never go back on a promise, it is a definite
commitment rather like jumping off a
diving board at the swimming pool. It is
too late to change your mind when you are
half way down to the water.
Think of stories to be included in your
Pack meetings about people who ‘did
their best’. Many present-day heroes as
well as people from the past are suitable.
Neil Armstrong, Ian Thorpe, Grant Hackett,
James Hird, Cathy Freeman, Steve Waugh,
Mother Theresa and Dr. Fred Hollows are
just a few. These people did not become
proficient without striving always to do
their best. Occasionally they failed but
they were not content to sit back having
done second best. They always tried to do
better next time.
Duty to my God
An understanding of ‘Duty to my God’
is essential if Cub Scouts are to live by
their Promise.
Children who have been brought up in
a specific faith have an advantage over
those living in a godless environment. It is
not your job to train in any one faith; rather
it is your privilege to help children progress
in their own understanding of their God.
Spiritual development is helping the
children to be what their God wants them
to be and then helping them to know it.

You can start by encouraging them to
‘feel’: to feel thankful for something good
– to feel they want to help someone – to
feel the beauty or wonder of a glorious
sunset – to feel a sense of freedom – to
feel a sense of right and wrong – to feel
the joy of singing, hiking, swinging up high
– to feel the sense of achievement in their
piece of handcraft and to feel the joy in
giving it to their mother or father.
Your good example is of the greatest
importance. Children will not always
behave as you would wish them to.
However if they respect you, they
will come to respect your attitudes
and actions during times of prayer,
discussion or activity, and hopefully start
to copy you.
To know that the Promise is central to all
the elements of the Cub Scout Program
means that every child and every Leader
is trying to do their duty to their God.
Everything that happens in Cub Scouting
has to do with this; it has its effect on
all the other attitudes, giving a sense
of oneness, a unity of understanding
and purpose.
Scouting policy
It is important for you to be aware of
the statement on Religious Obligation
for members of Scouts Australia.
(P & R ‘Religious Policy’.) This policy
puts a responsibility on you to know and
understand the beliefs of those in your
Pack. It is helpful to be aware of the
family’s commitment to religion and their
expectations of Scouting in this regard.
These matters normally come up during
conversation when a child first joins the
Pack. The Cub Scout Leader should make
sure that all the Leaders know the relevant
background on each child.

To do my duty to my God
The word ‘duty’ will need explaining
to young children in words they can
understand. This will depend on their
experience of life so far. It is perhaps
better to ask them what they feel it
means — ‘Love and serve their God’ is
a frequently used explanation. Duty to
their God should not be seen only as
attendance at Church parades, although
for some this may be a part of it. This will
not apply to our non-Christian members.
 rayers at Pack meetings provide Leaders
P
with a real opportunity to acknowledge
their God and these should be planned
with the same care as other parts of the
meeting.
Let it become a tradition that there is no
fooling about at prayer time. This tradition
is more likely to become established if
Cub Scouts are involved.
 ake your own Prayer Book. To start off,
M
each Six could be asked to write a prayer
on a subject of their own choice. They
might like to illustrate it with sketches
or pictures cut from magazines. Do not
make it the prerogative of Sixers to lead
prayers; let the youngest members feel
part of it too.

Children who do not read very fluently
might, as a special project, build up a
nature table of flowers, fruit, twigs etc. or
a display of handcraft, or bring a special
picture to provide a focus for prayers.
Children can sometimes pray more
effectively while standing with eyes wide
open, admiring a display.
Pack prayers should use words suitable
for the age group. Every word must
have value; young children cannot follow
involved sentences. You must be careful
not to get carried away with words or
enormous, often archaic, phrases.
 rayers should refer to matters about
P
which children care: home, family, toys,
games and expeditions. Prayers can ask
for help to carry out their Promise.
All Leaders should be present with the
Pack at prayer time so that prayers are
seen to be important to the Leaders.

Promise and Law
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THE SCOUTS’ OWN was named for
that time in camp when a Scout spent a
few minutes each day in quiet reflection.
Each was responsible for making their
own time and these few minutes were
respected by all in camp.
Over the years these moments of
quiet, personal reflection have become
formalised into the format we now accept
as a Scouts’ Own.
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A Scouts’ Own is the term used to
describe the short service held by a
gathering of Scouts for the worship of
their God and to promise a fuller realisation
of the Promise and Law. Cub Scouts hold
a simpler form of the service than that
held by other Sections. A Scouts’ Own
is supplementary to, and not a substitute
for religious observances as required by a
particular faith.

The Golden Rule
BUDDHISM: Hurt not others with that
which pains yourself.
CHRISTIANITY: As ye would that
men should do to you, do ye also to
them likewise.
CONFUCIANISM: Do not unto others
what you would not they should do
unto you.
HINDUISM: Do naught to others which if
done to thee, would cause thee pain.
ISLAM: No one is a believer until he loves
for his brother what he loves for himself.
JAINISM: We should refrain from
inflicting upon others such injury as would
appear undesirable to us if inflicted upon
ourselves.
JUDAISM: What is hurtful to yourself do
not to your fellow man.

TAOISM: Regard your neighbour’s
gain as your own gain; and regard your
neighbour’s loss as your own loss.
ZOROASTRIANISM: That nature only is
good when it shall not do unto another
whatever is not good for its own self.
Co-operation
In today’s multicultural society with
many different religions, it is more
difficult as a Cub Scout Leader to carry
out your obligation with respect to the
religious beliefs of your Cub Scouts and
their families.
When young people join your Pack, a
record should be made of their religion
with notes as to the requirements for that
particular Cub Scout. These records must
be kept up-to-date to ensure there are no
split loyalties – one to their religion and
another to your Pack.
If activities are planned for a Saturday,
ensure you discuss this with the parents
of Cub Scouts of the Jewish faith and
Seventh Day Adventists as this is their
Sabbath. Facilities for prayer should be
provided for Cub Scouts of Islamic faith
at the appointed times of the day during
activities, remembering that their Holy
Day is Friday.

Some examples are:

A Cub Scout Leader’s prayer

• Seventh
	
Day Adventists do not eat
pork, shellfish or any of the ‘unclean’
foods listed in the Bible.

Stay with me and then I shall begin to
shine, as You shine, so to shine as to be a
light to others.

• Islam – prayers are said five times a
day facing Mecca. No products of the
pig are eaten. The Koran is of great
importance. Friday is their Holy Day. ID
is the ending of the Fast of Ramadan –
many Muslims prefer to be at home for
this feast.
• Jewish Sabbath is sunset on Friday
until nightfall on Saturday. Meat and
poultry, unless prepared in accordance
with Jewish dietary laws are forbidden,
as are certain fish and the use of utensils
in which forbidden foods have been
cooked. Worship with non-Jewish Cub
Scouts is permitted provided that the
prayers and songs contain no reference
to non-Jewish concepts of God.
• Buddhist – a Buddhist family does
not have any position on the existence
or non-existence of God. Buddha did
not condemn prayer to gods, he just
regarded it as irrelevant. The images
of Buddha convey the beauty of his
perfect wisdom and great compassion.
Buddhist Cub Scouts should make their
Promise “to do my duty to my religion
and to the Queen of Australia” as the
word God has no relevance to them.
• Hindu
	
– There are great variations
in food requirements. Therefore it is
necessary to find out what is required
from each family. On Pack Holidays,
washing places must have slatted
stands and jugs to pour water over the
body. Water should also be provided
inside toilets.

The light, O God will be all from You,
None of it will be mine.
No merit to me.
It will be You who shines through me
upon others.
O let me thus praise You, in the way
which You love best, by shining on all
those around me.
Give light to them as well as to me; light
them with me, through me.
Teach me to show forth Your praise, Your
truth, Your will.
Make me preach You without preaching
– not by words but by example –
and the fullness
Of the love which my heart bears to You.
AMEN

Duty to Australia/
the Queen of Australia
This is really an understanding of, and
loyalty to, the country we live in. Again
you must make it a practical activity.
Our Queen was herself a member of
our sister Movement, the Girl Guides. In
serving her country and her people she
has set a wonderful example to us all.
It is difficult for Cub Scouts to carry
out a duty to a ‘figurehead’ and so you
must help them (if using the Duty to the
Queen of Australia option) to think of the
Royal Family as real people. Cub Scouts
can appreciate how difficult it must be
to appear always smiling and courteous
even though sometimes feeling tired and
fed-up, to always be smartly dressed and
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• Church
	
of Jesus Christ of LatterDay Saints do not take any harmful
substance into their body, e.g. drugs,
alcohol, tea or coffee.

‘on show’, never to be able to wander off
to look at something of personal interest.
The example set by the Queen and
other members of the Royal Family can
be discussed when showing pictures
of them carrying out their duties. These
frequently appear in newspapers and
magazines.
Activities tied directly to the Queen
could be:
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• 	prayers for the Queen and her family

Promise and Law

• 	special mention of Queen’s Birthday at
the nearest Pack meeting
• 	special Pack program around Queen’s
Birthday
• 	stories and photos of the Queen and
Royal Family
• 	keep a Pack scrap book for one month
– all bring along articles that they find
They will probably find a lot
• 	photograph or picture of the Queen in
the Scout HQ.
The Cub Scouts should understand that
they should be loyal to their country, of
which the Queen is the head.

Being loyal to Australia/the Queen of
Australia includes obeying the laws of
the land. It is not easy for small children
to understand exactly what ‘Parliament’
or ‘Government’ really means, but they
can appreciate that they will carry out
their duty in positive ways by keeping the
laws of the land. It is just like belonging
to a football team or other sporting group.
Players learn the rules of the game. If
they don’t they will be in trouble with the
umpire and perhaps team mates as well.
In the community in which they live,
Cub Scouts should similarly obey the
rules – that is the laws of the land. A
Cub Scout is not too young to learn this.
Before each Act of Parliament becomes
law the consent of the Queen or her
representative (the Governor-General or
Governor) is required. So the observance
of the laws is in a very real sense a part of
our duty to the Queen.
To obey the traffic laws only if they
think a policeman is watching is not
good enough – Cub Scouts should obey
them at all times. Your Cub Scouts

should understand that to break the laws
(whether by crossing against the lights,
by stealing chewing gum, or in any other
way) is ‘giving in to self’ (a breach of the
Cub Scout Law) and failing to carry out
their duty to the Queen.
Actions and activities further related to
Duty to Australia/the Queen include:
• 	behaving properly when the National
Flag is broken and lowered, no matter
where they are

• 	being careful not to drop litter

Helping other people

• 	taking care of school property – books,
desks, games equipment etc.

Helping other people is the concept
of the Scout Good Turn. It is a practical
expression of service. It is so important
because it is the outward result of the
inward working of the Spirit of Scouting.
The ideal is that it should be done
automatically, as the outcome of a right
attitude of mind. The ‘Good Turn’ does
not always come naturally to the Cub
Scout and it should be pointed out that it
need not be a big thing. At Cub Scout age
the service is probably going to be more
home-based, rather than completely in
the wider community. It is important
to remember that it must be a service
where the child can see an end result. It
shouldn’t be too lengthy so it is not a good
idea to commit children of Cub Scout age
to long-term service projects.

• 	preserving parks and gardens for
everyone to enjoy
• 	not committing any acts of vandalism
• 	behaving in a sporting fashion when
watching sports events
• 	setting a good example to others
• 	taking part in plays, games and stunts
on any of the above
• 	visits from police, councillors etc.
• community
	
‘Good Turns’ such as ‘emu
parades’ to clean up an area. These are
exercises in good citizenship, so can be
regarded as part of Duty to the Queen/
Duty to Australia in the broad sense.
The Cub Scouts should look forward to
the day when they will become Queen’s
Scouts. Perhaps a Queen’s Scout from
the Venturer Scout Unit could visit the
Pack and explain what the Queen’s Scout
badge is, and how the investiture of a
Queen’s Scout is performed.

You are asking Cub Scouts to be unselfish,
to think of others before themselves. That
might mean going shopping for Mum
instead of playing football, tidying their
room instead of watching television or
clearing up at the end of a Pack meeting
when they would rather dash straight
outside. It is a hard lesson but you can
help them with your general attitude. You

Promise and Law
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• 	standing at attention when the Royal
or the Australian National Anthem
is played

can quickly make it plain that you do not
expect Cub Scouts to be selfish or lazy,
cheat or tell tales.
What answer can you give to the
types of comments often heard at a
Pack meeting:
• 	‘Rikki, David has lost his woggle.’
• 	‘why should I pick it up?
drop it.’
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I didn’t

• 	‘Stephen says the ropes are not in the
Sixer box.’
• 	‘I’ll get my Dad to do it with me.’

Promise and Law

• 	‘I’m not in duty Six. The Reds should
do it.’
The Cub Scouts should come to see that
much of the Boomerang training is to help
them to give service to others. You should
show them how to do things realistically
so that they do not become a nuisance or
hindrance to others by being enthusiastic
but unhelpful.
Let’s start by service at home:
• 	encourage the child to select a job, in
discussion with Mum or Dad, that will
be their special home job. Get them
to tell you what the job is and how they
do it.
• 	let the Pack choose a week and make
it ‘help the family at home’ week. They
should make posters showing how
to be helpful at home and reminding
everyone of the week.
With luck each Cub Scout will appreciate
giving service – and the family will enjoy
it too!
• 	Mum’s Good Turn. Discuss with the
Pack what special surprise Good Turn
Mum might like – then encourage
them to give Mum the surprise.
To help, they might make a Six chart
showing all the things Mum does for
the family.
• 	Dad’s Good Turn – as for Mum.

Another idea could be for the Cub Scouts
to help those less fortunate. Run a ‘used
toy auction’ or a ‘buy a collector’s stamp
night’ and donate the money to the
hungry of the world.
Set a target for the cash and know what
that amount of money will do, e.g. feed
one child for one month.
The golden rule is to let the Pack know
what their efforts will achieve so that
they feel involved.
Your task, as a Leader, is to make ‘helping
other people’ a living part of Cub Scout
life. Take an interest in the good turns
they do, show what you expect of them
and be ambitious in the things you ask
to the extent that they are a challenge
to them.

Living by the Cub
Scout Law
This is an opportunity for children to
overcome natural selfish habits and
commence self-discipline. Although the
Cub Scout Law is easy to say, it is much
more difficult to keep
The Cub Scout Law appeals to the mind
of the young. There are no imperatives,
nor is there room for argument. The first
part of the Law means obedience to
others. The second, obedience to one’s
self. The best way of teaching the Cub
Scout is by example, tradition and the use
of common examples – that is, those that
relate to both Leaders and children.

How Cub Scouts can be
helped
to
understand
the meanings

Scrapbook

‘Loyal’
• 	it means to stick close
• 	to be faithful to your friends
• 	to really like a person and want to be
with them
• 	to not let your Leaders down
• 	to make yours the best Six.

Hang up a large scrapbook entitled
“The Cub Scout Law,” encourage each to
contribute pictures which:
(a)

show
	
the Law being kept or broken.

(b)

show
	
situations where a Cub Scout
could be of use.

Some scouting promises
of other countries

• 	ability
to
follow
without argument

instructions,

• 	obey all reasonable requests, without
endangering yourself
• 	need to comply with instructions given
and

parents

usually

• 	to try other people’s ideas as well as
your own.

‘Cub Scouts do not give in
to themselves’
(Cub Scouts usually find an interpretation
quite difficult, most adults would find it
anything but easy to explain to a child.)
• 	it means don’t give in
• 	always do your best and never your
worst
• 	to have courage and stick to your job.

Slides or photographs
Try to build up a collection of slides and
photographs which show Cub Scouts
keeping the Law. Many opportunities
during the Pack Holiday and on excursions
and expeditions arise which are worth
photographing for future reference.

Switzerland: I promise to do my best to
live according to the Scout Law. I ask God
and my friends to help me do so.
Spain: On my honour and with God’s
grace, I promise to do my best to
accomplish my duties towards God and
my country, to help other people and
observe the Scout Law.
Finland: I will love my God and my
neighbour, my native country and mankind
by fulfilling the Scout ideals in my life
Indonesia: On my honour I promise that I
will do my best to do my duty to God and
the Republic of Indonesia, and to obey the
Panca Sila to help all living beings and be
ready to build up the nation and to obey
the Scout Law.

Promise and Law
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‘Obedient’

• 	the Leaders
know best

Please ensure that parents/caregivers are
happy for photographs to be taken and
used in this way.

THE PACK AND OTHER PEOPLE
About the Pack
The word ‘Pack’ comes from the earliest
days of Scouting when the Cub Scout
Section was called Wolf Cubs and the
Program was more intimately related to
Kipling’s Jungle.
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Remember that you are training the
individual. Individual training needs not
only time and energy, but the adults to
help and advise on an individual basis.
You will always find unsuccessful youth
groups with large numbers and only one
or two dedicated Leaders. Most of these
groups are not covering the elements of
physical, intellectual, social, emotional
and spiritual development as is Scouting.

Cub Scout ages
A boy or girl may join a Pack after their
seventh birthday. It is possible to join any
time between seven and 101/2 but keep
in mind that the Cub Scout Program is
a three year plan, designed to give each
child the best that Scouting can offer in
the interests of the child and society. The
closer to an eighth birthday the more is
gained from the Program. A Joey Scout
is able to commence the progression to
Cub Scouts at any time after their seventh
birthday between seven and eight. In
very exceptional circumstances relating
to the development of an individual child,
a Joey Scout may stay in Joey Scouts
beyond their eighth birthday. The Group
Council is to be involved in this decision.
Joey Scouts may commence the Cub
Scout pre-investiture requirements two
months prior to their transfer to the Cub
Scout Section – these requirements
earn the Cub Scout Link badge which
is worn in Cub Scouts. Where a child

fits into the Boomerang Scheme is
discussed under the section based on the
Award Scheme.
The average age of progression to the
Scout Troop is 101/2 years, but the Cub
Scout may be ready for Troop life before
this. That is a decision for the child,
parents and Leaders of both the Pack
and the Troop. Cub Scouts are able to
commence the progression to Scouts at
any time between 10 and 101/2 years of
age. It will take some weeks to meet all
the requirements. This time is purposeful.
It gives time to finish the Gold Boomerang,
the Grey Wolf Award (if the child is
working towards this) and possibly gain
valuable training as a Sixer or Second and
time to become familiar with the Troop
activities, members and expectations. It
should be noted that once again, in very
exceptional circumstances relating to the
development of an individual child, a Cub
Scout may stay in Cub Scouts beyond
their eleventh birthday. The Group Council
is to be involved in this decision.
When planning for progression to the
Troop it is worthwhile trying to arrange
for more than one Cub Scout to move
on at the same time. They can support
each other in their new environment.
This situation, of course, needs careful
evaluation. Don’t keep any Cub Scout
too long or send them up too early. Full
discussion at Group Council can usually
sort out any problems.

Children with
special needs

Branch Headquarters, it is there to help
you and the child.

Inabilities, fears, personal dislikes and
medical conditions are present in every
individual. Some people have special
needs that are more obvious. Others,
through disease or accident, find their life
restricted and have to readjust. But each
wants (and needs) to get the most out of
life – to do what others do – as best they
can. The only requirement for a young
person to become a ‘Scout’ is that they
should make the Promise and understand
the Law. It does not matter how simple
that understanding may be. Groups have
been formed for children with specific
special needs. These Groups may be
attached to hospitals, institutions, or
special schools etc. Whether a child joins
a regular Group or a Special Group is a
decision for parents and the Leaders of
the Group concerned.

The Pack and the family

The rewards will include:
• 	companionship
• 	the mystery of the jungle
• 	a chance to learn and practise
useful crafts
• 	a chance to bring out a talent
previously unrecognised
• 	experience of a wider world
• 	realistic success, failure, rewards
and discipline
• 	learning life skills and self-reliance.
Every Branch has staff trained and willing
to help you and a lot of information is
available. Make use of the service at your

This will only happen if:
• we tell them what is going on
• we give plenty of warning about what
is happening
• we remember to say ‘thank you’
• we do what we say we will do
• we keep on time
• we tell them the ‘why’ of things
• we fill them in properly about
activities, Group regulations, Group
expectations
• we are available when they feel a
need to talk to us
• their child is progressing (or they
know the reason why not)
• we are realistic in costing of activities
etc.
Parents have notices coming in from
everywhere – sports club, ballet, school
and so on. Make sure your notices are
clear, in plenty of time, and that they reach
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Meeting the challenge offered through
participation in a regular Pack could be
a wonderfully satisfying experience for
anyone with a special need. It will need
support from you and possibly adjustment
to parts of your program.

It is important for Group support that
parents feel that their child is getting as
much out of Cub Scouting as possible.
Scouting is a family activity from the point
of view that we expect parents (either one
or two) to support us financially,
provide transport, supervision on some
activities and generally back us up.

– 	the Promise and Law
– 	the Award Scheme
– 	discipline
– 	care
– role
	
of parents in supporting their
child
– need
	
for regular attendance
and punctuality
– general
	
plan for activities during
the year.
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home. The first meeting with the family,
Cub Scout Leader and Group Leader is
most important in setting the pattern for
the years ahead.
Points to note:
• 	Parents should feel that the Leaders
are approachable – establish a firs
or given name relationship, also
explaining your ‘Scouting’ name and
how it is used by Cub Scouts and also
their brothers and sisters.
• 	Make clear the parents’ place in
supporting the Group:
– 	Group levy if there is one
– support
	
of Group fund-raising
activities
– serving
	
for a specified term o
the Group Committee
– helping
	
with transport to and
from activities.
• 	Discuss:
– 	the worldwide nature of Scouting

If all this sounds daunting, remember
that the Group Leader will be there to
lead the discussion for most of these. If
the Group Leader cannot go at the same
time, the wise Cub Scout Leader will try
to go after the Group Leader’s visit. That
way the parents will know quite a bit of
background and be fully aware of their
part in supporting the Group.

The Pack and the Group
The Group is one of the support systems
of any Section.
The Cub Scout Pack is only one of the
Sections of a Scout Group. Leaders
from all Sections join together, under the
direction of the Group Leader, to ensure
the proper training of the young people
within the guidelines of Scouting.
The Group Council therefore is a very
important part of Group management
and welfare. All Leaders meet together
monthly, to discuss, plan and support
each other about matters such as:

– the Purpose of the Association

• general
	
happenings within
each Section

– 	the religious policy

• progress within each Section

– 	the principles of Scouting.

• 	Group activities – in conjunction with
the Group Committee

• 	Topics the Cub Scout Leader should
discuss include:
– the
	 purpose, objectives and
methods of the Cub Scout Section

• 	activities which need the support of
another Section, e.g., Pack Holiday –
extra helpers; camping day – help from

• 	advancement to the next Section – i.e.
Going-Up from Pack to Troop, from
Troop to Unit and from Unit to Crew
• 	need for more Leaders
• 	financial assistance needed from
Group Committee and the reasons
for asking.
The Group Leader will take a report to
the Group Committee and report back
from the Group Committee so that all
concerned know what is happening within
the Group. A good relationship between
all Leaders and the Group Committee is
vital to the success of the Group.
Good communication and an atmosphere
of respect and co-operation will make
your Scouting easier and happier.
The Pack and the
Group Leader
The Group Leader plays a very important
leadership role in the structure of Scouting
and in particular, the Group.
Their or theirs job is to help support all
Sections by encouraging co-operation
and respect between Leaders, full
communication between sections (i.e.
Mob, Pack, Troop, Unit and Crew) and
between Sections and the parent body,
as well as organising financial and moral
support through the parent body. The
Group Leader takes a part in all Investitures
and Advancement Ceremonies and
should be a welcome visitor at meetings
from time to time.
The Pack and other Sections
The Leaders in the Scout Troop and
Venturer Scout Unit are people who can
offer a wider appreciation of Scouting
to your Cub Scouts. You will meet with
them regularly at Group Council but you

will need to arrange visits by them so that
the Pack has the same opportunity.
They and the young people in their
Sections should be welcome visitors to
the Pack and will have much to offer. If
Cub Scouts regularly see older members
of their Group, then progression to the
Troop becomes smoother and easier.
The Pack and District
Your Group may be one of a number
combined to make a District. These
are usually geographical or local
council groupings. They are another
support system and are also part of the
communication chain within Scouting.
Your District Leader (Cub Scout or Youth
Program) will:
• 	offer experience and support for the
running of your Pack
• 	assist and help organise your training
• 	hold regular District Training Meetings
(Seeonees) with all the Cub Scout
Leaders in the District
• 	help with the exchange of ideas – via
DTM (Seeonee) and reports from
other Districts
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Scouts, Venturer Scouts
or Rovers

•	co-ordinate activities on a District basis
– some of which might not normally
be available to Packs.
You support your District Leader by:
•	attending DTM (Seeonee) meetings
regularly (Youth Helpers may attend)
•	keeping them aware of what is
happening in your Pack – not only
activities but changes in personnel etc.
•	supporting activities suitable for
your Pack
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•	not backing out of activities at the last
moment (unless there is a very
good reason)

The Pack and other people

•	doing whatever you have promised
to do
•	inviting them to special activities and
including them on the Pack’s ‘thankyou’ list.
The District Commissioner is ultimately
responsible for what goes on in the
District. The District Cub Scout Leader
or District Leaders Youth Program is
there to support him/her and you to do a
worthwhile job in Scouting.

The Pack and Region
Your District may be one of a number
combined to make a Region. Again, these
are usually geographical groupings.
They are another support system although
somewhat removed from the everyday
life of the Pack. The Regional staff assist
the Branch Commissioners (Cub Scouts)
to gather and distribute information
necessary to the running of the Pack.
Activities are sometimes organised at
this level. The young people in your Pack
then get a chance to see lots of other Cub
Scouts and do lots of fun things.

The Pack and Branch
Each Australian State has an executive
body called the Branch (State) and each
has a Branch Commissioner for Cub
Scouts, who has wide responsibilities.
While your Branch Commissioner may
have no direct contact with your Pack
their or theirs influence is great. The
Branch Commissioners form a Program
Committee to discuss the operation of
the Cub Scout Program with the National
Commissioner for Youth Program. This
forum gathers information and makes
recommendations for proposed changes
to the National Executive. They are also
responsible for seeing that all Cub Scout
Leaders within a Branch are aware
of policies and have the resources to
implement them. If your Pack wishes
to comment on particular policies, your
comments should be forwarded through
your DTM’s to the Branch Commissioner.
The Branch Commissioner for Cub Scouts
is a person with wide practical experience
in the organisation’s need to keep Cub
Scouting and its Program up to date.

LEADERSHIP WITHIN THE PACK

Being a Cub Scout should help satisfy
each one’s need to be useful and
important to other people. Working in a
group, no matter if it is a group of one,
two, six or twenty-four, offers a chance
to experience ‘leadership’. Leadership
training is available to members of a Six,
Boomerang group, friendship or activity
group or the Pack. Leaders should take
every opportunity to let a Cub Scout work
in a variety of different groups under
varying degrees of adult supervision.

attend this course. The aim of the course
is to provide suitable leadership skills
using a practical approach for Cub Scouts
who may be appointed in leadership
positions within their Cub Scout Packs.
Sessions include such things as:
• 	Leadership
• 	Problem solving
• 	Challenges
• 	Pack Councils.

What is a Sixer?
A Sixer is:
• 	probably one of the older Cub Scouts

Sixers and Seconds
The Sixer system is an important part of
Cub Scout training. As many as possible
should be given an opportunity to develop
qualities of leadership within the system.
Remember that we are training our
young people from the first meeting
to be ready for the responsibilities and
advantages of being a Sixer. Any child
should be ready to be a Sixer because
of the careful training given prior to
the appointment.
Sixers should not be appointed on
probation but with the positive attitude
that the Leaders have confidence in them
and will support them in being successful.
Make the most of the leadership training
opportunities in the Sixer System.

Cub Scout Leadership
Course
There is a National Course which is run
in each Branch according to the Branch
structure and guidelines. Cub Scout
Leaders select suitable candidates to

• 	appointed because of known
leadership qualities
• 	liked by other Cub Scouts
• 	respected by other Cub Scouts
• 	appointed by the Cub Scout Leader in
consultation with the other Leaders
• 	probably experienced as a Second –
but not necessarily.
A Second:
• 	is probably one of the older Cub Scouts
• 	is appointed by the Leaders in
consultation with the Sixer concerned
• 	is generally liked by others in the Six
• 	has shown some leadership qualities
• 	stands in for the Sixer
• 	benefits from working with a Sixer.
If at any time the Pack lacks a suitable
Cub Scout for appointment as either a
Sixer or Second, then Leaders should be
honest enough to take a careful look at
their program, attitudes and the Leader/
child relationships. Our job is to train
the Cub Scouts to be Sixers and then to
support them in being successful.
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The Cub Scout and
leadership
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Duties of a Sixer include:

Pack Council

• 	attend Pack Council

Pack Council is a situation where a Cub
Scout has a role within a select group of
adults and young people who have the
welfare of the Pack at heart. Here the
group puts forward ideas for discussion
and decision. All take a part. It is also a
place where ideas can be tried out, e.g. a
new game, a training aid. The Cub Scout
should be made to feel that their viewpoint
is of interest but must understand that the
final decision rests with the Pack Council
as a whole and the Leaders in particular.

• 	care for a New Chum
• 	liaison between Cub Scouts
and Leaders
• 	run games under supervision
• 	assist with simple instruction where
appropriate
• 	visit the Joey Scout Mob as part
of the linking process, with a Cub
Scout Leader
• 	flag, subscriptions and supervising the
cleaning of the den, etc.
• 	take the DYB’s in the Grand Howl
• 	pin the colour patch on a new
Cub Scout.
Sixers and Seconds have opportunities
to be Leaders and useful members of a
team. The title of ‘Sixer’ or ‘Second’ does
not give the right to ‘tell’ others what to
do; rather they give the right to encourage
and lead others just as any leader does.

At Pack Council the Sixers and Seconds
have an opportunity to set a high personal
standard in the Pack. It shows them the
value of personal attention, and gives
them an opportunity for sharing and
caring with others at a later date.
Carefully planned recognition and
responsibilities makes Sixers and
Seconds feel part of a team without
making them seem like mini-leaders.

They are Cub Scouts, meant to enjoy all
that Cub Scouting offers. But a Sixer and
Second have the added opportunity for
personal gain in the relationships area.
They have this opportunity only because
their Leaders believe in the Six System
and make it work.

The Pack is a group
It can provide:
• 	a feeling of belonging where the Cub
Scout is a part of what is happening
but is not obvious
• 	an administrative unit
• 	a medium for some games

There are many ways that groups form
or are formed in the Pack. How you
use these groups depends on what is
required by the activity or the objective of
the exercise.
Informal and ad-hoc groups form
spontaneously. They alter frequently as
friendships change. They are dynamic
and can get things done.
These can provide:
• 	some special training or social
opportunities
• 	occasional game or activity groups
• 	leadership opportunities.
The Sixers form a group. Often they
may be friends but the group is formally
composed.
This grouping can provide:
• 	opportunities for making decisions on
behalf of others
• 	special activities and training
• 	social opportunities.
One Cub Scout can be a group. This may
be by personal choice or yours. Some
prefer to be alone.
This grouping may provide:
• 	an opportunity for individual instruction
or counselling
• 	a means of dealing with a
problem – isolation
• 	an opportunity for personal research
on the part of the Cub Scout.

• 	a source of overall approval
for achievement.
The Six is a group
It can provide:
• 	a source of pride and focus for loyalty
and team spirit for each member
• 	opportunities for leadership and
individual responsibility
• 	an administrative unit
• 	a special opportunity for Cub Scouts to
make friends.
Boomerang groups are formally
established. These can provide:
• 	a unit for training
• 	a group of Cub Scouts of similar age
or development for special activities
• 	an opportunity for discussion and
friendship development
• 	leadership opportunities.
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Groups

A look at myself
Do I help others to express their ideas?
Do I listen alertly and with understanding to what others are saying?
Do I communicate my ideas well?
Do I avoid conflict when I shouldn t?
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Am I overly stubborn about my opinions?

Leadership within the Pack

Do I often provide leadership for our team?
Do I seek to use other people’s ideas well?
Am I overly aggressive?
Do I give in too quickly when I am opposed?
Am I sensitive to others’ feelings?
Do I take responsibility readily?
Am I often more disruptive than constructive?
Am I too quiet?
Do I participate enough?
Do I appear to believe people?
Am I tolerant of opposition viewpoints?
Do I dominate the conversation?
Do I appear willing to support other people’s ideas?
Am I open about my ideas and feelings?

DISCIPLINE

Uniform
A headquarters that is kept neat and tidy,
with things in their right places is certainly
easier to work in than a messy one. It is
the same with people. If your Pack looks
neat and tidy it somehow seems easier to
handle. The impression given by a Pack
affects the attitudes of its members –
the young people and the Leaders. If we
want your activities to go with a swing
then control is very important. Sloppy
appearance, sloppy attitudes make for
sloppy activities. A neat appearance does
not mean that everyone is dressed exactly
the same in the uniform as stipulated by
P&R. Parents, financial situations, current
fashion and personal wardrobes all affect
how our young people look. Many do
not own a pair of leather shoes – boots
and sneakers are often all a child has and
these are what are worn by Cub Scouts
– these still should be black or brown.
Windjackets are another item of clothing
that Cub Scouts often do not own. All we
can do is set a good example ourselves
and encourage our young people to be
neat, tidy and clean in what they do wear.
Boots and sneakers still need a brush. The
coloured jumper still needs to be clean.
Of course, much depends on the parents

too – because you can’t really insist
that clothes be washed more regularly
or certain items be bought. Pre-loved
uniforms can often be obtained from
members who have grown out of them
or have left the Movement. Second-hand
shops are another source. Maybe your
Group could keep a second-hand stock. It
is a help to everybody.

Uniform insignia
and badges
You will need to find out the meaning
behind the particular badges for your
District. Cub Scouts always like to know
about their badges. Some are the same
all over Australia.
Badges worn by Cub Scouts are:
Australian Flag Badge, Service Badge,
Colour Patch, Sixer/Second Badge and
Membership Badge.
Service Badges are cloth stars and
after the first year show the number
of years of service. Service Badges
are available from Scout Commercial
Centres. Cub Scouts who have been
Joey Scouts wear a Service Badge with a
tan background.
Colour Patches are worn by Cub Scouts
to denote the Six to which they belong.
These are coloured: red, tawny, white,
grey, brown and black.
These may be earned by Cub Scouts:
Boomerang, Achievement and Link
Badges, Grey Wolf Award, Cub Scout
Leadership Course, Language Emblem,
World Scout Environment Badge,
Landcare Badge, Faith Awareness Badge,
Waterwise Badge, Local History Badge,
Their Service – Our Heritage Badge.
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Discipline isn’t just control during activities.
It is the overall tone of your meeting. It is
affected by a number of things, some of
which are numbers, smartness of your
Group HQ and uniforms, quick responses
to commands, willing participation
in activities and smiling and happy
co-operation. It is for the Cub Scouts
and it is for the Leaders. So let’s look at
discipline in the Pack and some of the
things that go to make it successful.
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Identification tapes may differ slightly
from state to state, e.g. Group, District or
Region tapes.

Inspection
Inspection is always held at the very start
of a meeting. This helps the Cub Scouts
to be as tidy as possible to take part in
the Opening Ceremony. Look for scarf
straight, socks straight, shirt neat and
tidy, clean hands and faces and knees,
clean shoes.
Children who believe they look good, feel
good. Badges will only be sewn in the
correct place if the parents know ‘exactly’
where they should go. Open up the Cub
Scout Record Book and show the parents
and the Cub Scouts – preferably together.
They will then know where to check if
they are uncertain. Pinning a badge in the
right position when you present it also
helps parents. Don’t encourage or accept
out of date or non-Scouting badges. They
may look good and be impressive but
they should not be allowed.

Always carry out a quick inspection before
the Pack goes anywhere. Straighten
scarves and socks. Tuck in shirt tails and
turn up jumper cuffs.
Expect cleanliness from your Pack
and neatness to the best ability of
the individual.

Inspection variations
It adds variety and interest to the start of
your meetings if you occasionally change
the inspection routine or have a system
that allows for surprise or difference. Here
are some that have proved successful.

The list
List all items which may be inspected
and place a number against each item.
In a bag, place small pieces of card each
bearing a number to coincide with those
on the list. Sixer chooses a card from the
bag. The item on the list for that number
is what the Six is inspected on.

Sixes stand in their corners in a line. Leaders
line up at a ‘station’. On a signal each ‘Six
train’ chugs around the hall stopping when
it comes to the station. Leaders do a quick
check for pre-determined items. The train
takes off and is replaced by the next Six.

Dice
Make a large dice and mark inspection
items on each face. Duty Sixer rolls dice
to decide what will be inspected.

Wheel of Fortune
Large circle divided into segments each
containing an inspection item. Include
‘inspection of Leaders’ whereby Leaders
are inspected by the Sixers to the glee of
the rest of the Pack.

Sixer Choice
Duty Sixer chooses items for inspection.
Choices possible for inspection
Fur (hair)

Scarf

Fangs (teeth)

Socks and shoes

Claws (fingernails

Full uniform

Paws (hands)

Name in hat

Handkerchief

Name in woggle

Sixer only

Leaders only

Sixer choice

No inspection

Each Sixer inspects another Six.

Number of Cub Scouts
versus number of
Leaders
Scouting would like to think that every
child eligible and interested could have
the opportunity to become a Cub Scout.
However the size of the Cub Scout Pack
must depend on the available Leaders.
Most Cub Scout Leaders face the

pressure to take in more children than they
realistically can handle. If you haven’t the
Leader numbers to adequately supervise
the activities and thus ensure success and
satisfaction, then you are opening the door
to behaviour problems. (At least 1 adult to
every 8 children is a good ratio).

Calls, commands
and signals
Cub Scouting does not move with military
precision. It moves with lively jumps, hops,
steps, happy smiles and the minimum of
fuss. That is what we aim for with a series
of calls and signals which make discipline
and control easier for both Leaders and
Cub Scouts. We use these along with
traditionally accepted commands to save
lots of explaining and yelling, and that
in turn helps the children learn respect
for discipline and good order. The calls,
commands and signals may vary a little
from Pack to Pack but basically they are
the same.
It is vitally important that the Leaders, as
well as the Cub Scouts, react to a signal
given by any other Leader. That is the way
to show respect for the system.
The Ceremonies book gives a number
of calls, commands and signals in regular
use within Australia. You will also find it
a simple matter to learn the signals being
used in your Pack. If you are starting a
new Pack, your District Leaders will be
more than willing to talk the matter over
with you and advise you if you wish them
to do so.

Noise
‘Letting off steam’ plays an important part
of our Pack life, but its value is doubly
important if it can be cut off as quickly as
it started.
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Train

effect very quickly if the Cub Scouts know
that they will just be hanging around after
obeying. They should be used as a means
of getting the Pack quickly and quietly
ready for the next activity or to listen to
something important. Then the Pack won’t
mind obeying.

Discipline and how to
get it
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The noisy question
A Leader had the Cub Scouts sitting quietly
on the floor in a circle and was conducting
a quiz on health and physical fitness.
After asking numerous questions she
asked a question of one Cub Scout which
caused all to ‘let off steam’. What was the
question? It was ‘What is the best football
team in the competition this season?’ The
noise was deafening. But the Leader was
not worried – in fact she added to the noise
– and after about 30 seconds she brought
about immediate silence by merely raising
her hand in the air. If the noise had been
deafening the silence which followed was a
tremendous contrast.

Whistle

No matter how much running, jumping,
laughing, singing or noise is going on,
the Leaders should be firmly in charge.
Control or discipline is a positive thing,
born of willing co-operation. It is absolutely
vital for the successful running of any Cub
Scout Pack, the well-being of the children
and the peace of mind of the Leaders.
Don’t be scared of the children. They
expect adults to tell them what to do; they
are used to it. They accept it as part of Cub
Scouting.
There will be good discipline if you:
• 	set an example that the Cub Scouts
want to follow
• 	give the Cub Scouts interesting and
fun activities following a theme, so that
there is relevance in what they do
• 	show that co-operation produces more
satisfaction than running wild
• 	have a knowledge of the values
which are typical and acceptable to the
children
• 	convince the children that discipline
applies to everyone impartially
and consistently

A whistle has some use in a Pack – mainly
during hikes, very noisy activities or
activities over a very large area. It should
not be used as the normal means of
control.

There will also be good discipline if you:

Don’t ever give a signal if you are not sure
what you want next. Signals lose their

• 	use your personality, enthusiasm, skill
and tact

• 	show that you like and accept children
who misbehave but do not like or
accept some of the things they do.

• 	are certain of the facts before taking
disciplinary action
• 	enforce previously known and
accepted consequences
• 	deprive the Cub Scouts of something
that is important to them, something
that really counts, rather than
imposing a conventional punishment
• 	help a Cub Scout understand why
‘unacceptable’ behaviour brought
about an uncomfortable situation
• 	bring serious discipline problems to
the attention of the parents.
True discipline comes from within and
is not visible as such. It does not mean
shouting orders, yelling over the top of the
noise, or blowing the whistle. You will not
get it by threats or constant punishments.
But you will get it by knowing what the
children need and want, and knowing
exactly what you want of them and
making sure they know as well.
Put down any sign of trouble at the
beginning. Show that you mean business;
that underneath the fun, laughter and
joking on your part there is good, solid
sense. Children respect those who can
control them. They love a joke and they
want lots of fun. The more you laugh the
better, but you must always be in control.
Baden-Powell said, ‘When it is necessary
to give orders, the secret of obtaining
obedience is to know exactly what you
want done and to express it simply and
very clearly. If you add to the order an
explanation of the reason for it, it will be
carried out with greater willingness and
much greater intelligence. If you add to
the order and explanation a smile, you
will get it carried out with enthusiasm, for

remember, a smile will carry twice as far
as a snarl.’
Maintain your discipline by developing a
well-planned series of meetings of closely
linked (themed) activities appealing to the
age group. Keep a sense of humour and
have understanding and patience with
irrepressible small-child energy. Most
problems of discipline have their simple
(and natural) beginning in the spilling over
of restless, surplus energy of healthy
young children.
The example of the Leaders is most
important. If a Leader wishes to talk
and has asked for silence, perhaps to
explain a game, the Pack Leaders must
also stop talking. Leader disagreements
should be cleared up after the meeting,
when the Pack has gone home. At the
meeting Leaders present a united front
and work as a team. Careful explanation
and emphasis of the importance of the
Promise helps to keep a happy discipline.
The Cub Scout Leader should impress
upon each New Chum that the Promise
is a very serious matter and obedience to
the Leaders is part of that Promise. Cub
Scouts should understand that ‘loyalty’
does not apply only to ‘Akela’ but to all
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• 	set rules that are few in number,
easily understood and capable of
being enforced

the Leaders and anyone who has a right
to ask the Cub Scout to do anything: in the
Pack, at home, at school, in a game, on
a hike. The Promise usually covers most
situations. A quiet reminder to wayward
Cub Scouts of what has been promised
will often bring them into line. However,
do not make reminders of the Promise so
commonplace that it loses its meaning
and effect.
Other hints for control and discipline
Catch the eye of the child. A
disapproving look, a raised eye-brow, a
frown or even a shaking head is often
enough to change behaviour.
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 ove closer to the child. Merely
M
standing close by is a recognised control
device.
Use humour. When a youngster
indulges in undesirable conduct and this
is countered by a joke from the Leader,
this may be enough to remove the
anxiety. The answering laughter can be
taken to be an unspoken promise to be
more careful in future.
Ignore the behaviour. This is useful
when a child does something out of
sheer curiosity to find out what will
happen next time or is trying something
to be noticed.
The technique of ignoring depends
on the situation. It can be used only
when we can afford to ignore what
is happening.
 nticipate problems. Remove objects
A
that may be attractive or distracting.
Define the activity carefull . Organise
sufficient supervision whether during
game or a hike.
Change the pace. Swing into another
activity or quietly ask the child who is
misbehaving to: a) help run the game,

b) help Baloo get ready for the next
activity, c) see if a Leader needs help for
the minute, d) get you a pencil and paper
from the Leader’s table, e) whatever else
you can think of that is appropriate.
Don’t give too many orders at once.
The most effective hint of all, of course, is
to keep your Cub Scouts busy, interested
and stimulated. Excite their imagination
by using themes, plenty of laughter and
lots of fun.

Behaviour you can
do without
(and what to do about it)
Loss of interest. Give the child immediate
attention. Talk to the child and the
parent/s, consider putting in another Six.
Get an intelligent Sixer to befriend and
renew interest. Look at your programs.
Look at the age of the Cub Scout.
Cruelty. It is not unusual for Cub Scouts
to go through a stage of cruelty to animals
or to smaller children. Usually the stage
does not last long, but occasionally a child
may show a continuing tendency to bully.
Antidotes are strenuous games in which
good sportsmanship is noted and praised.
Acting and yarns are other means you
can use.
Older children acting up. This may be
because they are ready for life in the
Troop. By the time they are nearly 10
Pack activities may be too tame. Look at
your programs as well as their ages.
Irregular attendance. Talk to the child,
then visit the home and talk to the
parent/s. Emphasise the value of regular
attendance. Make the meetings so
attractive that the Cub Scout does not
want to miss one.

Talking during prayers and ceremonies.
Keep prayers and ceremonies brief and
simple. Cub Scout ceremonies have been
carefully planned to have meaning and
not cause boredom. Explain the meaning
of things. Remind Cub Scouts of their
Promise and Law.
Cheating. Can cause a lot of trouble in the
Pack, particularly in games. Make sure the
rules are thoroughly and clearly explained
and understood. Cheating is often due
to over-excitement, caused in turn by
eagerness or fear of letting the side down.
Don’t attach points to games too often as
this puts a strain on a child to win.
Most disturbances can be overcome by an
interesting and fun program and by alert
and caring Leaders.

Some general points
Good leadership means that every child
will get the most out of Cub Scouting,
because there will be a greater variety of
program opportunities, and therefore a
better chance to pick up good attitudes
and behaviour through Leader example.
If a major problem arises, you should
carefully consider the problem from all
angles before trying to solve it.
Ask yourself these questions:
• 	what is the cause of the trouble?
• 	am I to blame?
• 	was my treatment of the child wrong?
• 	was I out-of-sorts, irritable or worried?
• 	was the child out-of-sorts?
• is there any family stress?

• 	is there tension between child and child,
or child and Leader?
• 	are we offering enough challenges to
the child?
• 	is the child very bright or very mature? Is
the program of interest? Are Cub Scouts
doing the things they want to do and
need to do?
• 	are our games and activities vigorous
enough to let off steam?
• 	are there too many orders to follow?
Are they clear and concise and given in
simple language?
• 	are the Leaders
team spirit?

showing

good

• 	are the Leaders providing an alternative
activity for an uninterested Cub Scout:
help someone, doing some Award
Scheme work etc.?
• 	did I lose my temper? (This is the last
thing a Leader should ever do and the
first thing a Cub Scout must learn not to
do!)
Keep in mind that there are no ‘problem’
children, just children whose behaviour is
not all we would wish it to be. This may
sound idealistic but the reality is this: if
we concentrate on a ‘bad child’ then that
is what he/she will become, but if we
concentrate on divorcing a ‘good child’
from unacceptable behaviour then that will
be the result.
So there are a number of things that go to
make up control and discipline in a Pack,
not least of which is Leader example and a
willingness to look deeply at yourself and
your relationship with the children. Cub
Scouting is meant to be fun for both the
child and the Leader. It will be, if you have
happy, healthy control of the children in
your Pack.
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Restlessness. Check if ceremonies,
games, activities go on for too long.
Restless behaviour is usually due to
child’s excess energy seeking release.
Have a proper balance of active and
quiet activities.

PACK MANAGEMENT
Running a Cub Scout Pack is not difficult.
How could it be when so many are doing
it so successfully? But you will find
that running a Pack is a bit like running
a business. There has to be method
and system.
In this section we will discuss a number
of things that are part of running a Pack.
They are under the general supervision
of the Cub Scout Leader (the Section
Leader) with help from all the assistants.

Leader ratio
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Scouts Australia sets a minimum of two
or three appointed Leaders for a Pack
of 24 children. It is up to the Group to
provide sufficient Leaders for the number
of Cub Scouts (one adult to eight boys/
girls). You may need to state your case
clearly when:
• 	asking for additional Leader help
• 	refusing to take additional Youth
Members until the Leader/child
numbers are realistic
• 	asking for a balance of male/female
Leaders.
This situation can affect the management
of the Pack.

Leader involvement
All Leaders should be involved with the
weekly running of the Pack programs. To
get the most out of Scouting you have
to be ‘doing’ something, actively taking
part. What you do from week to week will
differ but whether you are the Cub Scout
Leader or an Assistant you will be doing
something. Part of your job as a Leader
is to get to know all the children and let
them get to know you; so it is not a good

idea to specialise in any one section –
say, Bronze Boomerang only. You need
to familiarise yourself with all aspects of
training. This is not difficult and you have
your other Leaders and District Staff to
help you as well as numerous books and
magazines and training courses.
If you are the Cub Scout Leader then
you will take the opening Grand Howl
at most meetings, but if you are held
up or involved in something important,
then an Assistant will take it. If you are
an Assistant you will be asked to take
the Grand Howl occasionally as well as
present a badge or read out a notice.
When you are not actively in charge or
preparing for your next segment you
should be backing up the Leader in charge
of the activity and observing the children
in action. You should be alert and involved
all the time.

Leader welfare
There are a number of items which need
to be considered under the heading
of ‘welfare’ or ‘well-being’ of Leaders.
They may not all apply to your Pack
circumstances but it is worthwhile to be
aware of them for future reference.
• 	Arriving/leaving the Scout Hall. It is
better if at least two Leaders arrive
at the same time. In winter, Scout
buildings can be dark and daunting
until a few lights are turned on. The
same when departing. Never leave
one Leader alone if it can be helped.
In that way you will never be stranded
with an un-cooperative car or a Scout
Hall in blackout.
• 	Some Leaders find it inconvenient to
pay for training courses even though

• 	Where a Leader is alone with a child,
the situation may be misunderstood.
Special care should be taken on
outings and Pack Holidays. You
should not be placed, nor should you
place yourself, in situations open to
misunderstanding.
• 	If you are ill, do not attempt to go to a
meeting or other activity. It is not wise
for yourself or for the children in your
care. No matter how short the Leader
strength in your Pack, there should
always be someone willing to help out
at short notice. Failing this, the other
Leaders can rearrange the program to
suit the situation. Your first care should
be yourself.

Leader expenses
Being a Leader does have some
expenses attached to it. There will be the
cost of your uniform, of getting to and
from meetings and training courses and,
depending on your Group policy, your
yearly subscription to Scouts Australia,
which may include a levy for a Scouting
magazine. You might also find that you
buy reference books from time to time to
help you with ideas and activities.
However you will find that your Group will
be responsible for:
• 	Basic Section handbooks
• 	the fee you pay for attending
training course
• 	materials and gear bought and used
in the Pack.*
(*Pack funds would normally reimburse
you for these).
Always check with your Section and
Group Leaders before making any large
purchases. In this way you safeguard the
Group and yourself.

Pack Council
The Pack Council is an integral part of
the Pack program and is included in the
Grey Wolf Award. This meeting gives
prestige for the Sixers and Seconds and
helps them appreciate the importance
and responsibilities of their position. The
meeting also provides Leaders with an
opportunity to get to know their Sixers
and Seconds and to help in their progress
through personal development.
The Pack Council is valuable as a means
of finding out the wishes of the Pack and
of keeping a finger on the Pack pulse. It
provides an opportunity to discuss plans
without giving the Cub Scouts any power
of definite decision. It emphasises the
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the Group Committee refunds the
money later. It may be that you need
to arrange with your Group Leader for
a cheque to be drawn quickly to cover
a training course application. This is a
usual practice.

feeling of team work which helps the
smooth running of the Pack.
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It is advisable to meet monthly or six
weekly for 15 – 30 minutes.
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How to run Pack Council
• 	Format – very informal
• 	Feedback from Pack re:
activities, games
• 	Brainstorm for future activities
• 	Encourage Sixers and Seconds to set
a high personal standard
• 	Information fed in by Leaders.

Make it interesting!
Make sure it is FUN, adventurous and
enjoyable. They do not want to sit and
listen to Leaders for too long. Devise
quizzes, use flip charts giving the Sixers
an opportunity to fill in the missing key
words, show a short video, use play
acting, invite a Patrol Leader to talk about
the Scout Troop for a short while, run a
game they have invented before trying it
on Pack night.

Who attends?
The Leaders and the Sixers and
sometimes the Seconds make up the
Pack Council. It should also be noted that
an older Cub Scout, who may not be a
Sixer or Second, may also attend as part
of the requirements for those Cub Scouts
working on their Grey Wolf Award. The
meeting is usually chaired by the Cub
Scout Leader. However, there is no need
to cancel a Pack Council if the Cub Scout
Leader cannot be there as any Assistant
can run the meeting.
Boys and girls who are involved in the
management of the Pack will be more
responsive to discipline and more likely
to set an example you need for a happy,
well run Pack.

The uses of Pack Council
The Pack Council is part of our leadership
training. It should not be neglected. It
does not have to be a long meeting; it can
be only 30 minutes, depending on what
you want to do.
But do keep the following points in
mind, as they will affect the running of
the Pack.

Cub Scout ceremonies include:

• 	add to the Sixers’ and Seconds’ sense
of responsibility

• Badge
	
Presentation – a few words
of recognition before the whole Pack.
This can be at opening or closing
parade. If there are a number of
badges to be presented it is usually
a better idea to present them at a
closing parade rather than keep the
Pack standing still for too long at the
start of your meeting.

• 	help you find out what your Cub
Scouts like and what they would like
to try
• allow
	
a Sixer to talk through a problem
in the Six which in turn is a training aid
to others
• encourage
	
a Sixer to set an example
for the others. Standards of behaviour
can be made quite clear
• 	give Leaders an opportunity to get
to know the Sixers and Seconds
more closely
• 	strengthen leadership bonds, and the
bond between the Sixers and Seconds
• give
	
a Sixer the assistance and
encouragement he/she needs to
measure up to the required standard
• 	help the team spirit.
So apart from leadership training, the Pack
Council is vital to the good management
of the Pack.

Ceremonies
The Pack uses a number of ceremonies,
all of which are short and intended for
children of Cub Scout age.
They are described in detail in the book
published by the Scout Association
called Ceremonies. The book sets out
the ceremonies for all Sections of the
Movement and it is your responsibility
to conduct any ceremony as set out.
It is advisable for a copy of the current
Ceremonies book to be kept where all
Leaders in the Pack have ready access to
it. In this way, any Leader will be able to
check quickly what has to be done.

• Flag
	
– Flag Break (flying the flag) o
Flag Down. It is normal practice to
include the flag in opening and closing
parades. As the ceremony can differ
a little from state to state, it is up to
you to find out exactly the routine for
your Pack. It is usually a Sixer and
their or theirs Second who share the
responsibility of breaking and lowering
the flag
• Grand
	
Howl – a universal ‘yell’ of
greeting used by Cub Scouts all
over the world. Allowing for slight
variations, any Cub Scout from any
country should be able to join in. It is
also a reminder and remaking of the
Promise and so is a very important
Pack ceremony. The Pack always uses
the words ‘Akela, we’ll do our best’,
regardless of which Leader is taking
the Grand Howl.
• Advancement
	
to the Scout Troop
– when a Cub Scout is progressing to
the Troop. This is an occasion for both
the Pack and the Troop to be present
along with the Group Leader.
• Investiture
	
– when a child is received
into the Movement.
• Sixer
	
Appointment – presentation of
badge and certificate to a Sixer
or Second.
Occasionally, on special nights, normal
ceremonies may not be included in the
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The Pack Council will:

program, e.g. when everyone comes
dressed as pirates and ready to be
bloodthirsty. In a case like this they are not
appropriate to the mood of the children.

Closing Parade should last no longer than
five minutes unless there is something
special to be included. Your closing parade
could be:

Acknowledgment of our Promise to the
Movement, our respect of our country
and our Duty to our God should be an
accepted part of our meetings or activities
(as in the Grand Howl, Flag and Prayer)
but, like all things, they must be planned
for the right time and occasion.

• 	Badge presentations

Parades
The opening and closing few minutes
of a meeting usually follow the same
format and include one or more of the
ceremonies we have mentioned.
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The Opening Parade should last no
longer than five minutes
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In that time you should be able to cover:
• Inspection
	
• Grand
	
Howl
• 	Flag Break
• 	Prayer
• 	Collection of subs and introduction to
the theme are covered after/before
Opening Parade.
If there is to be an investiture the
procedure would be:
• Inspection
	
• 	Flag Break
• 	Prayer
• 	Investiture
• Grand
	
Howl
• 	General introduction to the theme for
the meeting and subs after/before
Opening Parade

• 	Notices and special comments
• Grand
	
Howl
• 	Flag Down
• 	Prayer.
Some Packs call the Cub Scouts into
the circle with the call ‘Pack, Pack, Pack’
before final parade. Others stay in Six
corners until Grand Howl. This is a matter
of choice which may be affected by the
size of your meeting place.
If you want your opening and closing
parades to flow smoothly, keep these
points in mind:
• 	be on time
• 	have everything you need ready
to hand
• 	be heard and be seen
• 	give clear instructions
• 	expect the Pack to act in the proper
manner and make sure you do
so yourself
• 	make sure Cub Scouts do not have
anything in their hands for the Grand
Howl. Notices can be folded and put
down socks, or placed on the floor
behind them. Badges should be in
pockets or pinned on
• 	rehearse your Sixers and Seconds in
the Grand Howl and Flag duties so
that they carry them out properly
• 	do not keep the Pack standing any
longer than absolutely necessary
• 	Leaders share responsibilities.
These are very simple rules and a little bit
of forethought will ensure that you open
and close your meeting in the right spirit.

Packs have quite a number of visitors
during the year.
Your visitors might be:
• 	Parents, family and friends
• 	Group Chaplain or other religious
representative
• 	Leaders from other Sections

for the losers. An acknowledgment of
the team work of the winners should be
seen as sufficient reward. The winners
over a long period – say for a month or
three months – may receive something
a bit special like a camp-fire blanket
badge, a cook-out before a meeting, or an
opportunity to organise a camp-fire. But
don’t ever let it become too serious.

• 	District Leaders

Some points to keep in mind are:

• 	New Leaders from other Groups

• 	don’t award points for Good Turns

• 	Special ‘theme’ visitors such as police,
ambulance, forestry, collectors

• 	keep a careful record of the points

• 	Councillors

• 	don’t carry the competition on for too
long before acknowledging a winner

• 	Local personalities.
It makes their visit much more enjoyable
if you tell them as soon as they arrive
exactly what is to happen and how they
may join in. Make them part of the Pack
for the time they are with you. A Leader
or Sixer could act as their escort for the
meeting and explain what is happening.
Visitors quite often are not sure if they
should stand for flag break or if they
should join in the Pack circle or sit on the
side (visitors are very welcome in the
Pack circle). Give them clear guidelines so
that they have an opportunity of treating
Cub Scout ceremonies with the respect
they deserve.

Competition
Competition has a place in a Pack, but
only competition that is carefully and
consistently controlled. It is not a major
part of the program. It is incidental.
Points awarded for inspection, obeying
commands, the occasional game,
helping out and such things add a bit of
atmosphere and help discipline. But it
must be positive atmosphere with no big
prizes for the winners or dressing-down

• 	be consistent

• 	if necessary, apply a little discreet
bias in favour of a Six which might
otherwise become discouraged
• 	be fair
• 	don’t make everything competitive.
Use your commonsense. You will know if it
is all getting out of hand, as the Cub Scouts
will be concentrating more on winning
than the activity itself. Competition has its
place – a small part in your program.
Here again is a place to use ‘themeing’.
The points are more relevant if they fit
into the Pack atmosphere – the jungle
theme. Remember, all children come into
close contact with Pack life through preinvestiture training which tells about Cub
Scouting being built around the jungle
stories, and this is the time when they
come into contact with your points system.
A ‘juicy bone’ is more atmospheric than a
‘good point’. A ‘dry bone’ or the loss of a
juicy bone means more than just losing
a point. As the children get older (and
further away from the jungle) the system
becomes an accepted part of Pack life
and its jungle relevance diminishes.
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Ceremonies and visitors

Intake

• 	Card (assorted, for activities)

In many Groups, the Group Leader has
control of the waiting list, so the Leader
needs to inform the Group Leader when
there is a vacancy pending. Usually it is
about the time of advancement to the
Troop by some of the Pack.

• 	Dice (at least two per Six)

Work out all details, such as visiting and
when to start in plenty of time to warn
the parents. Don’t just spring it on them.
Keep a careful eye on your numbers. Any
Six that is low in numbers can become
discouraged. Try to keep an even balance
between your Sixes.
Try to have a combination of ages in a Six.
This allows for progression up through the
Six System.
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• 	Dress-ups (assorted old clothes)
• 	Flag
• 	Handy items (glue, sticky tape, string,
wool, hessian sacks (two per Six)
• 	Ice-cream containers (to hold all sorts
of things)
• 	Paper (assorted)
• 	Pens (pencils, Textas, crayons, chalk)
• 	Plastic (large sheets to protect floor
• 	Poles and sticks (assorted, for gadgets
and games)
• 	Ropes (knotting – at least two per Cub
Scout; some different colours)
• 	Scissors (assorted, at least 12 pairs)
• 	Tins (two sizes, four of each).

Equipment

Pack management

Every Pack needs a certain amount of
equipment. The lists here are basic and all
items are readily available.
There must be an understanding that the
Cub Scouts are always responsible for the
orderly storing of ‘Cub Scout’ items. Proper
storage in bags, boxes or cupboards must
be provided.
It is obviously important that the Leaders
keep their equipment tidy and in good
working order, too.
These lists are based on a Pack of four
Sixes = 24 Cub Scouts.

Cub Scout use
• 	Balls (assorted sizes, soft and hard)
• 	Bats (cricket, baseball, rounders)
• 	Bean Bags (at least 12 of same size)
• 	Blocks (wooden – at least
24x5cm cubes)
• 	Bottles (plastic for skittles)
• 	Boxes (one per Six for storage of ropes,
pencils, paper etc.)

Leader use

Health care

• Badge
	
charts (showing badges and
progress)

One of the most important responsibilities
of a Cub Scout Leader is to ensure that the
health needs of Cub Scouts in their care
are taken into account when planning any
program or activities. This is an important
component of the Association’s health
care policy (which is outlined in P&R).

• 	Billies (small, made from tins and wire)
• 	Books – Youth books and Leader
Resource books
• 	Cub Scout Leaders handbook
• Ceremonies
	
Book
• 	Policy & Rules (P&R)
• 	Branch information book
• 	Games books
• 	Cardboard (for charts, teaching aids
and activities)
• 	Cardboard boxes, brown paper and
string (many uses)
• 	Clock or timer
• 	Compasses (at least one per Six)
• 	Counters (for games and activities)
• 	Drawing pins
• First
	
aid kits (large kit for general use
travelling/hike kit) (other kit for Cub
Scouts use and training charts and
posters)
• 	Foil (general use)
• 	Matches and candles (emergency use,
training and games)
• 	Newspaper
• 	Paper and plastic bags (assorted sizes)
• 	Pens (Leader use)
• 	Pictures (The Queen, B-P, Jungle
animals, others of choice)
• 	Pin boards (several, for charts,
training aids, notices etc.)
• 	Progress Chart
• 	Resource file (box, filin
cabinet, folders)
• 	Shoe cleaning equipment
• 	Street directory and local map
• 	Telephone directory
• 	Wash kit (soap, washer, brush
and towel).

As a Leader there are a number of practical
steps that you can take to ensure that you
meet the health care needs of the young
people in your care.
These include:
	
sure there is appropriate
1. Make
documentation, implementation
and monitoring of a plan to support
effective management of the health
care needs for each Cub Scout
within your Pack. Many Groups have
developed a simple form to collect
the necessary health information
from each child’s parent or caregiver.
This information should be sought at
the time of enrolment, transfer and
annually thereafter. Information will
also be updated whenever there is a
new or changed health care need.
	
that information about the
2. Ensure
health care needs of individual Cub
Scouts is only made available to
those people who need to know
in order to support the safety and
welfare of the Youth Member.
This should include other adult
Leaders involved in supervising Pack
activities including any outings or
overnight activities.
	 you delegate the responsibility for
3. If
managing a Cub Scout’s health care
needs, be careful that the person
to whom you have delegated this
understands clearly their duty of care.
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• 	Balloons (assorted for games)

It is also important that you, as an adult
Leader, ensure that your own health care
needs are fully documented at the time
you become a Leader and are updated
whenever you or a medical practitioner
identifies a new or changed health care
need. This information should not be
seen as an invasion of privacy and needs
to be made available to any other adults
with whom you may work closely in
Scouting in order to support your safety
and welfare in fulfilling your Scouting role.
If you encounter a particularly complex
health care problem, such as a Cub Scout
who may have AIDS, it is important that
you contact your Branch Headquarters to
discuss the situation with a nominated
and experienced health consultant.
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Cub Scouts are amazingly resilient
and rarely come to any serious harm.
However, you will find it reassuring to
have at least a working knowledge of first
aid. You may need to know how to cope
with cuts, scratches, bleeding noses and
even sprains and breaks. As a Leader you
are expected to do an accredited First Aid
Course. Such a course will take time but
it will assist you in both your personal and
Scouting life. Failing this, get a current
copy of one of the authorised first aid
manuals and study it with a friend or by
yourself.

First aid points to consider:
• have complete and correct details on
each child regarding health problems
and allergies
• always have emergency numbers
handy for ambulance, doctor, and
home notification
• know where the nearest telephone is
and have a store of suitable coins and/
or phone card
• first aid kits must be up-to-date and
suitably stocked.

First Aid Kit
It is important to know that the first aid
equipment available to you is in good
condition and in ample supply. The kit
does not have to be bulging at the seams
but it should hold at least these items:
• 	Emergency phone numbers
• 	First Aid Manual – current publication
• 	10 assorted adhesive strip dressings
• 	1 metre adhesive dressing strip
• 	3 sterile combine dressings
• 	3 sterile non-adhesive dressings
• 	3 sterile packets of tulle gras dressing
• 	1 large sterile wound dressing
• 	1 medium sterile wound dressing
• 	1 anti-irritant solution for bites and
stings
• 	1 roll of cotton wool
• 	3 assorted roller bandages (50 mm
and 75 mm)
• 	1 tubular gauze finger dressing se

THERE SHOULD BE AN
UP-TO-DATE FIRST AID MANUAL
IN PACK EQUIPMENT.

• 	4 triangular bandages
• 	1 antiseptic solution
• 	1 pair each blunt/sharp-ended scissors
• 	1 pair splinter forceps
• 	1 splinter remover
• 	1 bottle Syrup of Ipecac

• 	6 assorted safety pins
• 	1 cold pack/ice pack or cold/hot pack
• 	1 eye bath
• 	1 small bowl
• 	a bundle of magazines and
newspapers should be available to
make quick and easy splints.
While bandages and dressings can be
improvised it is better to have the proper
equipment. These should be kept in a
clean, dry, airtight container which is
clearly marked and readily accessible.

UPDATE YOUR FIRST AID KIT AT
LEAST TWICE A YEAR. DISCARD
ALL OUT-OF-DATE EQUIPMENT.

Records and paperwork
Record keeping is required in any well-run
organisation. The book-work required of
Cub Scout Leaders will not be excessive
or too time consuming if well organised
and shared by all the Leaders.

• 	provide a useful public relations
exercise for enthusing parents and
gaining their support
• 	make the life of a Cub Scout Leader
much easier.
Records and general paperwork cover a
number of aspects of Pack life. Each of
the following has its place but the time
and effort needed will vary greatly. Again,
these jobs should be shared by all your
Leaders, including any Youth Helpers. You
should have complete control of any job
given to you, keeping in mind that the Cub
Scout Leader is ultimately responsible for
all that happens within the Pack.
An outline chart showing the records
important to a well run Pack is included
in this publication. The list may appear
long but in reality, if well organised and
handled responsibly by all the Leaders,
the work load is not heavy. The chart lists
the records in alphabetical order and not
in any order of importance. A number are
self-explanatory or have been mentioned
elsewhere in this publication. Here is
further information on some of them.

Badge book

Well kept records are vital as they:

(or badge application forms)

• 	show clearly the progress of
each child

This small book gets regular use so it
needs to be kept where it can be found
by any Leader. If kept in the front of your
Register Book/Folder the register sheet
and the badge form can be filled in at the
same time. Under normal circumstances
the Cub Scout Leader will fill out forms
for Boomerang badges when doing the
weekly updating of records. However, it is
quite probable that other Leaders may do
so as well, particularly if a Leader has just
passed a Cub Scout on the last required
challenge. It is exciting for the Cub Scout
to see the Leader mark the register and

• 	provide general information on each
child such as address, telephone and
parent/s’ names
• 	provide a full record should a child
transfer from the Pack
• 	give the Group Leader ready access
to information on strength, activities,
attitudes, finances etc
• 	tell the history of your Pack
• 	provide necessary information for a
Leader taking over a Section
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• 	1 25 mm roll of hypo-allergenic tape

then fill out the badge form. Achievement
badges are supervised by all Leaders and,
again, any Leader may need a form for a
Cub Scout to take to the examiner. A time
saving hint is to get the Sixers at a Pack
Council to address and stamp a number
of envelopes to the badge secretary, then
all the Leader has to do is put the forms
in and post the envelope. This saves a
little time and involves the Sixers in an
important part of Pack administration.

Log book
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This is important to your Group. We often
read of people searching for early records
when a Group anniversary is near. Do your
part by keeping a faithful record of the
happenings in your Pack. Names, dates,
places are all important. Many a Scout,
Venturer Scout, Rover, Leader or parent
has been seen looking at old photographs
at a Group event.

Newsletter
Today, with the variety of communication
methods available to most Packs, there
is no need to make heavy weather of
a newsletter. For Leaders to get full
support parents need to know that good
things are happening in the Group and
that THEIR child is part of it.
A good newsletter includes some or all of
the following:
• brief
	
section reports on activities,
to give parents an idea of what the
members of the Group are doing
• 	names in print where appropriate,
e.g. Boomerangs passed,
Achievement Badges gained, New
Chums, investitures, new Leaders
• 	a joke or two (can be provided by
Cub Scouts)
• 	an original sketch or two
• 	coming events – with details

• 	long-range dates so that the calendar
can be marked
• 	thanks to those who have
helped recently.
There is nothing to stop a parent or a
Leader’s friend helping with a newsletter.
Use the facilities available to you.
Try to have a positive attitude in your
newsletters as this will help to enthuse
others, whether Youth Member, parent,
Leader or local community leaders.

Finance books
It is obvious that this is an important job
for one of the Leaders. Pack finances
are not very time consuming but they do
need careful keeping. Scouts Australia
helps by providing us with suitable and
easily followed accounting books. There
are sheets for income and expenditure,
receipts and Cub Scout subs.
Packs vary in the way they get money
for normal expenses. One way is direct
from the Group Committee who may levy
the family. Another is a direct levy on the
parents paid to the Pack in a lump sum on
a term, half yearly or yearly basis. The third
may be through weekly subscriptions (or
subs) paid by the Cub Scouts.
Your Pack may use one or two of the
above methods. Whatever method is
used make sure a receipt is issued and
that the money is entered without too
much delay. There is no need to give a
receipt for weekly subs. The amount is
entered in the Sixers’ record book and
receipted as a bulk entry for the night.
You should keep receipts for goods
bought and give them to the Leader in
charge of the finances
Your Group Leader or District Leader
will be able to help you if you need
further guidance.

Program Book/Sheets

This book, printed by Scouts Australia,
has columns for attendance and
subscriptions. It is the Sixer’s job to fill
in the booklet each week at the start of
the meeting. If the Sixer is away, the
Second does it. Some Packs do not take
up weekly subs from the Cub Scouts. If
your Pack doesn’t, then you might like
to make up a small booklet so that the
Sixer can mark the attendance. This is a
good training medium and gives Sixers
and Seconds an opportunity to assist
with Pack organisation and learn some
leadership skills.

It is very important that you have your own
copy of the programs. These should be
kept in a loose-leaf book so that you can
add pages as time goes on. As well as the
program outline, you should also write in
any notes about the meeting – games
which did or did not go well; comments on
what you did at Boomerang time and how
it went. Doing this will help you focus on
the small things which affect the success
of the activities you run. Templates for
Program planning are available in the Cub
Scout Program and Record Book and the
Cub Scout Leaders’ Resources Folder.

Section account –
Cash Book

Boomerang
Progress Chart

Templates for account keeping can
be found in the Cub Scout Program
and Record Book and in the Cub Scout
Leaders’ Resources Folder, available at
Scout Commercial Centres.

This is a favourite of Cub Scouts. It shows
what they have done, and what they have
to do to get their Boomerang. If the Cub
Scouts are allowed to mark off their own
challenges once achieved it gives them
an extra boost and touch of confidence. It
is necessary for it to be checked now and
then to make sure it is up-to-date.

Official Receipt Book
Books of one hundred receipts are
available from Scout Commercial Centres.

Progress
Charts
Record Books

and

These are an important, although not a time
consuming part of good management.
The details are updated as they happen.
The Cub Scouts mark the chart and the
Leaders mark the individual progress book
kept by the Cub Scouts. This allows the
Cub Scouts and parents to see how they
are going and to get a sense of satisfaction
when extra markings are made.
‘The Cub Scout Record Book’ is available
at Scout Commercial Centres. Templates
for progress charts are available in the Cub
Scout Leaders’ Resources Folder also
available at Scout Commercial Centres.

It is good PR to have it where parents can
see it easily.
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Six Subs Book

OUTLINE OF RECORD KEEPING
RECORD

WHAT’S IN IT

WHO HAS
CHARGE

IMPORTANCE

Badge Book

Application for
Scouting Badges

Cub Scout
Leader (but other
Leaders may fill
it in)

Necessary for
getting a badge
from Badge
Secretary

Finance

Record of monies
received and spent

Assistant Leader

Accurate
accounting of
Scouting money
Leadership training
through Pack
Council
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Log Book

Photos, sketches
and stories about
activities

Assistant Leader
or Youth Helper
with help from
Sixers and older
Cub Scouts

History of
your Pack

Membership
Form

Details of child with
indemnity signed by
a parent or guardian

Group Leader

Requirement of
Scout Association

Newsletters

News on Pack and
Group activities

Any Leader

Public relations
Keeping parents
advised
Acknowledging
a success – all
Sections

Program Book

All details relating to
long and short term
planning itemised
weekly programs
Six lists and an
easy reference
telephone list

Every Leader
has own copy
including Youth
Helper

Every Leader
knows what is to
happen, when,
where and who
is involved

WHAT’S IN IT

WHO HAS
CHARGE

IMPORTANCE

Progress charts
and cards

Details of all
Boomerang
Challenges and
Achievement Badges
passed

All Leaders
involved

Cub Scouts can
see progress.
This helps their
confidence and
enthusiasm

Register Book

All details including
individual progress.
It is useful to have
Six lists and an easy
telephone reference
list. This may be
combined with the
CSL’s Program Book

Cub Scout
Leader but
accessible to all
Leaders

Has all details
relating to each
Cub Scout. All
Leaders must
remember to mark
off any Challenge
which they passed

a) Annual General
Meeting

Cub Scout
Leader

Passing on
of important
information. Idea
exchange. Progress
reports

Sixer fills it out
weekly and gives
to Assistant
Leader who has
charge

Sixer responsible

Main details on
individual including
tests passed

Cub Scout
Leader

Helpful to both the
Cub Scout and the
new Pack

Details on children
wanting to join the
Pack

This may be kept
by the Cub Scout
Leader or Group
Leader

Reports

b) Group Council
c) DTM (Seeonee)
Sixers’ Record
Book

Transfer Form

Waiting List

Attendance
(and subs paid, if
used in your Group)

Group Leader

Leadership training
Record of
attendance

Ensures continuity
of Pack
Helps with forward
planning
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RECORD

Register Book
This is the Cub Scout Leader’s most
important record. It contains the vital
statistics of Cub Scouts from when they
first signed up to the moment they leave
the Pack, whether to the Troop or as a
transfer. If a transfer is involved, it is very
helpful for the next Akela to have the
register sheet.
When you pass any child in a Challenge it
is your responsibility to fill in the register
sheet so that the Cub Scout Leader
knows exactly what each has passed and
when.
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Cub Scouts become discouraged if they
have to repeat Challenges because a
Leader forgot to sign the register. So
remembering is very important. There is
usually only one register book in a Pack
and it is kept by the Section Leader.
Templates for your register book are
available in the Cub Scout Leaders’
Resource Folder available from Scouting
Commercial Centres.
Many Leaders find it useful to have
a register chart showing the whole
Pack’s progress.

Starting a new Pack
Starting a new Pack, or resurrecting an
old one, takes extra care and attention but
is worth every minute of it. Your District
staff will help you, so don’t hesitate to
use their knowledge and expertise.
A few points to keep in mind:

• 	start small – about six children, and
work up. This may depend on having
a fully experienced Leader or even a
few experienced Cub Scouts
• 	join in with another Pack for a special
activity to give you and the children
experience with large numbers
• 	don’t be too ambitious – take it slowly
and easily. That way leads to success
• make the venture a ‘team effort’.
A new Pack has a chance to set the
traditions for those following. It can be
an exciting and exhilarating time for
all concerned.

Resources
As a Cub Scout Section Leader much of
your time will be taken up in finding the
material and human resources necessary
to enable your Cub Scouts to make full
use of their Award program. This involves
finding finances, materials, and places to
meet; but more importantly it means also
finding people with a wide variety of skills
who are willing to help you.
Reading the Cub Scout Award Scheme
section will soon convince you that you
alone cannot hope to acquire all the skills,
knowledge and equipment needed for all
the activities.
Our main task as Cub Scout Section
Leaders is to identify and, as required,
gather together the resources to do
three things:

• start training as soon as possible

(a) 	to allow all Cub Scouts to play the
game of Cub Scouting to the full and
to find their areas of interest within
the program.

• visit families with the Group Leader
and lay the foundations of good
parent support

(b) 	to help the Cub Scouts find the
guidance and instruction necessary
for them to learn about their interests.

• make sure there are Leaders
definitely Committee

(c) 	to help the Cub Scouts to obtain any
equipment or facilities necessary and
to create opportunities for them to
explore their interests.

What resources do
we need?
To attain these three objectives
we need:
• 	a place for the Pack to meet

• 	assistants for regular meetings and
other outside help from experts
• 	an understanding of the ideas and
principles on which the Cub Scout
method is based
• 	relationship skills, enabling us to
get on with young people, parents
and others
• 	organisational skills
• programming
	
skills
• 	skills in, and knowledge of, the
Boomerang Challenge areas open
to Cub Scouts
• 	equipment
• 	books
• 	advice.
You cannot do all this single-handed.
Looking at program skills and the Award
Scheme, you personally will need the
knowledge and skills required to instruct
and create opportunities within the
Boomerang Challenges.

What resources do you
have yourself?
Speaking personally you probably have
a lot more than you realise and almost
certainly you have access to more than
you would expect.
Let us concentrate on you for the moment.
You have had an education which equips
you to understand what is involved in
most areas.
You have the potential to undertake
training and self-development to equip
you to provide those resources which
are most commonly or pressingly needed
and those which can only be supplied
by the Cub Scout Section Leader - the
relationship, planning and implementation
skills necessary to run a Pack.
The first step then in answering the
question is to get to know yourself; the
resources you bring to Scouting and
identifying those resources you can
acquire through training. The second step
is to undertake that training.
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• 	money to pay for rent, light and
heating, or someone to take this
responsibility for us

The community has
many worthwhile
resources
The Cub Scout Section Leader should
endeavour to build up brief records
of useful community resources for
the benefit of the Pack. Such lists
would include:
• 	names of
community

skilled

people

in

the

• 	facilities available for various activities
• 	training opportunities for young people
and adults.
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Agencies such as St. John Ambulance
Brigade and the Red Cross Society
are usually ready to assist with special
activities and projects. Surf Lifesaving
Clubs will provide short term assistance
and should be used. The Service clubs,
Jaycees, Rotary, Lions and so on may
also respond to particular requests.
The Cub Scout program needs two kinds
of ‘resource’ persons – Instructors and
Badge Examiners.
Briefly,
those
people
may
be
appointed in liaison with the Group
Leader on the recommendation of any
Section Leader for a specific subject or
subjects to any Section of the Group. It
is expected that such a person will be
an expert in that subject and will
generally be a member of some body
associated with the subject. The
person appointed should not be a
regular attendee at Section meetings but
will be used for specific periods
In addition to the formal conditions of
appointment there are some other points
which should be watched.
In the first place, both Instructors and
Examiners should know exactly what
they are expected to do.

Advisers cannot be expected to carry out
their functions well unless they know the
standard required for the award of the
badge concerned.
Not only will they need details of the
requirements of the badge but they
need to know the nature of the standard
required in the Movement. In most
cases of course this will be a reasonable
standard of proficiency coupled with a
reasonable amount of effort on the part
of the Cub Scout.
In the case of Instructors they must be
clearly briefed especially as to the time
available and the need to treat the subject
in such a way that the Cub Scouts will
understand it.

As well as making a list of the people who
can help, the Leaders should make a list
of all the places such as National Parks
and Scout camp sites that can provide
a wide range of localities for the Pack.
Don’t overlook museums and zoos; large
firms usually run conducted tours of their
premises, and all of these can be of use.
Government and Municipal offices will
also assist.
Bear in mind that Pack equipment
comprises a very important part of Pack
resources. It is a good idea to keep a note
of where equipment can be borrowed.
Some other Packs in the area may have
useful gear they will lend; some agencies
like the Meteorological Bureau will supply
useful material on the weather, and
advertisers sometimes print charts of
Australian birds and trees.
We call people with appropriate skills who
lend an occasional hand Badge Examiners.

Where do you look for
examiners?
Think of all the people you work with in
Cub Scouting or elsewhere and you are
well on the way to building up your list of
available resources.
Your Assistant Leaders – each will have
their own occupational and interest skills
and will undertake training.
Other Leaders within the Group (Group
Council) – each has his or her own skills.
District and Branch support your work,
particularly within the more common
Boomerang Challenges by having expert
teams already available and operating
Activity Centres.
Many Districts have set up Examiners to
help Leaders find resources

Group Committee members not only have
a lot of skills and interests between them
but each knows a lot of other people.
Others are:
• 	parents
• 	workmates
• 	relations
• 	friends.
That just about exhausts the list of your
personal contacts but there are other
places you can go to for information if you
need to:
• local Council Office – it can often put
you on to community clubs
• the classified pages of the phone boo
• hobby shops
• schools (particularly the
Education Department)
• libraries
• community organisation (St. John
Ambulance Brigade, the Fire Brigade,
etc.)
• government departments
• institutions – most professions have a
professional association or institute
• classified ads of the daily paper.
Some State governments publish an
index of community resources.
A word about service clubs. These people
give a tremendous amount of support
to Scouting, but as most exist within a
district they should be approached on
behalf of the Scouting District rather than
by individual Groups and Leaders. You do
not want to wear them out.
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Look wide for facilities

How do you go about it?
First, you should realise that it is not
necessary to locate and line-up every
resource you will ever need so that it is
available on tap. You can spend a lot of
time and energy doing this, only to find
that some are never needed and others
are withdrawn before there is a chance
to use them.
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Second, you need to make it clear to
people whom you approach that you
are not trying to coerce them into being
uniformed Leaders. Most people are
willing to help us, particularly if it gives
them the chance to indulge in their
favourite subjects; they only need to
be asked, but we need to be specific.
They can become very wary and shy if
we are vague and they suspect some
ulterior motive.
Now to be specific, here is a ten step plan
you can follow:
	
out a list of the resources you
1. Make
may need.
	
off those needs which you
2. Check
and your other Cub Scout Section
Leaders can meet.
3. K
 now the parents/guardians of your
Cub Scouts. You meet the parents
as their child joins the Pack. One of
the best ways of getting to know
parents is to get them to talk about
themselves and their interests (which
include their offspring). List the clues
you will get – this will help with step
five. ou can, as a poor alternative,
conduct parent surveys but they
often frighten people off, leaving you
with the embarrassing situation of
having to make a choice between
parents or appearing to reject offers
because no Cub Scout wishes to

take up a particular field
	
your lists along to Group Council
4. Take
and check off those needs which
can be met by other Leaders in
your Group.
	 a Group Council project, for each
5. As
resource you could need, make out
a plan of action for locating it. The
Scout and Venturer Scout Sections
need resources too and it is rather
wasteful if you all search for them
independently. You will, of course,
need to check whether one person
could handle the load for the Group
in a particular subject or whether
you might need one person to
demonstrate the subject and another
person to teach it.
	
out the first steps for each
6. Check
plan to ensure that it is sound. For
example, suppose you need help for
the First Aid Badge. You plan to visit
the Ambulance Station as a Pack to
create interest, and then to ask the
staff to help those who want to gain
the badge. As a first step, you or a
representative of the Group Council
would approach the officer in charge
of the Ambulance Station to find out
whether visits are permitted and
welcomed and, if so, whether they
feel that someone would volunteer to
act as a Badge Examiner if required.
That is all that is needed for now. You
have a lead to follow and you can
program the visit.
	
your Group Committee if
7. Consult
you cannot find assistance for any
particular topic.
	
a letter which can be sent
8. Prepare
to parents in case all else fails. (See
Leader Resource Folder).

10.	Be prepared to say that you will meet
any expenses incurred by Badge
Examiners. There is a possibility
that a Pack will specialise in some
particular area and in these cases
we may wish to actually appoint
Examiners. Otherwise we should wait
until the need arises, and then make
immediate use of the people we find
Many people will become worried at
the thought of inexperienced young
people using their tools. We should think
carefully in each circumstance whether
we can reasonably expect to borrow
equipment or whether it should be hired
or purchased. To decide whether to hire
or buy, we need to assess future use and
possible resale value. Opinions on such
questions can reasonably be expected
from the Group Committee.

Do you need to take any
special precautions?
Yes, you do. You are the expert on
Cub Scout behaviour and bear the
responsibility of carrying out the policies
of Scouts Australia.
Before being appointed as an Adult
Leader you had to satisfy Scouts Australia
that you were the right sort of person to
have charge of young people.

You will need to satisfy yourself that
anybody you ask to work with your Cub
Scouts is also of good standing. You will
also need to see that no Cub Scout or
adult helper for that matter is put into a
situation that could be misconstrued. It
is not advisable, for example, for a Cub
Scout to visit a person’s home and to be
completely alone with that person.
You should be satisfied that the Badge
Examiner really does know the subject
and is not likely to seriously mislead Cub
Scouts with incorrect information.
Many activities have their own dangers.
You should satisfy yourself that the
Cub Scout and their or theirs parents
understand what is being done and that all
reasonable precautions are taken by the
Badge Examiner.

The Information Folder
for Examiners
You can’t work Badge Examiners by
remote control. You will need to brief
them before they start and periodically
find out the progress being made. You
will also need to find out the difficulties
Cub Scouts meet in regard to equipment,
facilities, time, finance or anything else
that can frustrate them. To overcome
such difficulties you may need to exercise
behind-the-scenes encouragement and
support.
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9. Have
	
ready for instant use information
and guidelines in attractive folders
(made up by the Cub Scout(s) of
course) setting out what the Badge
Examiner is being asked to do and
how he/she should go about it. We
can’t expect these people to read the
whole book and become as expert as
we are in relating to Cub Scouts, but
we do have an obligation to make very
clear the task that we are asking them
to perform.
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Managing complaints,
criticisms and
competition

can happen. These only denote trouble
and lack of success when they are
allowed to get out of control.

Competent people do not stay in
unpleasant situations. Competent people
are attracted to, or stay in, a role because
they see reward, value, stimulation and
challenge ahead. All too often good people
are lost because they don’t like what they
see happening around them – the way
things are handled (or not handled).

Complaints

Pack management

Complaints, criticism and competition are
issues which impact on our relationship
with others and, unchecked, can have far
reaching effects. Scouting prides itself
on being an organisation that promotes
peaceful co-existence and relies on
competent people to train others, so an
awareness of the dangers of these issues
is important.

When people who complain are
not acknowledged or their situation
considered, they go away feeling
irritated or unsettled. This allows the
problem to build into resentment, anger,
uncooperativeness and even disloyalty.
Another outcome is that these people
often remove the possibility of repetition
of the incident by keeping well away from
the situation or other people involved.
Valuable people can be lost by this
process.
For example:
A parent complains to the Group
Leader about the cost of Group fees.

When
complaints,
criticisms
and
competition are handled competently a
number of positive factors emerge:

This can be handled in one of two ways.

	
goals are the main
(a) organisational
emphasis – not personal concerns
or grandstanding

OR

	
is strong and loyal – not
(b) teamwork
eroded or depressed
	
channels are open
(c) communication
and working
	
and reliability are strong
(d) co-operation
factors – politics and jealousy do not
cloud issues
	
are acknowledged
(e) complainants
promptly and due consideration is
given to the complaint.
Interpersonal relationships is what life
is all about. Few people live or work in
a vacuum and, through interaction with
others, irritations and misunderstandings

The Group Leader can pass it off with
‘That’s the cost of Scouting these days.’

The Group Leader acknowledges
the complaint and politely explains
the complete breakdown of the fee
structure and what the Youth Member,
and therefore the parent, is being
offered by Scout training.

Criticism
Cub Scout Section Leaders are also
confronted with complaints which
are really criticisms or expressions of
jealousy or competitiveness. These need
to be recognised for what they are and
considered differently.
Criticism is healthy providing it is
constructive and not destructive. Our
review and evaluation processes will
often highlight some aspect of an event,

It is better to say ‘The Pack is missing
out on some activities because
meetings start late or else we finish
late and parents get annoyed. There
also needs to be a better example for
being on time. Is there some other way
we can arrange things?’ … rather than
… ‘Because you two are always late, I
can’t start the meeting on time and so
we …’ Then options can be considered.
It is better to say ‘Scouting has an
expectation of its Leaders that includes
uniform,
drinking
and
smoking
practices. There was a lack of respect for
the Movement and its members on the
last District camp due to (description of
actions)’... rather than ... ‘You (or your
Leaders) let the Movement down on
the last District Camp. They …’.

Competition
Competition is healthy too. Jealousy
emerges when there is a perception of
unfair advantage or advantage/promotion
unfairly gained. Jealousy and unhealthy
competition thrive during times of
organisational breakdown and weak
leadership. Weak leadership invites
selfish opportunism and unfair treatment
of one person by another. Jealousy and
unhealthy competition are likewise
nurtured by manipulative leadership
which pits people against each other.

Changing roles
Over-reliance on hierarchical promotions
where each move is seen as either a
promotion or a demotion is not healthy.
In Scouting ALL roles should be seen as
worthwhile. Individuals should be able
to range across a variety of warranted
or lay positions, being offered and
accepting any position for the good of the
Movement and the skills and suitability of
the individual concerned.
Most of us are not born leaders. Rather
we learn leadership – sometimes
painfully – and we practise it until it
becomes natural. Too often we forget
that leadership is learned. Supporting and
training Leaders to handle complaints,
criticisms and competition will assist
them in their leadership role whether it
be of young people or adults.

Influences in the
environment
When the child enters the Cub Scout
Program, he or she has been under the
influence of cultural and environmental
pressures such as those exerted by the
home, school, church and community.
These will continue to be important
influences on development during the
period of membership of the Pack. It is
well to remember that Scouting is only
one of many influences. The value of
our influence will be greatest when we
work in partnership with other people and
organisations with similar intentions.
Youth is a product of its environment. The
changes witnessed in the last half-century
have outstripped those which occurred
in the preceding 19 centuries. Change is
one of the few certainties which affect
young people directly and indirectly.
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system or attitude that could be, or
should be, improved. These should be
considered only after the successful and
positive aspects of the event. Care needs
to be taken to concentrate on the action
or attitude to be revised rather than on
the person concerned. This difference
is often overlooked and therefore
clashes occur.

Family, friends, community, school,
religion, the mass media, recreation and
government – all of these influence young
people and not one of them is immune
to change.

The Family
The family still exerts the strongest
influence on the development of
the child.
The families of children with whom you
will work might not be the same as you
remember your own family to be. Some
of the trends are:
• 	members of the family spend less time
within the home, which for some is
only a place to sleep in
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• 	families are smaller; a few decades ago
the family often included more than
two generations
• 	one in four families moves every year.
• 	one in ten families has only one parent
in the house
• 	most families live in urban areas
• 	English is the second language spoken
in many homes
• 	many parents are continuing their
education through extension and
evening courses
• 	more parents are concerned and
sometimes confused about how to
bring up their children today
• 	children question the authority of their
parents more often
As Scouting includes within its
Purpose a concern for the physical,
intellectual,
social, emotional and
spiritual growth of young people, it
must see itself in partnership with
parents
for
whom
these are
primary concerns. Changes in the
nature of the family have important
implications for Cub Scouting.

 ith the high incidence of single
W
parent families, many children will find
appropriate adult male role models not
within the home, but outside it.
With the continuation of learning through
evening and extension courses, parents
represent an ever growing source of
assistance for programs.
 s more people move into large cities,
A
and as cities become larger, the difficulty
of getting Cub Scouts into natural settings
for outdoor programs increases. On the
other hand, outings for Packs can include
many wonderful and interesting places to
visit in a large city.

The Community
Cub Scouts live in communities. Scouting’s
emphasis on citizenship training has
always tended to think of this citizenship
as being exercised in a relatively small and
well-defined community. In recent years,
however, the concept of community has
been enlarged from a purely geographical
concept to one which includes the social
interaction of the people who make
up the community. In other words, the
new concept of community is a group of
people sharing a common territory and a
common way of life. Communities have
also felt the influence of change. They
have tended to become rootless because:
• 	people tend to move more frequently.
• 	the place of work and the place
of residence have become more
separated.
• 	forces outside the community tend
to exert stronger influences on local
organisations and local patterns of life.
• 	schools
have
become
more
consolidated and children often travel
from the community to attend school.

An essential idea of Cub Scouting is
that you are free to adapt the Cub Scout
Program to the needs of the community
which you serve. This is not an easy task,
and for it to be successful you must know
your community well.
There will be other organisations,
institutions and groups working with
children in the community. Some of
these are common to all, e.g. the school,
the church, recreation and sporting
organisations. Scouting must be prepared
to work with all these because they all

share a common concern for the child’s
development into adulthood.
You will serve your Cub Scouts more
effectively if you take the time to know how
they are involved and what they are doing
in other institutions and organisations.
There are direct relationships between
Cub Scouting activities and elements
in the school curriculum. The church
usually has a youth program and is also
a primary aid for Leaders concerned with
spiritual development.
Sporting organisations should not be
seen as rivals to Scouting, but as partners
in the area of physical development.
Your primary partnership, however, must
always be with the parents. No effort to
get to know something about the homes
from which your Cub Scouts come from
will ever be wasted.
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With the increasing mobility of population,
people of varying backgrounds, values
and aspirations are brought into
closer relationship. While this enriches
community life, it also provides some
basis for conflict between people.
Examples include those with rural and
urban interests, newcomers and older
established residents, and among racial
and religious groups. It is very important
to recognise and acknowledge the
multicultural influences active in Australia

• the Purpose of Scouting has much
in common with traditional and
current statements of aims
proposed by formal educational
systems
• changes in curricula content and
teaching methods, particularly the
trends towards individual, pupildirected activity, should be reflected
by similar changes in the Cub Scout
program
• schools are placing an increasing
emphasis on outdoor education and
camping. Once a Scouting preserve,
these are now widely practised
• school grouping arrangements, be
they by age, gender, ability or family
type, will exert strong influences on
Six groupings.
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The School
Many of a young person’s waking hours
are spent in school, which may be almost
equal to the family as a formative influence.
There will be similarities, duplications and
overlaps in the content of the Cub Scout
Program and the school curriculum. The
teachers in their day-to-day activities are
important resource people for you.
Where Boomerang Challenge requirements coincide with school activities,
it may be acceptable under some
circumstances to give recognition for work
done in the classroom or on school camps
and excursions. Much can also be learned
about new instructional techniques from
teachers who are using them every day.
The following points emphasise the
relationship between Cub Scouting and
the school:
• schools have children under
their influence longer and more
continuously during the week than any
other institution, including the home

One of the most important changes in
education has been the shift of emphasis
away from the memorising of facts
towards the development of the capacity
to learn. This has had an important
influence on the philosophy from which
the Cub Scout Program has been
developed. In both education and Cub
Scouting, it is important to remember
that many facts that we learn in our youth
become obsolete, or even untrue by the
time we reach adulthood.
The job of the teacher has changed
from transmitting knowledge to helping
students acquire it. A similar change has
taken place in Cub Scouting. A Cub Scout
Section Leader today needs to provide
situations in which children learn by
enquiry, through their own experience.

One other basic institution in the
community which strongly influences
the development of many children and
adolescents is the church. In Australia
today there are many mainstream
religions. They represent and serve
significant numbers of people who follow
different faiths and not all of them are
Christian, e.g. Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam
and Judaism. However, since the majority
of the population follows a Christian faith,
the role of the church deserves particular
attention. It, too, has been caught up in
the processes of change.
The church has responded and is
undergoing a new reformation which is
an attempt to make it relevant and useful
to a new age. It has discovered that for
many people, it speaks in a language that
few understand and to an age that no
longer exists. It has had to concede that
it has often failed to go out into the world
as it was commissioned to do. It reaches
only a small proportion of the people to
whom it should be addressing itself.
The direction of change for the church is
toward a newer and deeper awareness
of the world in which it must function
and a greater effort to keep in touch with
the world. Its focus today is towards
human concerns, personal problems and
public issues.
The questions emphasised involve
people’s lives from day to day – love, sex,
progress, profit, war and peace, and the
search for the meaning of living.
The changes which are taking place both
in Cub Scouting and in the church suggest
a basis for a new and more effective
partnership. A church which is living and
in touch with the world can speak with
new authority and renewed power to

the youth of today, who are looking for
satisfying answers about the meaning
of life. Cub Scouting has the youth, and
the renewed church can have a message
for them.
Seek out the local clergy and involve them
in this area of the Cub Scout program.
During the adolescent years, young
people are working out a philosophy of
life which will remain with them for the
rest of their lives. In partnership with the
clergy of your community you may be able
to help them develop a philosophy which
is based on the enduring principles of love
and service to their God, and concern and
respect for their fellow beings.

SUPPORTING CHILDREN
Techniques
The art of counselling is that of being
a good listener. You must listen with
interest and sympathy to what the young
person says. Let the individual tell you
the story in his or her own words. Ask
questions only if it is necessary to help
you understand a point.
If young people have problems, you
must listen carefully to see the issue as
they do.
This may not be the same as your
perception. The problem that is presented
to you is the one the individual sees as
being the most important, so deal with it
first even if, to you, it seems irrelevant and
only a minor part of the overall situation.
When discussing things, try to use
language that the Cub Scout understands,
and, in particular, move from point to
point at his or her own pace. If they
talk themselves into a corner, leave a
chance for an unobtrusive way out. A key
question to ask yourself is why?
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The Church

• Why
	
did they act this way?

The seven principles of supporting
young people are:

• Why
	
did it happen?

1. Listen to the individual.

• Why
	
do they want this
to happen?

2. Make
	
sure you understand what he
or she is talking about.

• Why
	
do they feel this way?
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You must be honest with yourself. Know
exactly your own feelings and be very
careful that you don’t let the young people
colour your own actions or let your own
problems intrude.
Always treat confidences with respect;
don’t laugh at them, never betray them,
and always keep faith with the individual
who trusts you enough to reveal them.
It is wise to remember that young people
have many obligations and responsibilities
such as to home, friends, school, clubs
and the church. It would be very wrong
for a Leader to do anything which could
interfere with these loyalties.
The individual must come away from a
talk with you with a feeling that he or she
has personally made the decisions, and
that the road ahead is straight and clear.

3. Summarise the problem.
4. DO NOT give advice.
5. Provide
	
the individual with necessary
information which he or she might
not have.
6. Encourage
	
the individual to think of
different ways of handling his or
her problem.
7. Follow up on the issue.
The five ways to help the individual
talk are:
1. Restate
	
his or her problem in your
own way.
2. Indicate that you are listening.
3. Mention his or her feelings.
4. Ask
	
‘What did you do?’ or
‘How did you feel?’
5. Give strong encouragement to talk.

Times and places
The opportunities will be routine and
emergent. Some of the many routine
times include the lead-up to investiture,
your involvement as you assist and
supervise the individual’s Award Scheme
progress, and prior to the Cub Scout’s
appointment as a Sixer or advancement
to the Scout Section. Emergent occasions
are those when you, or the individual, or
both of you recognise that there is a need
to talk.
Of the routine counselling occasions, it
should be remembered that what might
be routine to you will be anything but this
to the Cub Scout.
Your approach to these times will be the
basis of your relationship with each and
every young person under your charge.
They will remember what is especially
said and unsaid between you. Particularly
from these occasions, they will form their
opinions of you and your worth, and also
their perceptions of the level of esteem
in which you regard them. Your influence
will be only as good as the importance you
place on these occasions. Be sensitive
and don’t squander these opportunities
by being casual, unprepared or in a hurry.
There is too much trust at stake.
Choose a place carefully, no matter
how urgent the need for counselling is.
Ideally it will be one where both parties
feel comfortable and one which offers
an appropriate level of confidentiality. It
should not, however, be a totally secluded
location. Ensure that you are (at least)
in discreet visual contact with a third
party at all times.

How the Six System
can help the Cub Scouts
No boy or girl fits into any single category,
but most exhibit some marked trait. Your
job as a Leader is to assist the young person
to take their place in the community. The
Six System is your greatest ally. When
used properly it provides:

1. Companionship
This is particularly necessary to the young
people who are quiet and shy. Make sure
these individuals can move towards
acceptance at their own pace, or you will
lose them. Those who feel friendless or
unwanted will avidly grasp at the chance
to join a group of their own choice if the
offer is made. You must make sure it is.
The bully, who probably really wants
friends and acceptance, will benefit
from the pressure of peers that will
encourage
conformity
with
more
acceptable standards.
The lazy individual will benefit from the
example and pressure from the others.
Sulky behaviours will be proved ineffective
methods of gaining approval from
desired companions.

2. Leadership
opportunities
These will absorb the interest of those
who are good at some activity like sport.
When individuals continue to show off
their prowess at meetings, it can be a
nuisance and distraction. This excess
energy can be redirected in the form of
leadership opportunities.
Providing leadership responsibilities can
assist you to tame a bully and to get a
more rebellious individual onside. This
type of responsibility will also expand the
challenge of Cub Scouting for those who
are really keen.
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COUNSELLING

3. Challenge

6. Fun and adventure

There is so much in the overall program
to keep Cub Scouts interested. They can
enjoy friendships in their normal Sixes
and revel in the stimulation provided by
activity interest groups which they join to
pursue particular chosen interests.

This is why they joined in the first place –
not to have good done to them.

Those who oppose authority, the bullies,
the friendless ones, the unapproachable
and the sulky, will all be able to
forget their grudges if introduced to
suitable challenges.

4. Discipline
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Peer approval or disapproval is a most
effective form of behaviour modification
pressure. Undesirable behaviours are
usually changed when they are not
acceptable to the standards of the other
Cub Scouts.

5. Activity
All young people need to let off steam
by active participation in well planned
events. The benefits will be all the greater
if these activities are planned by the Cub
Scouts themselves.
Some Cub Scouts, whose interests are
more intellectual and solitary (e.g. the
delicate child and the book worm),
will particularly benefit from the physical
activity elements of the program. These
are the opportunities to take part with
others in physical tasks and to train for
them, and perhaps to overcome some
inability or reluctance to use their physical
capabilities. It would be wrong for them
to miss out on such chances.

The Cub Scout Section Leader’s job is to
find out everything about all individuals to
help them to plan their course, to ease the
paths they follow by helping them select
their companions, and to offer intelligent
briefing, both collectively and individually.
It’s up to YOU.
A final reminder for you…
We have looked at the influence of the
community, and counselling. All of this
information will be of little use unless
you, the Leader and counsellor, are the
sort of person who will be accepted by
young individuals.

Check yourself against the following
points, which are adapted from
Understanding Boys by Clarence G.
Moser. Though he wrote with boys in
mind, there can be little doubt that his
statements also hold validity for girls.
Young people grow best when:
1. They are with adults who are at ease
with them and who seem to enjoy
them most of the time.
2. They are permitted to make mistakes
which will not harm them unduly,
and are permitted to live with adults
who do not themselves pretend to be
perfect.
3. Those about them believe in them and
express confidence through words
and through giving them freedom.
4. Those about them understand
what they are trying to achieve, and
support and team with them in their
endeavours.
5. Those about them permit them
to express their doubts, to raise
questions, and to try their own ideas.
6. They understand the limits of the
freedom within which they can make
their decisions, and this freedom
is limited to the responsibility they
feel able to carry at their stage of
development.
7. Those about them deal with them
with firmness and consistency.
8. Adults around them behave as adults
and show what the adult way is like.

	
about them help them to
9. Those
succeed when they need help, but let
them struggle when they are winning
by themselves.
10.	Those about them gear their
expectancy of a child’s behaviour to
his or her capacity for that behaviour.
11.	Those about them understand how
they grow and develop, and
provide motivation and opportunity for
encouraging sound growth.
12.	They feel strong within themselves,
when they feel they are just the kind
of person wanted by their family, their
friends, their community and their
nation.
13.	There is an atmosphere of friendliness
and warmth, whether with adults or
children.
14.	They meet actual life situations,
emotionally charged, and deal with
them successfully, with or without
adult help.
15.	Their performance expectancy is
related to themselves, and not to
others.
16.	They are interested in what they are
doing for its own sake. They will be
interested when it has a meaning for
them. Children forced to perform a
task in which there is no interest or
understanding are not helped but
actually blocked. Those who attempt
it are battling against human nature
and will lose in the end.
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Conditions under which
young people grow best.

THE CUB SCOUT PROGRAM
Whenever you are considering Cub
Scouts and their activities, always keep in
mind that they are individuals with a wide
range of personalities and capabilities.
There will always be eight-year olds who
are closer to seven or nine in their social,
emotional, intellectual or physical way of
behaving, just as there will be ten-year
olds who are closer to nine or eleven.
The Cub Scout Section must, therefore,
cater to these differences.
• 	The Pack must be small enough for
you to know and serve each child,
fully catering to the variety of ages and
individual characteristics.
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• The
	
Six System must work. Children
like to be in small groups. As a Sixer
and Second most children will be able
to enjoy and taste a little responsibility.
The Pack comes before the Six and
the Six comes before self. The Cub
Scouts learn a vital lesson, that in the
community the interest of the whole
is more important than the interests of
a group or individual.
• 	For instruction purposes a small
group of children of a similar age or
same level of maturity could be used
(Boomerang Groups).
• 	The overall leadership must come
from the Leaders. Your influence o
the children’s lives is enormous – lead
them well.
Programming needs to meet two
basic criteria:
• 	To satisfy the needs of each Cub
Scout and to recognise that each
child has individual characteristics and
tendencies. This means the program
must cater for each individual member

of the Pack. One child’s best may
be another child’s second best and
you must learn to recognise this.
One child’s needs for their or theirs
personal development may differ
greatly from the needs of a number of
others.
• To enable a Cub Scout to eventually
comfortably fit into society. We do this
by encouraging self-development and
enabling them to show progress in
areas of skill, knowledge, adaptability,
resourcefulness, social interaction, cooperation and leadership.

The eight elements of
a program
1. An
	 objective – what you mean to do.
2. Continuity
	
– ties in with long and
short term plans.
3. A
	 theme – offers a wide range of
experiences and reasons for learning
about different things.
	
– a priority for Leaders – and top
4. Fun
priority for children.
5. Variety
	
– most important.
6. A
	 climax – build up … then ease off.
7. Balance
	
– cover all the ingredients
within a reasonable length of time.
8. 	Resources – use people and places
to best advantage.

Why program?
As a Cub Scout Leader you must be
willing to do three things:
• 	understand, accept and act on the
need for proper program planning.
• 	use the eight areas of growth of
the Cub Scout Program which are
essential to the training of the child.

• 	use these fundamentals for a
successful program.

• 	energy and exuberance

When program planning you must
understand the stages a child passes
through on the way towards adulthood.
(These have been discussed previously.)

• 	a liking for clever tricks

• 	environmental experiences
• 	spiritual experiences
• 	adventurous fun-giving experiences
• 	leadership experiences
• 	other varied experiences
which guide and stimulate progress along
natural lines. In other words, give them
a chance to do the things they like to do
at this age – things like building, climbing
up, over, under and around, investigating.
Cater also for curious minds. The program
must be flexible enough to allow Cub
Scouts to progress at a suitable pace and
to achieve.
Some of the characteristics which should
be catered for are:

• 	a liking for forming groups
• 	creativity
• 	a liking for collecting
• 	unselfconsciousness.
Remember, not all children are the
same or will have all the characteristics
listed here.
Careful planning also helps you get the
most value out of the time that you spend
with the Pack. Careful planning by caring
people enables our Movement to be
successful in its true task.
Children of Cub Scout age are not hard
to interest or entertain. However, to do
this and also keep strictly to the principles
of Scouting you need some knowledge
of both children and program planning
techniques. The knowledge will come
with training and experience but here are
five points to keep in mind at all times
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You must try to give your Cub Scouts:

• 	curiosity

Noise

Balance

One of the best reasons for making noise
is that noise is satisfying and natural to
children.

Balance is the important thing and an
atmosphere of spontaneous fun is
necessary. You can have that and still
keep the Pack under control.

If you have enough organised noise,
you will have less unorganised noise
and confusion. Let them make happy,
organised noise until they get their fill, but
direct and control it.
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Go at it lightly with a smile and with
enthusiasm; your Cub Scouts will be
pleased if they believe that you, too, are
having a good time.
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Safety

Encouragement

Children are very like steam boilers. The
pressure can build up just so far, then
it must be released. If it isn’t released
through safety valves, it will crack your
Pack meeting wide open. They can sit
still for a short time, but when they
have reached their limit, something will
happen, so don’t expect them to sit still
and be quiet for long. Alternate sitting
with doing, ‘quiet’ with ‘less quiet’.

It pays to go out of your way to compliment
Cub Scouts whenever you can. They’ll try
harder to please you if you let them see
when you are pleased.
They need your encouragement in order
to do their best, so search for something
good in what a child has done before you
point out a weakness.
Children need to feel they are successful;
otherwise they may become discouraged
to the point where they lose interest.

Inhibitions
Inhibitions are the things that cause adults
to suppress certain natural tendencies.
Not so with children! If they want
something they’ll probably ask for it; if
they don’t like something they’ll probably
say so.
Don’t be disappointed if your Pack
doesn’t always express their thanks and
appreciation - you’ll have to find your
satisfaction in the spark in their eyes and
the enthusiasm with which they enter
into your activities.

There are a number of essential
ingredients which must be included in
Cub Scout programs to satisfy the needs
of the individual. (These will not all be
included in one program, but should
be covered in a six week cycle.) Some
are directly related to the eight basic
elements - others are to complement
them. They each have a special place in
your programs, but the exact place is a
matter for your Leaders to decide when
you do program planning.
1.	Games - for fun, instruction, happy
family atmosphere, self-discipline,
development of co-ordination skills,
chance for learning, changing the
mood or atmosphere and for general
fitness
2.	Instruction – to accommodate the
child’s desire for self achievement
and your desire to see them progress.
Instruction
imparts
knowledge
and skills for individual and group
advancement,
demonstrates
a
growing usefulness to society, builds
self esteem.
3.	Prayers – help Cub Scouts to gain their
personal religious advancement and
demonstrate the group acceptance
of religious beliefs as part of life.
Prayers show your acknowledgement
of religious values in everyday life and
form an area where the Promise and
Law can be highlighted.
4.	Yarns – a chance for you to let the
Cub Scouts experience the romance,
heroism, loyalty and bravery of others
– past and present. Yarns help them
‘tune in’ to what you are trying to
teach them.

5.	Sense training – is a very important
growth area for individual progress
and awareness for the five senses –
touch, taste, smell, sight and hearing.
They may all be developed.
6.	Play acting – encourages Cub Scouts
to show their ability whether learnt or
natural to them. It is a social growth
activity which encourages imagination,
gives an outlet to feelings and values,
helps self-confidence
7.	Handcraft – allows for individual
improvement in co-ordination skills,
helps toward learning skills which
will be useful later on. It is also an
area where they can gain recognition
for ability and/or effort. Encourages
imagination and creativity.
8.	Drawing – is an area which helps Cub
Scouts to set their thoughts out clearly
without writing. It allows recognition
for talent or effort, encourages
imagination and creativity.
9.	Singing – enables Cub Scouts
to participate socially and have a
lot of fun! It can be used by the
Leader to create atmosphere and
as another area where Cub Scouts
can demonstrate their talents.
Action songs can be very useful for
training co-ordination skills and again
for helping to develop self-confidence
10.	Outdoor activities - are a must. Such
things as sausage sizzles, rambles,
going on nature trails, getting out,
doing things. A very important part of
the program is Pack holidays.
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Essential ingredients

11.	Ceremonies – each meeting has an
opening and a closing ceremony.
They must be short, sincere and
correct. The Grand Howl precedes the
Flag parade.
12.	Special events – could be a visitor, an
unusual activity, parent night, surprise
night or outing.
13.	Notices – should be written out, but
the Cub Scout told of their content
during the meeting. They should be
handed out as the final task of the
meeting. The Pack should be taught
the importance of getting them home
and read by their parent/s.
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14.	Award Scheme passing – before,
during or after the meeting? Whatever
arrangements you make, provision
must be made for passing Challenges.
Nothing discourages a Cub Scout
more than to be denied a suitable
opportunity to pass a Challenge for
which they have been prepared.

Types of programs
There are a number of ways of presenting
a program which should ensure variety
for both you and your Cub Scouts.
Generally speaking, you will find they fall
into the following headings:
• Basic
	
format
The generally accepted program
outline is for 90 minutes. See program
example – Australian theme.
• Special
	
Pack Meetings
– Dressed to suit the theme
– Games and fun activities
– See program example
– Mother/Father and Cub Scout night
– Christmas party
– Pack Birthday party
– Pack Good Turn
–S
 ix Meeting – each Six runs their
own meeting

• Bases
	
	 ype A – whole night activity where
T
small numbers of Cub Scouts visit
various bases regardless of age.
	 ype B – bases cater for one
T
Boomerang only, although there may
be a number of bases for each.
Type C – Cub Scouts work individually.
• Games
	
night – free and easy, no
Boomerang work.
• Handcraft
	
night – handcrafts only.
Parents may be invited to help.
• A
 nimated yarn – particular story
interspersed with games and activities
which follow the story line. Could also
be a ‘Special Pack Meeting’.
• Outdoors
	
– any and all of these
meetings can be run out of doors.
However an outdoor meeting can also
include wide games and Scoutcraft
activities like tracking, building, hiking.
• P
 rogressive meeting – Pack or Sixes
move from place to place for activities
on foot or by car.
• Surprise nights
 ype A – activities like swimming
T
(parents have secretly sent along togs,
towel and permission forms) or secret
car trial. All arranged in secret.
Type
	
B – Market Place.
Type
	
C – Birthday Party night (for
Baloo or Group Leader or… )
organised by Cub Scouts.
This book cannot give you a complete
understanding of how to program for
a Cub Scout Pack. For that reason

only some of the program styles are
individually set out in the chapter. Your
most valuable experience will come
from training and from watching the
happenings in your Pack then constantly
relating them to the planned program.
Also read Programming in the Cub
Scout Pack, Themes for Pack Meetings,
Ideas for Pack Meeting, PAWS Series,
Cub Scout Leader Resource Folder.

PROGRAMMING
Themes
Themes add atmosphere and logic to
your programs. It is the theme which
ties the games, activities and Boomerang
instruction together, making them all the
more stimulating and interesting to the
Cub Scouts.

Main theme
The main theme is used to separate
programs into small periods from two
to eight weeks (or more) and could
be influenced by dates or customs.
Typical themes are Safety, Australia,
Environment, Summer, Communication,
Handcraft, World Friendship, Travel,
Christmas,
Entertainment,
Science,
Fitness, History. You will be able to think
of many more once you get to a program
planning meeting with the other Leaders.

Sub theme
Sub themes break down the main theme
into smaller, workable units. Each subtheme relates to a single Pack meeting.
Boomerang work is closely related
to the sub-theme and so becomes a
logical part of the program rather than
an interruption.
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• Visits
	
– to other Packs or places.
These can include visits to local places
for worship, pool, skating rink, sports
club, essential services, etc.

Sample Program Showing Use of Theme
Note: Keep in mind that this example is only one of a series of possibly three,
four or five programs for the month. The month’s theme and overall aims are
shown to give you an idea of the main thrust of the programs.

Main theme - Safety
Sub theme – Outdoor Safety Week
1 of 4 weeks
Aims for month:
Motto – Be prepared
Knowledge/confidence in safety
Working together
Responsibility – sense of
10 mins
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10 mins

All

OPENING CEREMONIES
Introduce theme
PACK GAME – Hazard Harry
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Hazard Harry is a very careless person who is always
causing accidents outdoors (Cub Scout with a newspaper
wand with red streamers stuck to one end). On a signal
Hazard Harry has to cause as many accidents as he can by
tapping others with the wand. Anyone caught by Hazard
Harry must run to a Leader and give one example of being
careful outdoors, e.g. letting parents know where you are
going, wearing suitable clothing on a hike, wearing safety
helmets on bikes, taking a first aid kit when in the bush,
proper clothing, road care. Change Hazard Harry every so
often.
15 mins

INTER-SIX GAME – Going on a Hike
Inside or outside your meeting place. Scatter a number
of items you would take on a hike and a number of items
you would not take on a hike.
For each Six you will need (either as pictures, sketches
or better still the real thing) –first aid kit, jumper, lunch,
water, pair of socks, matches, light raincoat, beanie or
cap, toilet roll, whistle. Then have extra items such as –

footballs, books, picture of mum, scrap book, tin of drink,
large coil of rope. On a signal, two from each Six go off to
look for ONE item. They bring it back and the Six decides
if they want to put it in their Pack. If they want to – they
keep it in their Six corner, otherwise the item MUST be
returned to the place it was found by the person who
found it. That person then finds another item and takes
it back. Only two may be out of the Six at any one time,
but they all take turns. Have a quick check of all items
and discuss.
5 mins

HIKING SONG – from the B-P tape.

20 mins

BOOMERANG INSTRUCTION – safety.
Still with the theme. Remind the Cub Scouts how
important it was in the Jungle to learn the laws of safety.

10 mins

ACTIVITY – rope throwing
We never know just when we might have to throw a rope
to someone who needs help.
Cub Scouts are to imagine they have to throw a rope to a
person floating past in a boat with no oars
Coiled rope – show how to loop and throw. Give each
group a boat and person to catch (box/chair).

5 mins

YARN – Lost in the Bush.

10 mins

SENSE TRAINING GAME – Mystery Safety items.
A number of safety items are tied into socks and passed
around a circle, e.g. torch, band-aid, bandage, soap,
whistle, compass, tube of… (sun cream/antiseptic –
Scouts to guess).

5 mins

CLOSING.
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Mowgli had to learn ‘We be of one blood, ye and I’ to
help keep him safe. The first Jungle Book – Kaa’s Hunt.
Remember Shere Khan – how careless he was. We
can show our bravery and intelligence by keeping safe
ourselves and keeping others safe.

Matching Themes and Boomerang Topics
These examples of a main aim, theme and sub theme and Challenges with possible
activities might be of some help to you.
Challenge

6
7

Special
Aim

Main
Theme

Sub-Theme

Story Line

Good turn

Australia

First
Australians

Aborigines

Use as an introduction to
Handcraft – bark canoes
Tracking
Cooking – wallaby stew etc
Quiz
Animals and birds, plants
Yarns from Dreamtime
Playlets – myths
Good turn – Aborigines
always looked after each
other and their land …
code of living

The land
I know

Australia
today

Sense training – draw outline

9
11
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Possible Activities

map of Australia – have heats
Our flag – stories activities
Our emblems – activities
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Film – jamborees
Sports – games and quizzes
Outdoor – pioneering
Keep Australia Beautiful
The Arts
Scouts Own
Good Turn – Australians
help Australians
My district

Stories about
where you
live

Car trial
Mystery tour
Trail
Exploring
Visit to…
Visit from…
Community services
Conservation activity
Yarns
Old identities
Early pictures
Good turn for district

Tourists
from space

Visitors
from space
want to
learn about
Australia

Test passing night –
parents are tourists
from outer space –
they supervise bases.

2
4
5

Special
Aim

Main
Theme

Courage

The
Great
Outdoors

Sub-Theme

Green is
great

Story Line

Green is one
of Australia’s
colours

Possible Activities

Come dressed as green
as possible
Leaf prints, moulds
Leaf identifying

11

Outdoor safety
Tracking and trails
Sing Kermit’s song
Sports – Olympics
Flags
Frogs – song, hopping,
leaping
Find the frog – follow
compass trail
Courage to lose as
well as win
Trees

Use and
abuse of
trees

Night hike
Conservation
Pioneering – use of poles
Wattle tree – Australian
emblem
Fires – danger of
Mowgli kidnapped and taken
through the trees
to Cold Lairs
Bush safety
Study a tree
Visit from Forestry Office
Night in the bush
Tree – estimation of height
Animals in the Jungle
Early days and trees
Courage not to vandalise

Stars
Nature
and us
Flying high

Stories about
stars

Star gazing

How nature
influences
our lives

Stars on flag/Coat of Arm

About things
of the air

Visitor with telescope
Star games and activities
Bake star biscuits
Yarns
Sing ‘Twinkle, Twinkle’ and
make up new words
Jungle at night
Star myth – about courage

continued...
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Challenge

continued...
Challenge

Special
Aim

Main
Theme

Sub-Theme

Story Line

Nature and
us

How nature
influences
our lives

Possible Activities

Local fauna and flor
State emblems
Yarns
Conservation
Medicines and plants
Nature – recovery from fir
Yarn – ‘The Water Truce’ from
The First and Second Jungle
Books
Night hike/day hike
Spotlighting
Visit to fauna park, bushland,
zoo etc.
Courage to persevere as
nature does

Flying high

About things
of the air

Balloon games
Kits
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Planes – paper and otherwise
Climbing
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Rope swinging
Clouds, stars, skies
Stars - on flag and so o
Birds - games and activities
Quiz
Yarns – early fliers - their
courage
Visit by pilot, slides etc. Visit
to airfield

The short-term program

• start with an active game

The short-term program breaks the yearly
outline into three or four month segments,
depending on the way your Leaders prefer
to program.

• fit the games as well as the other
activities to the theme

Use a large sheet of paper and draw up a
chart similar to the example.

• the element of surprise is a great
tactical weapon.

• 	decide what Boomerang work will
be included each week
• 	transfer major events from the
yearly outline
• 	enter main ideas or events for
each week.
You will need to do this with your Pack
Leaders three or four times a year and well
in advance of each short-term period.

The weekly programs
The planning of the weekly programs needs
to be carefully done each month so that you
know what you and the other Leaders are
doing and what you all need. You all have
the same purpose in mind. The headings
in this section are designed to help you
feel your way through the planning of your
part of the program as well as showing you
ways to program as a whole. Each heading
is worthy of consideration and each one
has an effect on a program. If you are new
to programming you may find it useful
to check back over this chapter every
few weeks.
The main points are:
• 	program must have objectives
• 	do not let the theme dominate
programming considerations –
poetic licence is quite acceptable
to Cub Scouts
• 	set instruction roughly within the theme
and sub-theme

• quiet activity before closing ceremonies

Get 60 minutes out of
every hour
• 	See that the opening and closing
ceremonies don’t drag
• 	Start right on time, i.e. Grand Howl at
6.30pm sharp if you meet at 6.30pm
• 	Attendance and dues to Sixers as Cub
Scouts arrive
• Inspection
	
should be short, snappy and
thorough
• 	Use games to keep Cub Scouts
in corners
• 	No lagging between program items;
Assistants must keep on their toes
• 	Set a time for the following and then
beat the time down:
– How long does it take for the Pack to
get into the circle?
– How long does it take for the Pack to
become quiet?
– How long before the last Cub Scout
leaves the Pack meeting?
• 	Don’t overplay games, five-ten minute
is usually long enough
• 	Atmosphere: Distinctive - Unusual
-Thrilling
• 	Terminology - Baloo, Rikki etc.
(not ‘Sir’ or ‘Miss’)
• 	Stories - crafts - excitement
• 	Opening and Closing - Grand Howl.
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• 	divide each theme in appropriate sub
themes and allocate to each week

• build to a climax

Content
• Remember the eight areas of growth
of the Cub Scout program
• Remember the eight elements
for programming
• Remember the ingredients necessary
to the Cub Scout Program
• Keep the Promise and Law firmly
in mind.

Games
Average five minutes actual playing time
(this does not include getting ready or
clearing away after the game).
• 	Use for passing and reviewing
requirements
• 	Good disciplined start and proper finis

Continuity

• 	Don’t overplay favourite games

• 	Part of much of each meeting should
tie in with what was done last week
and what will be done next week

• 	Points for all Sixes, i.e. last Six gains at
least one point

• 	Help to ensure steady development
and all-round progress

• 	Elimination games – Cub Scouts to do
a somersault or headstand and rejoin
game – rather than stand out

• 	Can inspire a sense of anticipation.

Concentration
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• 	A continuous thread running through
all programs.
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• 	Cub Scout attention span is short –
do not ask for concentrated effort for
more than 15 minutes and part of that
should be activity

• 	Variety of games is important

• 	Use imagination – one type of replay,
many ways of playing it; run, hop, skip,
blind folded, arm in sling, lights out,
carrying a ball etc.
• 	Let Cub Scouts suggest and lead
games.

• 	Plan a game after an instruction period
to relieve the concentration pressure.

Instruction

Discipline

Important part of Program – 10 to 20
minutes including cleaning up any mess
and returning equipment.

• 	Based on the Promise
• 	Expected by all at all times
• 	Opening sets the scene – make sure
ceremonies are treated with due
respect

• 	Progress for all – requires short and
long-term planning
• 	Chart – Cub Scouts put up their own
stars or markings

• 	Pack signals are as important as voice
commands – don’t yell

• 	Work slips – use parents for home
centred requirements

• 	Firm

• 	Use games, stunts and quizzes to
teach and pass requirements

• 	Fair
• 	Consistent.

Fun
• 	Important
• 	Very important
• 	Most important

• 	Clothes folded in corners, not jumbled
on floo
• 	Encourage Cub Scouts to telephone
when absent.
Remember that instruction should be 5%
talk, 10% demonstration, 85% practical
work.

Notice boards – pictures of

Resources

animals, boxers skipping, cartoons etc.

• 	Written material

• 	Noise is necessary for Cub Scouts
• 	Control the times
• 	Control the amount
• 	Have control at all times.

People
• 	Everyone should be involved all
the time
• 	All Assistants and Cub Scout
Youth Helpers take a part in
program planning
• 	Get ideas from Leaders, Pack
and parents
• 	Congratulate and encourage
• 	Make sure everyone who should know
does know what is about to happen.
Put plans on paper
• 	All Leaders have a job in each program

• 	Slides, films, photos, video
• 	Games kits; use own imagination
to adapt
• 	People - specialist to visit
• 	Places to visit
• 	Imagination – of Leaders and
Cub Scouts.

Surprise
• 	Adds interest
• 	Adds fun
• 	Avoids monotony.

Theme
• 	This will help Cub Scouts relate the
activity to usage
• 	Allows for imaginative presentation of
Boomerang topics
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• 	Adds a touch of fun and adventure.
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Noise

• 	Be positive – praise the good rather
than frown on the bad

Time

• 	Use specialist visitors for interest
and variety.

• Start and finish on Time

Reading
• 	Note that reading activities can be
difficult for some Cub Scout
• 	Keep reading matter very simple
• 	Know each child’s ability
• 	Support any child who may feel
pressured by such a situation
(e.g. pairs, Leader reading aloud,
have it on tape).

Records
• 	Keep individual record sheets up to
date at all times
• 	Clear, visual display of progress for
planning meetings
• 	Money available for activities.

• Make every minute count
• Make sure each program item
follows on quickly – no time to get
up to mischief
• Don’t overdo any activity, no matter
how popular
• Ceremonies must be short, sharp
and simple.

Writing
• Writing activities can be difficult for
some Cub Scouts
• Keep written material very simple
• Use underlining the answer, one word
answers, choice of working in pairs,
Leader recording answers etc.

Short Term Program Outline
Month

Theme

March

Scouting

April

Conservation

Week 1

Week 2

Sub theme

Life of B-P

Scouting
history

Challenge
work

Select appropriate Challenges to
meet Pack’s needs

Activities

Animated yarn

Fitness

Sub theme

Recycling

Conservation
and me

Challenge
work

Select appropriate Challenges to
meet Pack’s needs

Activities

Rubbish

What Cub
Scouts can do
for...

Sub theme

Mother’s Day

Friendship

Challenge
work

Select appropriate Challenges to
meet Pack’s needs

Activities

Cub Scouts
cook supper
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May
a) Friendship
b)
Entertainment

Yarns, songs,
games

Week 3

Week 4

Week 5

Outings/ Special Events

Night Ramble

Link with
Troop

Scouting and
the Promise

Night Ramble
Scout Leaders and PLs to visit.

Normal times

Tea at Hall
Films/slides

Water
pollution

Ozone layer

Select appropriateAchievement
Challenges to
meet Pack’s needsBadge
Visitor

Special Pack

Hike – 19th

Introduce Special Badge World
Conservation or Landcare

Greenhouse
effect

In the
footlights

Select appropriate Challenges to
meet Pack’s needs
Cub Scout
choice

Scouts to cook outdoor meal
for Cub Scouts and talk about
Troop life during meeting.

Pack show
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Introduce Achievement Badge
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Select appropriate Challenges to
meet Pack’s needs

Weekly Program
Month & Theme

Week 1

Week 2

Week 3

FEBRUARY
Safety

Safety and the
Promise

Bush safety

Home and water
safety

MARCH
Scouting

Life of B-P

World Scout Day
and AP Region

Ramble

APRIL
Conservation

Exploring

Conservation
and me

Water pollution

MAY
a) Friendship
b) Entertainment

Mother’s Day
cookout

Friendship

Special Pack
meeting

JUNE
People and
Cultures

Cultural groups

Aborigines

Regions and
culture

JULY
Fitness

Fitness and ropes

Night beat

Ball games of skill

AUGUST
World Scouting

A trip to Tokyo

Cub Scouts
around the world

Crazy Cooks

SEPTEMBER
a) Jungle
b) Helping hands

Survival

The Jungle

Visit to X Pack for
Jungle Jaunts

OCTOBER
Your Community

Life skills

Local history

Local people

NOVEMBER
Communication

World
communication

Let’s think of
others

The media

DECEMBER
Christmas in
Australia

Australian
traditions

Carol singing

JANUARY
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Week 4

Week 5

Program aim, outing and highlight
• Hike 19th
• Lunch & Scout Hall cleanup 29th

Link with Troop

• Breakfast in the park – 6th
• Founder’s Day (B-P’s Birthday) – 22nd
• District swimming carnival – 27th
Scouting and the
Promise

• Visit by SL & PLs
• Scouting badge information

Ozone layer

• Hike – 19th
• Introduce Special Interest Badge
(World Conservation or Landcare)

In the footlights

• Mother’s Day cookout
• Pack Show – introducing Achievement
Badge Entertainer

How we live

Campfire

• Visit to Cultural group – 1st
• Campfire – help from Scout
(toast & cocoa)

Stone Age
discoveries

• Visit to gym for talk and use
of equipment

World Scouting

• First Scout camp held at Brownsea
Island, United Kingdom in 1907 – 1st
• Parents to help at Crazy Cooks night
• Area Rally 29th
• Special Interest Badge (World Friendship)

Helping hands

Parents and
children
Handcrafts

• Meeting other Cub Scouts
• Parents and children night

Community help

• Visit by SL
• Visit to historical home
• Special Pack meeting

The Family
and me

• Family cookout and campfire – 12t
• Introduce Achievement Badge
First Aider
• Pack holiday – 5-6-7th
• Carol singing at Nursing Home –
presents
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First Aid

• 	you know the reason for the choice
of theme or activities which gives you
a better understanding of what you
should be doing and how to do it.
When program meetings are scheduled
is up to the Leaders and the times they
have available. There are a number of
options and your Leaders may not keep
to the same format all the time. It does
not matter; what matters is that you
get together and plan. Once your year’s
outline has been decided upon, you
need meetings to finalise the short term
planning. This can be on a four, six, eight
or ten week basis.
Don’t make extra nights if you can avoid
it. And how can you avoid it? Think about
times like these:
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Program planning
meetings
These are a very important part of
successful Scouting. They are a Leader’s
responsibility along with turning up at a
meetings and wearing the proper uniform.
It is important that you understand why
you need to be present when your
Leaders are program planning. You need
to be there so that:
• 	you know what is going on
• 	you get to know the other
Leaders better
• 	your ideas are put forward for
consideration. It is important that the
Cub Scouts get a chance to participate
in ideas put forward by all the
Leaders. This gives variety of ideas
and approach
• 	you know exactly what is required of
you for each meeting because you
have been in on the planning

• stay behind for 60 to 90 minutes after
your regular meetings. Warn the Cub
Scouts and parents the week before
that you have a meeting straight after
the final parade. You would, therefore,
appreciate everyone going home as
quickly as possible after clean up.
• organise a car quiz around the district
using parents to each drive
a small number of Cub Scouts.
Leaders stay at the meeting
place and program plan.
• Sixes night. Sixers organise (with
Leader help) for their Six to meet at
the home of one of them and watch a
suitable video, play games or do
handcraft, depending on the parents.
These times will give you an hour to three
hours and not cost you an extra night out.
Some Leaders meet at the Scout Hall and
others like to meet at the home of one of
them. Choose what is most suitable.

Cub Scouts are very keen characters
and so it is usually easy to keep them
interested if you put care and forethought
into your part of the program.
• know exactly what activity you are
doing and when
• understand why the activity is in the
program and its importance
• give a reason for doing the activity –
e.g. ‘Let’s pretend that we have to run
3km with an important message. It’s
going to be very important that our
shoes are firmly on our feet otherwise
we might get a blister or a sprained
ankle and not get the message through
as quickly as we should. All tie up your
shoe laces (or someone else’s if you
have snap grips on).’ OR
‘Here’s a good reason for us to be
healthy and be able to run quite
a distance without exhausting
ourselves. How do we keep fit an
healthy?’ If you are running a game,
theme it into the program – make
it sound exciting, interesting
or worthwhile
• use charts, slides, pictures, magazines
or anything that will add interest
• avoid giving a lot to read – some will
find it difficult and some will
very slow
• have simple instructions – use words
that the Cub Scouts will know
• demonstrate whenever possible
• make sure you have everything
you need, and spares of items that
may break or not work, e.g. textas,
balloons, batteries, power plugs etc.
• don’t be too ambitious
• plan out your time e.g. 20 minutes
Boomerang Time – Bronze Challenge

•

Your community. You might break it
up into a five minute discussion with
the group on why we should be tidy.
Then have ten minutes for practical
work folding clothes, sewing on a
button or cleaning shoes, with five
minutes to wind up and clean up
your working area.

If you are running a game, make sure it
fits the program theme. It should take
no longer than two minutes to introduce
and demonstrate. You will need to
finish about one minute before time to
work out winners or comment on the
game and then hand the Pack over to
the next Leader in a controlled manner,
e.g. in Six corners, sitting in Six lines or
standing quietly.
• 	remember to comment on or
compliment good behaviour and
attitudes. Only start when all Cub
Scouts are attentive
• 	keep an eye on your watch. It is
important to finish on time or as clos
as possible to the time allowed.
These points will help you make the most
of your time with the Cub Scouts.
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You and your activities

Program aids
To make your part of the program as
interesting and varied as possible you
will need the help of manufactured
aids. These are in addition to your own
imagination and ingenuity and the
combined ideas and efforts of the other
Leaders in your Pack. There is an endless
source of program ideas available.
Charts – these may be
commercially made:
• 	charts on safety, weather, sports etc
from government departments
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• other
	
charts sponsored by community
and business. Or they may be
homemade by using magazines,
tracing, brochures, and ideas seen
elsewhere. Your charts need to be eyecatching, and uncluttered. It is better to
have three charts with a few things on
them than one chart with too much.
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Handbooks – you should have a full
range of relevant handbooks, obtainable
from Scouting retailers. As a Leader in
the Cub Scout Section you will find these
books invaluable.
Reference books – as time goes on
you will find that you can get ideas from
• 	book shops
• 	local libraries
• 	children’s books found at fetes, fairs
and secondhand sales
• 	Scouting magazines – always a source
of ideas.
Magazines and newspapers
– will often offer you ideas and themes.
Keep a scrap book of cuttings or file
under separate headings. It is a good idea
to paste them to a sheet of paper first
District Training Meetings –
Seeonee
This meeting is for the exchange of
ideas and for training purposes.

Other people – remember you are
not alone. Help is available from other
Sections of the Movement, from the
parents in your Group and from local
clubs and service people like police, vets,
chemists etc.
Organising – if you value your time,
organise yourself and your gear.
• 	Have one place where you keep your
Cub Scouting items.
• 	Have one place on your bookshelves
for Cub Scouting books.
• 	Have a resource file or folder larg
enough for main topics.
Some ideas:
GAMES – any game that requires sound
effects or music
• Kim’s
	
Game 1: Record a number of
sounds which Cub Scouts should
recognise. Make sure you leave
a short space between each one.
Play back. Cub Scouts can work as
individuals, small groups or in Sixes to
see who recognises the most sounds.
Variation – get the Sixers to tape
the sounds.
• Kim’s
	
Game 2: Tape members of
the Pack singing or saying a chosen
sentence. The rest of the Pack have to
identify the voices.

MUSIC – there are a number of ways of
using music in a program.
• Background
	
music – quietly playing
can help small groups to concentrate
and maybe close out other
distracting noises.
• Atmosphere
	
– carols playing in the
foyer near Christmas, Country and
Western songs for a Cowboy
night etc.
• Teaching
	
a song – if you are not too
confident about a tune to a new song
then tape it. That way everyone gets
the same tune. You can get someone
to play the tune on a piano, organ or
guitar, or someone with a clear voice
to sing it.
YARNS – don’t use a tape recorder too
often this way, but it does have its uses.
• Character
	
yarn – use other Leaders
or your Sixers to tell a story using
different characters saying their parts,
e.g. the first Jungle story; B-P a
Charterhouse.
• Sound
	
effects – a good story with
sound effects added.
• Mystery
	
yarn – work out a story using
sounds only.
Cub Scouts have to work out what the
story is.
• Story 1 - The Drink of Water
– Door creaking open
– Footsteps

– Glass rattling
– Tap turned on
– Gulping sounds
– Ahhhhhhhhhhhh!
• Story
	
2 – Burst Bag of Chips
– Crackling
	
of cellophane, e.g. packet
of chips
– Bang – burst bag
– Walking on chips.
• Story
	
3 - The Lost Day Pack
In this type of yarn the Leader records
most of the story, leaving gaps for one
Cub Scout to put in any suitable word of
their or theirs choice. The story becomes
quite funny depending on the words
added by the Cub Scout.
Here is an example:
LEADER: Peter had his day pack on his
back and was walking to meet the other
Cub Scouts outside the ______. When he
got there he walked up all the steps and
said ‘Hello’ to ______ who was singing
a song very loudly. Peter thought this
was very ______ so he put down his day
pack and went to see ______. After that
they hopped on a ______ and flew across
the ocean. It was such a lovely day that
Peter thought he would buy a ______ and
wear it. It was then he thought about
his day pack. Where was it? Oh yes,
he remembered. Just at that moment a
______ ran by and Peter and the other
Cub Scouts got on. It was a slow trip
back. The other Cub Scouts were not too
happy about having to go back for Peter’s
pack as you can imagine. They made him
______ all the way home.
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• Merry-Go-Round:
	
Chairs in a big
circle making horses on the merry-goround. One less than number in Pack.
Music is played and Pack bob up and
down, walking around the merry goround with the extra child in centre.
When the music stops all try for
a ‘horse’.

Traditional games
• 	Start a games file for other countries
Some games will be found in Scouting
literature. Others can be found in a
public library.
• 	International Wide Game. Base it on
some exciting well-known historical
event in another Scouting country.

Collector’s badge
• 	Collect postcards from other
countries. Many can be obtained
from families and friends who have
received them from people in other
countries or acquired them on trips
abroad. Cub Scouts can mount their
collection in scrapbooks.
• 	Collect stamps from Scouting
countries.
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• 	Have everyone collect one postage
stamp from as many Scouting
countries as possible. Put the
collections, suitably mounted, on
display at some function attended by
parents and friends. The winners are
those who collect a stamp from the
most countries – can be presented
with prizes, such as stamp albums;
and all can be encouraged to try to
complete their collections, until every
Scouting country is represented.
The same could be done with coins and
Scout badges and emblems.
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Planning for Boomerangs
Check list
Make up a simple check-list chart over a four week or eight week period so that at a
glance Leaders can see instruction given and that none is missed.
Challenge
Number

1

Week 1

Week 2

B

S

G

X

X

X

B

2

Week 3

S

G

X

X

B

S

Week 4
G

B

S

G

3
4

X

X

5
6
7
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8
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9
10
11
12
13
14

X

X

X

X

X

In some programs more than one aspect of training can be covered in the
Pack meeting.

Sample programs covering Boomerang Challenges
Some using the ideal number of Leaders – or less.
For four Leaders, or three and a parent, based at the meeting place, but with some
outside activities.
New
Chums

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Groupings

Meeting opens in usual way
15 mins

Instruction
with Pack
Leader

Pack
Personal
safety and
safety
houses

10 mins

Ball throwing relays
Assess Bronze for passing

10 mins

Cub Scout Law from
newspaper the letters
and words
Find examples

Visit the
pool

Lost in the
bush

4 separate
groups

Cover
water
safety

As for
Bronze

All but
Silver

As for
Bronze

All but
Silver
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Meeting proceeds to a short game, then a story – closing ceremony.

Pack

Here are two programs – one with each unit working on a different aspect of the
Boomerang Challenges and one with each unit working on the same in the three age
groups.
Time

Bronze

Silver

35 mins

Usual opening and first game

15 mins

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS ON THE GROUP AS A FAMILY –
One or two Scouts and Venturer Scouts invited to tell of their
activities and assist for the evening – re Scouting Badges

20 mins

Following from
previous week’s
instruction – a
talk on home
safety cut outs
Cub Scouts have
brought along

5 mins

All together for a look at some slides of birds with tape
recording of call, if possible.

10 mins

Game – know your birds – match pictures of birds with names

5 mins

Closing ceremony

At pool, practising
and testing

Gold

First aid practical
instruction, test
on last week’s
instruction only.
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Time

Try this manner of instruction and testing. For all tests – split the Pack into Boomerang
groups. First have instruction on Challenge 6 and then test on last week’s instruction.
Time

Bronze

Silver

Gold

30 mins

Meeting opens usual way – warm up games

15 mins

Instruction using
charts etc on
Australian Flag

Instruction on
State Insignia

Instruction on
Australian Coat of
Arms

20 mins

Testing as
necessary (not
Challenge 6)

As Bronze

As Bronze

20 mins

GAME – CONCENTRATION One set of cards with State
emblems on them and another set with names of States on
them. Cards face down. Play Sixes off against each other.
Grand Final

5 mins

Closing ceremony

Here is a program using three Leaders with the help of a Cub Scout Youth Helper.
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Time

Membership

20 mins

Usual opening… followed by a game

5 mins

Talk on
good turn

20 mins

Walk around
areas near
Scout Hall
Do good turns

20 mins

25 mins

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Talk on
animals, birds
and plants
– how to
identify them

Experiments
with magnets
and magnetic
fields

Instruction
on mapping
symbols

Short walk
around area
spotting and
observing
animals, birds
and plants

Make
magnetic
needle and
cork compass

Make papier
mache model
of simple
imagined area
with hills,
valleys etc

Walk with
Leader –
demonstrate
knowledge
and road
safety

Follow simple
compass trail

Use road
map to arrive
specified
location

All meet together at some point outside for game and supper

Looking for ideas for a program with only two Leaders and using a ‘resource person’
such as a Cub Scout Youth Helper or parent? Here are two programs which may help.
Time

New Chums

25 mins

Meeting opens usual way
then games

10 mins

Bronze

Knotting revision – assess
Bronze for passing

Silver

Gold

Visit to local
Council
Chambers

Trail signs

25 mins

Make code wheels,
secret writings

As for Bronze

10 mins

Code Game

As for Bronze

5 mins

Round Robin yarn

5 mins

Closing ceremony

How about using three dads to help with this one?
New Chums

Bronze

20 mins

Meeting opens usual way – then games

30 mins

Short game
outside
followed by
practise of
Grand Howl
etc.

10 mins

Cub Scout
Promise

10 mins

Bronze show collection and
Gold demonstrate stilt walking

15 mins

Short game for all and yarn

5 mins

Closing ceremony

Matching
length of
feet and
hand spans
collected by
Leader prior to
meeting

Silver

Make a colour
wheel and use

Gold
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Make pairs of
stilts

See Bronze
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Time

This program has the Pack working together except for one segment of the program.
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Time

New Chums

Bronze

20 mins

Opening and game

15 mins

Each Cub Scout constructs a monster using cardboard rolls, pipe
cleaners, coloured paper and glue

5 mins

Game – Monsters

15 mins

Six knotting challenge – how many knots in a set time

10 mins

Bagheera –
work with
New Chums

5 mins

A short active game on a monster theme

15 mins

Sing – song, yells

5 mins

Closing ceremony

Passing shoe
tying

Silver

Passing
bowline and
sheetbend

Gold

Clove hitch
and lashings
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THE CUB SCOUT AWARD SCHEME
A thought
It’s not the badges on their arm
Those Boomerangs three, two, one,
That tell the folk they meet in life
Cub Scouting isn’t all fun.
It’s not the stars the years have earned
The knots that they can tie,
It’s how they face each new-born day
The way they strive and try.
The way they meet a hundred cares,
The troubles they surmount,
The spirit and the smiling face
Those are the things that count.

A. 	
Boomerang Scheme – the main
thrust of Cub Scout training, starting
immediately after investiture and
continuing until ready to advance to
the Scout Troop.
B. 	
Achievement Badge Scheme –
interwoven into Cub Scout training,
relying heavily on natural interest and
outside the Pack help. It is designed
to complement the Boomerang
Scheme and not to overshadow it.
C. 	
Grey Wolf Award – designed
especially for the older Cub Scout.
D. 	
Special Interest Badges – these
are badges in special interest areas
including World Conservation,
Landcare, Waterwise, Faith
Awareness, Local History, Their
Service Our Heritage and the
Language Emblem.

It is important to appreciate the
differences between each of these parts
and where they stand in the overall training
of the child. The Boomerang Scheme,
the Achievement Badge Scheme and
the Special Interest Badges are stand
alone schemes and do not rely on each
other. The Grey Wolf Award recognises
activities completed from all other parts
of the Award Scheme as well as having
some unique elements as well.
The common elements of the Award
Scheme are:
• firmly relevant to the Cub Scout
Promise and Law and the eight areas
of growth.
• encouragement to learn/experience
more.
• designed to give confidence
• a badge in recognition of effort.
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The Cub Scout Award Scheme has
four parts:

The Boomerangs have a natural place
in programs, but it is also important to
introduce Achievement Badge activities
from time to time.

1. Health
	
and First Aid
(Responsibility for Self)

Boomerang Scheme

3.	Ropes
(Outdoor Scouting)

This is a very important part of Cub Scout
training. It is a method which helps us
meet the Purpose of Scouting . . .
‘physical, intellectual, social, emotional
and spiritual’ growth of young people.
This scheme is a means to an end;
gaining of the badge should not be the
important part, it is what the child
confronts and learns on the way to
gaining the badge that counts.
The Boomerang Scheme has
three levels:
Bronze Boomerang
Silver Boomerang
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Gold Boomerang
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While these are not specifically age
based, the level of the Boomerangs are
such that they are designed to suit the
‘average’ 71/2 to 81/2 year-old (Bronze), 81/2
to 91/2 year-old (Silver) and 91/2 to 101/2 yearold (Gold). However when deciding what
level a child is to start at, their capabilities
must be taken into account. The time
allowed is normally about 12 months but
this may vary depending on the child.
Each Boomerang is made up of 14
Challenges as listed below. The topic in
brackets gives the area of growth that
the Challenge is focusing on. The same
topics are included in each Boomerang
level and the Challenges are developed
further in each successive Boomerang.

2.	Safety
(Responsibility for Self)

4.	Outdoor Scouting
(Outdoor Scouting)
5. Our Cub Scout Traditions
(Scouting Purpose and Principles)
6. Symbols
	
of Australia
(Growing Awareness of
Local Community)
7. Promise
	
and Law
(Values of Scouting)
8.	Fitness
(Pursuits and Interests &
Responsibility for Self)
9. People
	
and Cultures
(Growing Awareness of
Wider World)
10.	Scientific Discovery
(The World Around Us)
11.	The Natural Environment
(The World Around Us)
12.	Self Expression
(Creativity)
13.	Handcraft
(Creativity)
14.	Your Community
(Growing Awareness of
Local Community)

The following points are important to the
successful running of the Boomerang
Scheme:

of the year. Revision sessions are very
important for 7 to 10 year olds.

• the 14 Boomerang Challenges are the
basis for the Cub Scout training
program and because of this they must
not be altered just to suit a Leader’s
own fancy

How it operates

• the standard required is the child’s
best. One child may need to be sent
away to do better; another child may
need to be encouraged and a lesser
standard accepted - but it will still be
the child’s own best
• every child should feel that they have
earned the badge
• every child should feel that they are
making progress and be able to see it
shown on a chart or card
• a child who has completed a
Boomerang can be encouraged to use
Boomerang training time for valuable
revision and for helping others learn
• in Boomerang training children work
with a Leader, another Cub Scout or a
number of Cub Scouts; they share their
knowledge or expertise; they
experience how it feels and do not just
listen to someone ‘telling them’ how it
feels; they gain confidence with each
step forward. Cub Scouts learn best
by doing!
How often you include each Challenge in a
year’s program is up to the Leaders. Some
Packs cover each Challenge once, most
twice. If you include a Challenge twice a
year this allows for initial instruction and a
revision session in the second six months

• 	Within each Boomerang level a child
may complete the ten Challenges
in any order, but must complete
Boomerang Challenge 7 (Promise and
Law) last.
• 	Cub Scouts are instructed in all 14
Challenges in each Boomerang level
but the child selects which of the
optional Challenges they wish to
pass to gain their Boomerang. It is
not necessary to complete the same
optional Challenges in each level.
• 	All Challenges within the Boomerang
Scheme can be passed by any of the
Adult Leaders or parent helpers,
apart from the Promise and Law,
which should only be passed by an
Adult Leader.
• 	A Cub Scout starts and works towards
the Boomerang level appropriate
to their skill and knowledge. As
previously stated it is expected that a
71/2 year-old Cub Scout would start the
Bronze Boomerang, an 81/2 year-old
Cub Scout start the Silver Boomerang
and a 91/2 year-old Cub Scout start
the Gold Boomerang. When a Leader
decides which level a Cub Scout is to
start at, their skill and knowledge level
and not only their age should be taken
into account.
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• sometimes a Cub Scout may not be
capable of coping with a Challenge.
The responsible Leader will then make
the requirements as close as possible
to the original

• 	To qualify at each level of the
Boomerang Scheme, a Cub
Scout must complete 10 of the
14 Challenges included in that
particular level. Challenges 1 to 7
are compulsory, so these must be
completed along with any three others
from the optional Challenges 8 to 14.

• Providing the Pack program is well
planned and balanced in content, most
Cub Scouts will complete a Boomerang
in 9-12 months. Where a Cub Scout
finishes their Boomerang in a quicker
time than this they can be encouraged
to stay at that level for the 9-12 months
and to use Boomerang training time for
valuable revision and for helping others
learn. Where it is taking longer than 12
months to complete a Boomerang level
the Leader should decide whether to
move the Cub Scout to the next level or
allow them to complete the level, again
based on the child’s level of skill and
knowledge.
• A Cub Scout should be encouraged
to finish at least one Boomerang level
before going on to the Scout Section.
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• A Cub Scout wears each Boomerang
Badge earned on the left sleeve of the
shirt. A 10 year-old who started as a 71/2
year-old, ideally could wear all three
Boomerang Badges.

When to include
Boomerang training
The Boomerang Scheme is designed
to cater for the differences in physical
and intellectual development of Cub
Scouts. By giving them things to do – a
set of personal achievements within the
bounds of individual ability – we are also
catering to the social, emotional and
spiritual requirements of the age group
and the Movement. There needs then,
to be consistent use of the scheme in
our programs. Times when Boomerang
training is suitable can be:
• 	during the weekly meeting. Up to
20 minutes at a time set aside as
Boomerang Time, working in the
Boomerang groups
• 	during games and activities

• 	on outings
• 	during Pack Council
• 	special time at the home of a Leader or
any other place
• 	as a ‘task’ between meetings.
This may rely on parents instructing
their child.

How to instruct
There are various ways of introducing the
Boomerang Challenges to Cub Scouts,
all of which may be suitable at different
times. The Cub Scout method involves
learning by doing so a child is instructed
in the Boomerang Challenges by doing,
wherever possible. Use what resource
material you can find so that the topics
are presented in different and stimulating
ways. As a Leader, you are expected to
give constant attention to acquiring and
improving the skills of helping others to
learn. Keep these points in mind:
• 	use practical activities wherever possible
- do it!
• 	use visual aids - charts, pictures, posters,
slides, videos, practical objects
• 	find practical application of Boomerang
Challenges in daily life
• 	make up plays, mimes and incidents to
put the Challenges to use
• 	use games involving the Boomerang
Challenges
• 	have occasional ‘revision’ nights
when the program is designed around
Challenges recently taught
• 	Leaders should not specialise in one
Boomerang level, but work with the
three levels regularly. This gives the
Cub Scouts varying attitudes and
presentation and a chance to experience
the views, talents and personalities of all
the Leaders.

Some useful hints
Periods of instruction are arranged in
Boomerang groups rather than as a
Pack. Hence the need for at least three
Adult Leaders is clearly apparent. Other
people can be called on to help you such
as parents, Leaders from other Sections,
Youth Members from other Sections and
other interested adults. If you do use
such people make sure they know exactly
what is required of them well before the
night they visit.

Give them a good reason for learning,
e.g., Bronze Health and First Aid – show
how to treat a graze or small cut. If a cut
gets infected it could cause them to miss
an outing; or it could mean a doctor’s visit.
Make each individual Boomerang group
as comfortable as possible. If possible,
keep them out of sight of the others or at
least well removed.
 e prepared to start as soon as you have
B
their attention. Have all the materials you
need right beside you - don’t leave the
group to go and get something. That is
inviting upsets and distraction.
 ncourage the Cub Scouts as often as
E
you can. Acknowledge good work and
sensible suggestions. Involve them all.
Thank them for their interest and attention
when it is time to pack up.

Keeping tabs on progress
It is important to keep a strict watch on each
child’s progress through the Boomerang
Challenges. If you are the Cub Scout
Leader then it will be part of your job to see
that a child has an opportunity of attaining
the Challenges. If they attend regularly
and you program for each Challenge
to be included twice a year, then they
should have an opportunity for instruction
and revision. Children often need a bit
of extra attention or encouragement
on certain Challenges so the Cub Scout
Leader must be able to quickly pinpoint
any child for special attention. Having to
count up the Challenges marked off in the
register is time consuming, and looking
at the progress chart on the wall is not
always convenient.
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A wise Leader never sits and talks, or
reads straight from a book for any length
of time. A brief introduction followed
by some discussion and activity is what
Cub Scouts thrive on. Instruction time,
the 20 minutes in the nightly program,
can also include games and activities. It
does not have to be a straight teaching
session. What is important is that the
Pack
is
interested,
doing
and
therefore learning.

Boomerang
Progress
Chart for Leaders
A Boomerang Progress Chart is essential
to have and keep up to date and should
be the responsibility of one of the Cub
Scout Leaders in the Pack. Each Cub
Scout has one entry and they are normally
arranged in age order. If it is updated
at the end of each month it shows at a
glance exactly where each Cub Scout
stands in Boomerang Progress. The
ideal place to keep the sheets is in the
front of the Register Book so that all
Leaders have quick and easy access to
the information.
The records sheet will fit one Six on
one A4 sized page, so at most you will
only have four sheets for a Pack of 24
Cub Scouts.
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The Cub Scouts also need to be able
to see how they are getting on in
their Boomerang Challenges and it is
recommended that a copy of each Six’s
progress chart be displayed in their Six
corner. The Cub Scouts need to be able
to show their parents proof of progress.
The Cub Scout Record Book is also
very handy. They must remember to
bring them (a good training exercise in
itself) and remember to take them out
of the pocket before their shirts go into
the wash.
By having the Cub Scout Record Book
and Six Charts the parents and Pack can
all check it. It is a good PR exercise as
it says ‘Hey, look at us. Look what we
have done lately.’ It is very important that
it be kept up-to-date. Cub Scouts feel
pride in marking off their achievements
themselves but it is worthwhile having a
Leader keep an eye on it. It should never
look tatty or neglected. If you take the
trouble to start these charts and keep

them up to date, you are going to feel
a lot happier knowing how the Pack is
progressing and you will get more action
from the Cub Scouts themselves when
they can see how they are going, and
want to progress.

Reference material
Ideas for what you can do for instruction
time are included in the Cub Scout
Leaders’ Resource Folder.
As time goes on you will compile resource
material gathered at Training Courses,
DTM’s (Seeonees) and other Scouting
activities as well as from magazines
and books. The children’s section of
your local library abounds with suitable
books, as does your local school library.
Second hand book stores and school
and community swap meets are another
source of cheap reference books.
Keeping a reference file is invaluable. A
small exercise book or folder, divided into
Boomerang Challenges and any other
heading you like, is useful for recording
where you have found or filed a good
idea, so that you can locate it again
months later.
A box of 20 or so A4 sized envelopes is
also handy. Mark one for each Boomerang
Challenge and any other topics you would
like e.g., Promise and Law, B-P, Link
Badge, Yarns, etc. Then you can just drop
in reference material you come across.
Tracing paper or the computer scanner
can be used to copy sketches that will
make your charts more effective. Use
them to make up game cards that look
more interesting than just plain printing.
Use them to make your Pack newsletters
eye catching.
Remember that in Scouting, ideas
are for sharing. Use what ideas you

Our World
“Service to others” has always been
part of Scouting. The work done in
looking after our wildlife and countryside,
conserving our resources and learning
about future options are two matters
which lend themselves to Cub Scout
activities.
Scouts Australia has endorsed the
practice of educating young people by
adopting a conservation badge (World
Scout Environment Badge) as part of its
overall program and by an ‘Environmental
Conservation Code’, called ‘The Australian
Scout Environment Charter’. Scouting
encourages use of the great outdoors
as much as possible for that is the ideal
setting for Scouting.

Boomerang training
With a little forethought and planning
you should be able to help children
relate looking after our world to everyday
living styles. The following chart gives
some ideas of how the environment and
conservation can be incorporated into the
Boomerang Scheme.
Conservation is one of the most
important areas of Cub Scout training and
it is vitally important to make Conservation
both INTERESTING and FUN.
Conservation can be put across in a
number of ways, including:
• 	part of a normal Cub Scout Pack
Meeting Outdoor activity
• 	Pack Holiday outings
• 	Duty to their God.
This can be done using a range of
activities, including:

However, hand in hand with our Scouting
activities must come respect for and care
of whatever area we happen to be in.

• 	coming-in activities

Your example will do much to foster the
proper attitude in your Cub Scouts.

• 	handcraft

Conservation has three important aims:

• outings
	
– rambles or bushwalks
– Pack Holidays
– visits

• 	to teach proper outdoor manners and
good conduct, and so curb vandalism
• 	to develop a sense of respect for living
things and natural resources
• 	to promote better citizenship by
stressing the need for responsible
individual action, since the
maintenance of a healthy environment
is the result of the efforts of
individuals, country, town, city and
state services.

• 	games
• 	yarns and songs
• 	cooking

• 	films, slides, video
• 	personal challenge
• 	visitors.
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see and adapt to suit your Pack and
your task. That is one way we all help
each other.

Challenge

Bronze

Silver

1

Natures’ First Aid
remedies. Plants
used in medicine.

Gold
Grow vegetables for healthy diet.

Assemble a simple First Aid kit and take it on hikes with you.
2

Poisons such as pesticides and their effect on nature.
Water safety is important on outings or
when working on conservation projects.
Care and safety in the bush. What effect could YOU have on them?

3

4

Tie a reef knot use to
tie up bags of litter.

Knots to use on
outdoor adventures
and outings.

Tie a clove hitch
and do a lashing to
make a gadget to
use on adventurous
activities.

Careful use of fire, and fire safety when on activities
Compass and how to make and
use on adventurous activities.

6
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7

Blue for the sea on
our flag

State insignia and
why chosen.

Australian emblems
and their relationship
with our country.

Do your best to live up to the Promise, Duty to your God, and our
Country and caring for all creatures appropriate to the age.

10

Grow a seed, learn
about the air or rocks.

Observe animals,
birds to insects. Find
out about weather,
rain and volcanoes.

11

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle – how can you do it better at your own home.

Find out about
fossil fuels and
how they affect the
environment.

What lives around you and what we have done to damage or improve
our local environment.
12
13

14

Any self-expression area could be tied into conservation.
Use imagination to
recycle materials by
making other things
from them.

Make a ‘conservation’
article.

Make things which
can be used outdoors
to help you.

Visit a local conservation group and national park or reserve.
Join in a community conservation activity.

THE AUSTRALIAN SCOUT
ENVIRONMENT CHARTER
• 	Protect and conserve Animal and Plant life.
• Strive to use less Energy derived directly from fossil fuels.
• 	Recycle resources - save and use items which can be recycled, including
cans, glass, plastic, bottles and paper.
• Always be careful with the use of Fire.
• 	Safeguard the Environment - use products which do not poison the
Environment and correctly dispose of litter or rubbish.
• Preserve the non-living things of Nature from damage and destruction.
• 	Enjoy Nature quietly so that others may enjoy it too. Take an active part in
Environmental Conservation projects.
• Protect the countryside, roads and beaches and keep them free of litter.

• 	Learn about environmental dangers to the soil, water and air, and strive to
protect my planetary home.
• 	Care for my endangered fellow travellers on Earth - find out about animal
that are threatened with extinction.
• 	Strive to have the use of our Earth better planned and more carefully
maintained, so that places where people live will be attractive and
pleasant.
• Think globally and act locally.
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• 	Strive to preserve naturalness, the beauty of the landscape, the wild
plants and animals.

Cub Scouts and
Challenges
Learning facts does not necessarily
give one wisdom.
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These words do not come from The First
and Second Jungle Books, though they
might well have done so. It was important
in the jungle not only to learn the Law
but also to practise the skills necessary
for keeping it; the animals had to prove
that they could keep themselves healthy,
alert and alive. The action of one could
have great repercussions for the rest.
Remember Shere Khan? His cowardly
actions brought men who hunted other
animals. He forgot the Law not to hunt
man, and he forgot to look carefully and
so he stepped in the fire. Remember
how, if the young wolves hunted as they
had been taught, the hunt was successful
and all ate well that night. The young
wolves were taught to crouch, crawl,
sniff the wind, watch their elders, watch
the hunted animals, and control their
own movements. When ready they were
allowed to put their learning into action in
a hunt. Only then could they become an
important member of the pack. It was not
only the knowing it was the actual DOING
that was important. The doing in a natural
atmosphere. And that is what you should
try for with your Cub Scouts.

The word ‘test’ MUST NOT be used
as that promotes the vision of examiner
and examinee and schoolwork! Think in
terms of investigation, try-out, check,
verification, confirmation or corroboration
and then you will have a better
understanding of how to handle this part
of Cub Scouting.
Wisdom comes with putting knowledge
into action under differing, realistic
circumstances. Wisdom comes from
being in the thick of it, the ‘doing’. And
it does not matter what the Boomerang
Challenge is, there are always a number
of ways to put Cub Scouts into a situation
to help them gain further insight and
to help them further along the path to
wisdom and self-reliance.

How – When – Where
Remember that checking the Boomerang
Challenges can be done in a number of
ways BUT it should ALWAYS be just as
varied as any other part of the program. The
checking is mainly done in Pack time by
the Leaders as distinct from Achievement
Badge ‘testing’ which ideally should be
done by outside examiners.
How can you do it?
• 	During a game
• 	As part of an activity
• 	By getting a Cub Scout to help another
• 	By letting a Cub Scout demonstrate to
the Six or Pack
• 	Getting a Cub Scout to organise an
activity around a particular Challenge
• 	Getting a Cub Scout to make up
a display
• 	Arranging for a Cub Scout to check it
directly with a Leader or other adult.

• 	Before a meeting
• 	During a meeting
• 	After a meeting
• 	On an activity
• 	Out of normal Cub Scouting hours.
Where can you do it?
• 	At the Pack Headquarters
• 	At school
• 	At home (theirs or yours if suitable)
• 	Wherever the Pack happens to be
• 	Anywhere else suitable.
Who can do it?
• 	Leaders
• 	Parents
• 	Adult visitors to Pack
• 	Other adults with necessary
knowledge.
Special note: When Cub Scouts have
finished their Boomerang or Achievement
Badge, make sure they do not wait too
long for the badge.

Progressive Boomerang
passing
There are many activities that can keep
the rest of the Pack fully occupied, even
though not constantly supervised, for the
length of time needed to deal with the
assessing of a Challenge by an individual.
Cub Scouts do not really want someone
looking over their shoulders while they
plan or make a Mother’s or Father’s Day
card. They will get more satisfaction from
being able to do the work completely
alone, and will be proud to show the
finished article for praise and approval
Observation games can be used to allow
a Leader time to assess a Cub Scout while
the others are moving around looking at

pictures, advertisements, cut outs, leaves
etc. which have been purposely placed
there. A Cub Scout can be assessed
without disrupting the others, in fact
the others usually would not notice that
one or two others are missing from the
activity. Sometimes while the Leaders
are busy assessing, the Sixers can be left
to supervise their Six.
The main thing is that no one is denied
the opportunity to pass any Challenge for
which they have been training. Therefore
all Leaders must use their imagination
and time to overcome any difficulties
Challenge assessing can become a bit
of a bore or strain for some Cub Scouts,
particularly the younger seven and eight
year-olds, unless a little camouflage
and enjoyment is associated with the
Challenges. Fun makes the task seem
less arduous and the Cub Scouts don’t
realise that they are being assessed on
their Boomerang Challenges.
The standard of Challenge passing has
to be varied according to age and ability.
Physical and intellectual capabilities have
to be kept in mind when Cub Scouts
present themselves for a particular
Challenge, because each one must be
governed by their ability to cope with
that Challenge.
A good foundation must be laid when
a New Chum first enters the Pack
concerning the fundamentals on which
Cub Scouting is based (e.g., How Mowgli
was accepted into the wolf cub pack and
learnt to hunt with it). Another point that
might help you to estimate the capabilities
of New Chums is to listen to what they
understand by the Promise and Law.
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When can you do it?

Here are more examples of when and
where you can assess Challenges in a
practical manner.
Several practical Challenges can be put
into practice on day outings, bush walks
or rambles.
Road safety can be practised when going
to and from activities.
 hallenges such as lighting a match, fire
C
lighting and cooking can be completed on
outings in the parks or bush where the
Cub Scouts have to cook their own meal.
 ramble in the local park or a lengthy
A
bush walk gives an opportunity for the
Cub Scouts to do Challenges relating to
animals, birds and trees together with a
few compass directions before returning
to their starting place.
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It is your responsibility to see that the
Cub Scouts in your Pack do progress by
using the Boomerang Scheme.
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Other ideas for
Challenge passing
Write out questions or statements that
can have a true or false answer. Write T
or F next to question/statement.
 atching activities are great fun.
M
Write questions and answers onto
cardboard using only one colour for all
writing, as some children match cards
using colour.
Photocopied sheets are useful for group
activities. Cub Scouts draw a line to join
questions and answers or draw in what’s
missing.
Make up individual assignment cards and
set up all equipment needed. Cub Scouts
may do any task in any order, but stipulate
a certain number as a maximum to be
using the same piece of equipment. The
Leader ticks completed tasks.

Sultana Circle: Jar full of sultanas. Pack
sits in a circle and passes around a jar.
The Leader plays music or gets one to
close eyes and call stop. The person who
has the jar answers a question on the
Challenge: if correct receives a sultana.
A variation could be a bucket of fruit or
other edibles, instead of sultanas.
Instruction or question inside a balloon,
which must be broken to discover what
has to be done. This could be used in
circle or relay games.
Knotting Cricket: In two teams. Team 1
runs back and forward and scores runs
while Team 2 ties knots in a specific
number of ropes.
 ug-of-war. Two teams join a certain
T
number of ropes. When they have
finished they join the ropes together and
try out their knots with a tug-of-war.
‘Bringing home the elephant’. Knotting
relay where ropes are joined with either
sheet bends or reef knots and tied to a
chair with a bowline or clove hitch. Teams
have to pull the chairs to a finishing line
Make a set of domino cards joining
question to answer.
Market Place Night - activities to include
assessing the Boomerang Challenges
required.

• 	Sports and Recreation

Achievement Badges are extra activities
for a Cub Scout. Their purpose is to
provide additional activities and interests
to supplement the Boomerang Scheme
and thus keep Cub Scouts occupied
and interested.

• 	Our World.

The badges are designed to be attractive
to Cub Scouts so that they will:
• want to earn some of them
• feel confident of their ability to gain
them without danger to their selfesteem
• widen their knowledge on particular
topics
• possibly be introduced to topics
previously not encountered
• gain confidence in talking to adult
• learn to follow a set of guidelines.
There are thirty-four Achievement Badges
with a choice of two progressive levels.
The Achievement Badges have been split
into four categories:
• 	Arts and Literature
• 	Nature, Science and Technology

For the Grey Wolf Award a Level 2
Achievement Badge must be earned
from each of the categories given above.
The Achievement Badges are listed
below with the category to which they
belong shown in brackets.
1. Animals
	
and Birds
(Nature, Science and Technology)
2. Art
	
and Design
(Arts and Literature)
3.	Athlete
(Sports and Recreation)
4.	Bushcraft
(Nature, Science and Technology)
5. Canoeing
	
(Flat Water)
(Sports and Recreation)
6.	Citizenship
(Our World)
7. Codes
	
and Signals
(Nature, Science and Technology)
8.	Collector
(Sports and Recreation)
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Achievement Badges

9.	Cooking
(Sports and Recreation)

29.	Space
(Nature, Science and Technology)

10.	Cyclist
(Sports and Recreation)

30.	Sports
(Sports and Recreation)

11.	Engineer
(Nature, Science and Technology)

31.	Swimmer
(Sports and Recreation)

12.	Entertainer
(Arts and Literature)

32.	Traveller
(Our World)

13.	First Aider
(Our World)

33.	Weather
(Nature, Science and Technology)

14.	Fishing
(Sports and Recreation)

34.	World Friendship
(Our World)

15.	Flight
(Nature, Science and Technology)

Cub Scouts can work towards earning
Achievement Badges at the same time as
they are working towards a Boomerang
Award. There is no limit on the number
they may gain but these badges
should not take precedence over the
Boomerang Scheme.

16.	Gardener
(Nature, Science and Technology)
17.	Handcraft
(Arts and Literature)
18.	Handyworker
(Arts and Literature)
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20.	International Culture
(Our World)
21.	Literature
(Arts and Literature)
22.	Masks and Sculpture
(Arts and Literature)
23.	Musician
(Arts and Literature)
24.	Naturalist
(Nature, Science and Technology)
25.	Pets
(Sports and Recreation)
26.	Photography
(Arts and Literature)
27.	Sailing
(Sports and Recreation)
28.	Scientist
(Nature, Science and Technology)

Gaining a Badge
These are the steps for gaining an
Achievement Badge:
1. The Cub Scout decides on a badge and
which level they want to attempt.
2. The Cub Scout talks about it to a
Leader, who makes sure that the child
knows the requirements. Sometimes,
depending on the child and the badge,
it is worthwhile to speak to parents too.
3. The Cub Scout carries out the
requirements with some help from
family and friends, providing they do
the main work themselves.

5. The Leader gives the Cub Scout:
• The name, address and telephone
number of the examiner
• A badge form for the examiner to
sign when he/she is satisfied that
the requirements have been met.
6. The Cub Scout contacts the examiner
to make an appointment (the Leader
first ensuring that the examiner know
that they will be contacted).
7. The examiner passes the child (which
will not necessarily be after the firs
visit) who gives the signed form to the
Leader who will present the badge at
the first opportunity, usually one or
two weeks after. It should not be later
than this.
8. The Cub Scout should thank the
examiner in person or by a short
written note.

Points for consideration
• 	A badge is awarded on completion of
meeting the requirements set down
for the badge.
• Part
	
(generally not all) of the work
associated with some Achievement
Badges can be dealt with in Pack
program activities. This is often an
ideal way to interest a child in a badge.
As the Level 2 Achievement Badges
go towards achieving the Grey Wolf
Award it is strongly recommended
that these badges, in particular,
must be done as an individual
rather than as a Pack activity.
• 	Cub Scouts should be encouraged
to obtain knowledge and expertise
from external sources rather than rely
heavily on Pack Leaders.
• 	These badges should be completed
to the satisfaction of an independent
examiner, not a Pack Leader.
Independent examiners can be
parents (not usually the child’s own)
and other interested adults with some
knowledge of the topic.
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4. The Cub Scout reports back to the
Leader giving an idea of how far they
have progressed with the necessary
requirements. The Leader assesses
readiness without in any way ‘testing’.

• 	A child should not approach an
examiner without the consent of
one of the Leaders. This ensures the
Leaders are aware of which badges
are being attempted and gives an
opportunity to ensure that the Cub
Scout understands the requirements
of the badge and has reasonable
knowledge or skill in the topic.
• 	It is important that the Cub Scout is
aware of the importance of making an
appointment with the examiner.
It is neither thoughtful nor courteous
to arrive unexpectedly at an
examiner’s home.
• 	The standard requirement is the
Cub Scout’s BEST. The Leader and
examiner have no authority to vary the
requirements for each badge.

Important points
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When considering this scheme, think of
the overall benefit Cub Scouts receive
by having to pass with independent
examiners:
• the making of an appointment, to
meet with and discuss the badge, will
bring them into contact with other
people
• use of the telephone promotes
politeness, telephone techniques and
skill for living
• keeping the appointment encourages
punctuality and a sense of
responsibility. Discussing their topic
with an adult who shares their interest
increases their self confidence, self
awareness and sense of worth.
These are all character building and
should be part of the program we offer
each child. Then there is the fact that

Badge Examiners bring more people
into contact with our organisation. This
promotes good public relations and gives
a much wider spread of interest.
Lastly, there is the fact that Leaders
should encourage all the Pack to be
interested in badge work by introducing
badges in normal programs.
To then turn around and pass them
would tend to confine the knowledge
of the badge to a small area. This is not
the object of Achievement Badges. Cub
Scouts should work to the limits of their
ability to achieve goals in a topic in which
they are interested. If you are not sure
how to go about getting examiners, talk
to your District Staff about it. They will
have ideas for you.
It is not intended that Cub Scouts
will gain an excessive number of
Achievement Badges. Indeed, if this
occurs, it is highly likely that they are
not being successfully challenged by
the requirements of the badges they
are undertaking. This is of no value.
Achievement Badges are an individual
effort. While group examination will
occasionally be necessary and acceptable,
greater value lies in individual testing.
It is the knowledge that the badge is
worthwhile that makes gaining it a
rewarding experience. Satisfying a ‘sense
of achievement’ is the force behind the
Achievement Badge Scheme. This needs
to be featured and promoted in the Pack
program. Its acceptance and success
depends upon recognition of the badges
as evidence of real achievement by the
Cub Scouts who wear them.

•

Experience based activities that
promote environmental learning.
These could be practical, physical or
achievement based activities.

•

Experience based activities that
encourage critical thinking about
environmental issues and lead to
shared awareness and deepened
understanding of the individual
responsibility for the environment.

•

Where possible activities should
encourage thinking about how the
five aims connect with each other.

There are seven Special Interest Badges.
These are:
• 	World Scout Environment Badge
• 	Landcare Badge
• 	Waterwise Badge
• 	Faith Awareness Badge
• 	Language Emblem
• 	Local History Badge
• 	Their Service, Our Heritage Badge
One of these must be completed for a
Cub Scout to earn their Grey Wolf Award.
World Scout Environment
Badge
Seeks to create an awareness of personal
responsibility for the environment. The
badge encourages Scouts to connect
with nature, think about how we interact
with the environment and take action to
protect it. The environment is a global
subject and the badge focuses on learning
about local and global issues and how
taking local action can help both of these.

What is required?
The badge is structured around the
exploration and reflection of the five aims
for environment education in Scouting
(1.air and water; 2. habitats and species;
3. harmful substances; 4. environmental
practices; and 5. environmental hazards
and natural disasters), then conducting
a project based on their explorations
and how they would like to take positive
action for the environment.
•

Outdoor activities that are fun, allow
unstructured exploration, encourage
inquisitiveness
and
generate
awareness.

Cub Scouts will need to complete
activities based on each of the five aims
A. EXPLORE and REFLECT – Complete
activities based on each of the five
aims
1. People and natural systems have
clean water and clean air:
•

explore the sources of clean water
and clean air in the local environment.

•

understand the ways water and air
are naturally cleaned.

2. Sufficient natural habitat exists to
support native species:
•

explore a local natural area.

•

discover some of the local native
species of plants and animals and
their habitat needs.

•

demonstrate knowledge of some
contrasting natural habitats.
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Special Interest Badges

3. The risk of harmful substances
to people and the environment are
minimised:

B. TAKE ACTION – Do an environmental
project that relates to the previous
learning and to the local environment:

•

be aware of harmful substances in
the local environment

•

participate in a local environmental
project.

•

explain ways to reduce the risk of
harmful substances to people, plants
and animals.

•

understand the benefits to the local
environment of the project.

•

beware of the local to global link of
the project.

4. The most suitable environmental
practices are used:
•

show awareness of how our actions
affect the environment and alternative
ways to make a smaller impact.

5. People are prepared to respond to
environmental hazards and natural
disasters:
•
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•

be able to recognise different types
of environmental hazards and natural
disasters
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demonstrate how to be prepared and
react to environmental hazards and
natural disasters in the local area.

Quotes for you
Countryside Code adopted by Australian
Institute of Agricultural Science – from
pamphlet ‘Care for Your Countryside’,
Ministry for Conservation 1979.
Respect the life of the countryside, the
people, the native plants and animals.
Be careful with fire
Be careful with firearms
Leave no litter.
Avoid excessive noise.
Keep pets under control.

Ask permission to enter a farm and stay
clear of animals.
Avoid damage to fences and leave gates
as they are.
Safeguard water supplies.
A part of the Scout Law
‘A Scout cares for the environment.’
Tintookies Reserve sign
From Guiding in Australia, May 1984.
At the Tintookies Reserve on Bribie Island
is a sign which reads:-

Unknown American Chief
‘This land belongs to many People, some
of whom are dead, some of whom are
living, but most of whom are yet to be
born.’
From ‘No Litter’ – Scout Association
World Bureau.
• 	Always leave a place a little cleaner
than you find it
• 	When you break camp, leave two
things behind:
1. Your thanks
2. Nothing
Endangered species

CONSERVATION is

• 	Extinction is forever

Care

• 	Dead as a Dodo

Of

Landcare Badge

Nature
Seashore
Earth
Rivers
Valleys
Air
Trees
Insects
Our
Neighbourhood
Chief Seattle’s reply to the ‘Great
White Chief’ in 1854.
“...This we know, the earth does not
belong to man; man belongs to the
earth. This we know ... whatever befalls
the earth befalls the sons of the earth.
Man did not weave the web of life; he is
merely a strand in it. Whatever he does to
the web he does to himself ...”

Landcare projects can take place in any
community, and there has been a strong
incentive for Scout Groups to work with
their local community in tackling important
local projects, such as care for bushland,
dunes and creeks, etc.
The Landcare badge is designed to
encourage Youth Members from all
Sections to participate in local Landcare
projects. The badge design incorporates
the official Landcare logo in a green and
gold colour.
Waterwise Badge
Australia is recognised as one of the
driest continents on this planet and
recent weather patterns have resulted
in water restrictions throughout much
of Australia. As well as this water is one
of the essentials for life and we must
conserve and protect it to maintain our
way of life.
This badge has been designed to raise
a Cub Scout’s awareness of conserving
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Keep vehicles on tracks and drive
carefully.

There are two types of badge:
a) Emblem for a foreign language
b) Emblem for deaf sign language
The Language Emblem a badge on which
is embroidered ‘I speak . . .’ in the relevant
spoken language. ‘SIGN LANGUAGE’ is
embroidered on the Deaf Sign Language
Emblem.
Local History Badge
and respecting our water supply.
The Waterwise badge can be done as
a Pack or Six project or it may be done
individually. If it is done as either a Six
activity or individually the Cub Scout will
need to report, in any form they choose,
to your Pack on what they have learnt.
Faith Awareness Badge
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Youth Members of the Cub Scout Section
are eligible to earn and wear the Faith
Awareness Badge. This badge is aimed
at developing a Cub Scout’s spiritual
awareness and as such is a very personal
and individual badge.
Badge examiner
The badge examiner will be called a
Religious Adviser. The Religious Adviser
may be a Minister of Religion, Priest,
Rabbi, Lay Helper or religious equivalent.
The badge should be examined by a
Religious Adviser of the Cub Scout’s
choice.
Language Emblem
Cub Scouts who can speak in any
language or languages as well as in
English may wear an emblem showing
the language or languages spoken. If a
Cub Scout speaks a second language at
home they can easily earn this badge.

Our local and Australian history are
important and this badge provides the
opportunity to learn more about it.
Through this badge, the Cub Scout will
learn more about their own community
history and Australian history and also
about how Scouting has played a part in
this history.
This badge may be completed as a Pack
or Six Project or earned individually. If a
Cub Scout is attempting this badge on
their own, a Cub Scout Leader or parents
may help by giving advice.
Their Service – Our Heritage Badge
This award was introduced for all
members of Scouts Australia, with the
intention of raising the level of awareness
of Youth Members about our Veterans
and to provide all Scout members with an
opportunity to actively participate in the
‘Their Service – Our Heritage’ Program.
This is an annual award and can be
achieved EACH year commencing on the
25th April – ANZAC Day.

Grey Wolf Award
This is the highest award within Cub
Scouts and it is not the expectation that
every Cub Scout will earn this badge.
Indeed, it is only those high achieving
Cub Scouts that will earn it.

The Grey Wolf Award brings together
all the elements of the Cub Scout
Award Scheme and Cub Scout Program
in that a Cub Scout must achieve the
Gold Boomerang, have completed four
Level 2 Achievement Badges and have
completed a Special Interest Badge.
As well, they must have been an active
member of the Pack and participated as
part of the Leadership team by attending
Pack Councils. The Scouting skills are
not forgotten either with a requirement
for a planned bushwalk to be completed.
The Cub Scout must also have an
understanding of the importance of The
First and Second Jungle Books theme
to the overall Cub Scout Program and
present a resource of their own design to

their Pack.
When presenting this badge to a Cub
Scout it must be stressed that this is a
very special badge that not every Cub
Scout will earn and it indicates to others
that this Cub Scout is one of the older and
wiser Cub Scouts of the Pack – just like
the Grey Wolf.
Most activities for the Grey Wolf Award
must be done during the last 12 months
of being a Cub Scout but it is likely
that Cub Scouts may earn their Level 2
Achievement Badges throughout their
Cub Scout life. The award requirements
may be completed in any order.
Completing all the levels of the
Boomerang Scheme is not a prerequisite
to earning the Grey Wolf Award.
As the Grey Wolf Award includes four
Level 2 Achievement Badges it is strongly
encouraged that the Level 2 Achievement
Badges must be done by the Cub Scout
individually rather than as a Pack activity.
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In The First and Second Jungle Books the
Grey Wolf represents the older and wiser
wolf, and a Cub Scout who has earned
this Award will also be one of the older
and wiser Cubs. Certainly by achieving
this award the Cub Scout will have shown
persistence and the willingness to learn
about new things.

OTHER RESOURCES
Scout Central http://central.scouts.com.au
The Leader resource portal, Scout Central, can be found at http://central.scouts.com.au,
or through the Scouts Australia website www.scouts.com.au.
On Scout Central you will find many resources to assist you with your programming
and administration. These include an online library, lists of programs, references to
publications, a Scouts wiki and promotional and recruitment material.
There are ideas-sharing spaces, the latest news from around Scouting and your link
to e-Learning. There are also links for combining with other Groups’ adventurous
activities and outings, as well as cloud storage space for your Group.
Other Scouts Australia digital products for Leaders include the Scouts OZ app available
on Itunes and Google Play; regular enewsletters; and our social networking sites
including Facebook, Twitter, Scouts Reunited and YouTube.

Publications
Scouts Australia publishes an extensive list of books, charts and certificates for Leaders,
Youth Members, Parents and Group Committees. These can be purchased through
Scout commercial outlets in each State. Ebooks listed are available on iTunes.
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The following are a selection of publications available at time of printing from Scouts
Australia relevant to the Cub Scout Section. Check the website www.scouts.com.au for
the most current list, or any publications that may have moved onto the on-line library.

Cub Scout Publications
Cub Scout Leaders’ Resources Folder
My Adventure into Cub Scouts
Cub Scout Record Book
Best Of Cub Scout File (1)
Best Of Cub Scout File (2)
Six Subs Book
Wolf Cubs Handbook
Nature and Outdoors
PAWS Leader Resource Series
Cub Scout Award Scheme Chart
Cub Scout Badge Chart
Leader and Group Committee
Publications
Leader Of Adults Handbook
Personnel Committee Handbook

General Publications
Introducing Scouting
Ceremonies
Australian Scout Song Book
Australian Scout Song Book ebook
Prayers For The Future
101 Thrifty Ideas Book
Fieldbook For Australian Scouting
Exploring The Environment
Yarns by BP ebook
To Find Our Way
Scouting for Boys (Australian Edition) ebook
The Cub Scout Cookbook ebook
Policy and Rules 2014 ebook
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facilitating discussion about the Promise and Law

PROMISE AND LAW

a discussion guide for cub scouts

Scouts Australia has recently updated the Australian Scout
Promise and Law. This discussion guide has been developed
to support facilitating discussion about the Promise and Law
with Scouts. The intention is not to be a list of questions
which must be discussed every time a prospective Scout
prepares to join the Scout Movement, but instead, as a
guide to explore concepts with Scouts as they increase their
knowledge of Scouting. Adults may chose to have regular
conversations with their Scouts regarding the Promise and
Law, and some of the questions in here may produce different
responses from different youth members at different times in
their Scouting journey.

resource.scouts.com.au

or

ypr.scouts.com.au/pl
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AUSTRALIAN SCOUT PROMISE
VERSION 1

On my honour, I promise
To do my best,

To be true to my spiritual beliefs,

To contribute to my community and our world,
To help other people,

And to live by the Scout Law

VERSION 2

On my honour

I promise that I will do my best
To do my duty to my God, and
To the Queen of Australia
To help other people, and
To live by the Scout Law
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WHAT DOES ON MY HONOUR MEAN?
Your honour is made up of a few different things. It includes
your reputation – how you want other people to see and think
of you – as well as the good feeling you get when know you’ve
done the right thing. When you make your promise, you
recognise that if you don’t try to do your best, that your
reputation as someone who keeps their promises may suffer.
Being human, we all know that it’s very hard to do your best
at all times, but we are still promising that we will try to do
this.

HOW DO I DO MY BEST?
Your best is the best that you can possibly do at the time. You
don’t have to do things perfectly, and you don’t have to do
things better than everyone else. You just have to be happy that
you’ve done the very best you can possibly do.

DEFINITION OF SPIRITUALITY:

The definition of spirituality for Australian Scouting is the
feelings or beliefs of a person regarding their purpose in life,
connection to others and place in the world around them.
These spiritual feelings or beliefs may change as a person
develops and guide their actions throughout their life.

WHAT DOES SPIRITUAL BELIEFS MEAN TO ME?
HOW AM I TRUE TO THEM?
Your spirituality is your feelings or beliefs about your purpose
in life, your relationship with other people, and the meaning of
life. Every person has some sense of where they fit in this world
– maybe even just being part of nature.

Spiritual Development occurs in Scouting through:
• Exploring a connection with nature and the world
around us
• Searching for meaning in life’s experiences
• Learning about different religions and
non-religious belief systems
• Learning about and respecting others spiritual beliefs
• Participating in Scouts’ Owns, reflections or
other activities

So when you say that you will be true to your spritual beliefs,
this means that you will think about what your spiritual beliefs
are, and what you need to do to follow those beliefs.
For some people – perhaps you – a religion helps you
understand your place in the world. As part of your religion,
you might be expected to do certain things, like attend religious
services, fast (not eat) at certain times of the year, or take part
in special traditions.
There might be other things that help you to understand your
place in the world, how you connect to others, your purpose
and the meaning of life – perhaps for you it’s about thinking
about how the world fits together: how animals live in the bush
and the oceans, and how we use the bush and the ocean for
things too.These beliefs might not come with the same kinds of
traditions and expectations as religious beliefs, but there might
be other ways you should stay true to them.

This allows young people to develop, question
and refine their spirituality

Hint for Leaders: Depending on your Cubs, you could talk
about a belief in the power of humanity, or the environment,
or scientif ic research – whatever concepts resonate best with
your Cubs and their families. Please refer to Resources for The
Internal Compass on Spirituality

resource.scouts.com.au

Through making the Scout Promise, members commit
to ‘being true to’ their spiritual beliefs (Duty to God)

or

ypr.scouts.com.au/pl
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HOW CAN I EXPLORE MY BELIEFS?
WHAT IF MY BELIEFS CHANGE?
There are lots of different ways that you can explore your
beliefs, and you can choose which ones work for you.
The first place that a lot of us learn about our beliefs is
from our parents and other family members. Have a chat with
them about what they believe. Different people in your family
might have different beliefs, and different friends might too.
Think about which beliefs make sense to you and how they
make you feel.
You can also learn more about different beliefs by speaking
to people who are experts in particular beliefs. This could be
a Priest, an Iman, a Rabbi, a Monk, or a Nun. You could also
speak to someone from a local Humanist society, or biologists,
anthropologists, sociologists and environmental scientists.
Every one of them will be able to tell you something different
about how they find meaning in their life. Perhaps you could
have some of these people come to your Pack night, and about
their views of the world?
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WHAT IF I DON’T HAVE THE SAME BELIEFS AS YOU?
That’s absolutely fine! There are lots of different sets of beliefs
in the world, and every single one of them’s different. Different
beliefs bring different perspectives, and different ways of
thinking, and different ways of doing things. And the more
of these, the better! Understanding a bit about other people’s
beliefs also helps us understand each other better.
Download the Internal Compass resources to help you
understand further.
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WHAT IS MY COMMUNITY?
We all are part of lots of different communities. Your Cub
Pack is one. Your school is another. The suburb or town you
live in, an ethnic, cultural or religious group you’re a part of,
your sports team or any hobbies you have – these are also
lots of other communities you’re a part of. Even Scouts all
over the world make a community together – a very big one!
Of course, we also can’t forget that Australia is a
massive community.
Communities are all about groups of people who share
something – a place they live, or visit, or learn at, or a set
of ideas or values that they share. When you take the Scout
Promise, you become a part of the Scouting community!
When you start at a school, you join the school community,
and if you’re part of a religion, you’ll be part of that religious
community. What communities are you part of ?

HOW CAN I CONTRIBUTE TO MY COMMUNITY? HOW
AM I ALREADY CONTRIBUTING TO MY COMMUNITY?
Different communities need you to contribute to them
in different ways.
• Your school (or your Scout group!) might ask you to look after
younger students and help out at working bees or fundraisers.
• Your sports club might ask you to commit to always attending
training and to bring oranges to share once a season.
• As a member of your local community, perhaps you can
contribute by picking up rubbish in your local streets, or letting
your local government know if something needs fixing.
• And as a member of the Australian community, you can
contribute by finding ways to make Australia better for
everyone. When you’re older, this might include voting and
paying taxes, but even now there are ways you can contribute.
You can use your voice to help others find theirs, or you can
volunteer for other community organisations.

HOW CAN I CONTRIBUTE TO OUR WORLD?
HOW AM I ALREADY CONTRIBUTING TO OUR WORLD?
Our world is the world that we all share – and in sharing our
world, we all have to look after and contribute to it.
Our world has many parts, and each part needs looking after.
The natural environment, people, plants, animals, and the built
environment too we all need to help out, but there are lots of
different ways to do so.
Jane Goodall, Ban Ki-moon, Caroline Chisolm, Eddie Mabo,
Rosa Parkes, Leonardo da Vinci, Jane Austen, Robert BadenPowell – all contributed to our world in different ways. They all
found something that they were good at, and used that skill to
improve people’s lives, in their local community, and the wider
world around them. Do you know some of the things that these
people have done?
You don’t have to be famous to contribute to our world though –
have a think about the people around you making contributions to
our world by small acts. Making sure rubbish doesn’t end up in the
sea can have an impact all over the world!
What other ways could you contribute to our world, that could
have an impact – big or small – globally? Think about things that
make people, animals, the and the environment (built and natural)
happier, healthier, and safer. See what things you can start doing!

What ways are you already contributing to your
communities? What new ways could you find to contribute to
your communities?

Top Tip for Leaders: Check out the Messengers of Peace
programme offered by the World Organisation of the Scouting
Movement – some activities that your Cubs take part in or run
could contribute towards this award.

resource.scouts.com.au

or

ypr.scouts.com.au/pl
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HOW DO I HELP OTHER PEOPLE?
WHAT MORE CAN I DO TO HELP OTHER PEOPLE?

ARE THERE DIFFERENT WAYS THAT I HELP OTHER
PEOPLE FOR DIFFERENT PEOPLE?

Baden-Powell wrote in Scouting for Boys that;
“[w]hen you get up in the morning remember that you have got to
do a good turn to someone during the day”.
A good turn is doing something good for someone else. It
doesn’t have to be massive: you’ve probably heard about the
idea that Scouts help little old ladies cross roads. Well, that was
one of the suggestions BP gave for a good turn. It certainly isn’t
all that we do, but if you see someone who’s struggling to cross
a road, offering them help – and giving it if they want it – is a
good thing for a Scout to do.
There are lots of other things you can do to help other
people. Maybe a friend at school needs help with their
homework? Or your neighbour’s going away and their dog
needs feeding and walking? Perhaps you’ve got another skill
you could use? Some people make blankets or toys for sick
babies and children, or collect old mobile phones for recycling.
What can you come up with?

Everybody needs different help. You might help your best
friends by looking after them when they’re unhappy, but you
might help your parents by being patient if they’re busy or
stressed. Who are the different people in your life? What can
you do to help?
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HOW AM I LIVING BY THE SCOUT LAW?
The Scout Law is a set of principles every Scout promises to
follow throughout their life. We’ll talk a bit more about the
Law later on, but to live by it, you’re using these Laws to help
you decide what it is you’re going to do every day of your life. If
you find something challenging, have a think about the Scout
Law – they might be able to help you to make your decision.

HOW DO I DO MY DUTY TO THE QUEEN OF AUSTRALIA?
When you do your “duty to the Queen of Australia”, you’re not
doing things specifically for Queen Elizabeth II. This is another
way of saying you’ll do your duty to others – one of the core
principles of Scouting. Because Australia is still a constitutional
monarchy (our country has a Queen as our head of state, in
charge of our country) , you might prefer to acknowledge her
when you promise to do your duty to others, instead of to “my
community and our world”.

HOW DO I DO MY DUTY TO MY GOD?
Find out what your God asks you to do. Perhaps you’re expected
to pray, go to certain places, or take part in certain traditions.
Your parents, or elders from your religion, might be able to help
you understand what your duty to your God (or Gods) is.

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
TWO VERSIONS OF THE PROMISE?
WHICH VERSION WOULD I PREFER TO MAKE?
There’s a few differences between the two versions of the
Promise, but there are two key differences.

Version one

“be true to my spiritual beliefs”
“contribute to my community and our world”,
Version two
“do my duty to my God”
do my duty “to the Queen of Australia”
You can’t pick and choose which parts of which version
you would like – you have to take all of one, or all of the
other. When you’re deciding between the two, though, you
should think carefully about the words of both versions of the
Promise, and which set works better for you. You can talk it
over with your family and friends, your Scout Leaders, your
teachers at school, or other people you know. But in the end,
it’s your choice which one you choose to make – no one else
can make it for you.

resource.scouts.com.au

or

ypr.scouts.com.au/pl
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AUSTRALIAN SCOUT LAW
BE RESPECTFUL
Be friendly and considerate

Care for others and the environment

DO WHAT IS RIGHT
Be trustworthy, honest and fair
Use resources wisely

BELIEVE IN MYSELF
Learn from my experiences

Face challenges with courage
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HOW AM I CONSIDERATE?

Note for Leaders: the focus for Cub Scouts should be on the three
headings, with the points beneath providing more details for the
older sections. However, you can still use them – this document
will only provide brief information on these points. The Scout
sections discussion guide goes into greater detail on them.

•

Think about the impact the things you do have on others

HOW AM I FRIENDLY?
•

WHAT DOES RESPECT MEAN?
HOW DO I DEMONSTRATE MY RESPECT?

Think about being welcoming and kind, both to people
you already know and people you’ve never met

HOW DO I CARE FOR OTHERS?
First of all, it’s important to realise that everyone around
you is different to you. For instance, if you’ve only ever used
a knife and fork to eat at home, you’ll probably find it hard
to use chopsticks – but someone else in your pack might
have a lot of trouble using a knife and fork if they’ve always
eaten with chopsticks. As everyone’s life has been different,
they’ll see the world a little differently. Therefore, there are
different things that they’ll need help with, and that you
can do to care for them. Have a think about the different
things that people do to care for you – your parents? Your
Scout Leaders? Your teachers at school? Your friends?

Having respect is about caring for others’ feelings and thinking
positively – about yourself, others, the environment, animals, or
things. For instance, when you’re at school and it’s time to work
quietly, you should stay quiet to respect everyone else and allow
them to work in peace. At home, you might show your respect to
other members of your family by keeping the volume down on
music that you’re playing, or the TV.
Then there’s respect for yourself. Showing respect for yourself
involves things like looking after yourself – getting enough
exercise, eating responsibly, keeping yourself neat and tidy. This
doesn’t mean that you have to always look immaculate, go on a
diet, and run for an hour every day – it just means that you make
sure you’re healthy. Others will have more respect for you if you
can show that you respect yourself.
You should show respect to your environment too - whether
your bedroom, your school, the local shopping centre, a forest
you’re camping in or the top of the tallest mountain you can
climb. What are the different ways you can do this?
How do you show your respect?

Now have a think about what do you can do to care for
others.

HOW DO I CARE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT?
•
•

Think about the different environments we use/ live in –
it can be both the ‘great outdoors’, or your bedroom, or
your Scout Hall
Think about what you can do to help look after these
different environments

resource.scouts.com.au
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE HONEST?

WHAT DOES RIGHT MEAN?
This is a difficult one, but something that is just as important
as the rest of the Law. What are the different things that you
know that are right and wrong? Things like getting to school
on time and listening when other people are speaking are right,
while snatching someone’s pen from their hand or throwing a
ball at someone’s window so it breaks is wrong.
The right thing is not always the easy thing – owning up to
something you did that was wrong, giving up something you like
for others, doing something that you really don’t want to do –
but if it’s the right thing, then as a Cub Scout, you’ve should try
to find the way to do it.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE TRUSTWORTHY?
•
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If you say you’re going to do something, do you make
sure you do it?

•
•

This is about telling the truth, even when it’s
difficult to do so
There are some ‘good’ lies though – when you’re
planning a surprise party, for instance, or to keep
yourself or others safe

WHAT DOES FAIR MEAN TO ME? HOW AM I FAIR?
•

Think about how you make sure everyone has the same
opportunities to do things

WHAT DOES USE RESOURCES WISELY MEAN?
•

Think about how you make sure you don’t waste
things, like food, water, fuel, equipment, rubbish,
or other resources
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HOW DO I BELIEVE IN MYSELF?

WHAT KIND OF CHALLENGES DO I FACE?
HOW CAN I APPROACH THEM WITH COURAGE?

Think of something you’re scared of doing. Public speaking?
Rock climbing? Scuba diving? Maths tests? It’s okay to be scared
of things – everybody’s scared of something sometimes. But do
you believe that you can do whatever it is that you’re scared of
doing? Do you believe that, if you try really hard, take lots of
deep breaths, focus – that you can achieve it?
Believing in yourself is all about believing that you’re able to do
things if you set your mind to them. You might not be able to beat
Usain Bolt in the 100m sprint, but that doesn’t mean that you can
still beat your own personal best over 100m. You mightn’t be able
to climb that rock climbing wall today, but perhaps you can work
towards it, and will be able to do it next time.
What’s something that you could work on, where you’re not
believing in yourself as much as you could?

resource.scouts.com.au

•

Think about what things you find difficult: how do you
get through them? Are there things that you do to help
yourself do them?

HOW DO I LEARN FROM MY EXPERIENCES?
WHICH EXPERIENCES CAN I LEARN FROM?
•

or

Think about how you’ve learned from mistakes that
you’ve made, or when things have gone well for you.

ypr.scouts.com.au/pl
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